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BEAUTY IN BRASS.
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We do not claim to sell the cheapest
Brass Bedsteads In Boston, for we do not
handle the very flimsy structures which
n are not cheap at any price.
But we do claim to be the one fur7
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No farther back than the early
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eighties a brass bedstead was a sort of
patent of gentility. It was like a family portrait or old silver. It was a badge of
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But now all this is changed. We are selling brass bsdsteads at the cost of
wood. In hundreds of homes in this city we have erected these low-priced luxuries.
j If you have not priced them recently in our warerooms you can have no idea how
inexpensive they are.
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comes but once a year: you can aflord to do something handsome that often.
This leads us to suggest that you present
your wife, your mother or yourself with one of
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Made up in true Oriental Patterns. They make beautiful gifts and their
daily use is a pleasant daily reminder of the giver.

patriotic and want something

you are

of Yankee
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See Our American=Made Saxony Rugs,
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Joel Goldthwait & Company,
169 WASHINGTON ST., near Cornhllland Adams Sq. Subway

Station. BOSTON.

*

RUGS, DRAPERIES AND FURNITURE,
48 CANAL

Ready

STREET, BOSTON.

For Christmas.

After months of alterations, repairing and building we are now ready for
the Holiday Trade. Ready with

Two Mammoth Establishments

Filled to overflowing with goods suitable for Christmas Gifts. We have made extra
eflorts this year to get our store in readiness for the Holiday Season, so that, even in
this time of big crowds, it will be a comfortable place? no waiting or crowding
with an army of salespeople in attendance, and about twenty acres extra floor. A
stroll through our floors will help you greatly in making out your list, for we have
everything here.
?

Toy World

The

On our Fourth Floor is simply jammed full with Toys, Games and Dolls. Everything that the children delight in ?Sleds, Skates, Drums, ABC Blocks, and all
kinds of Dolls, Rag Dolls, Kid Dolls, and Dolls representing every nation. This
year we have devoted a whole acre of floor space to the sale of these goods large
aisles, ample show space, and hundreds of salespeople, cashiers, etc. Everything
in the Toy Line is here, even to the wonder Electric Toy Train, now on exhibition at
the fair.
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Twelve out of Twenty Samples
of " Lard " found Adulterated.
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PURE LEAF LARD
there Uno adulteration. If your dealer will
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JSQUIRE'S
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The "P°" of the Maaaachuietu State Board of
Health for the week ending May o, 1806, reported
that oa of twenty .ample, 0| r jlrd| twe i,e were
found to be adulterated. The qucition 1», Who
use* them? One thing ii sure: when you get
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not
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supply it, ask him WHY? If you call for
Squire's Pure Leaf Lard and insist on having

%

it, you are entering your protest against the
adulterated Lards and substitutes. Squire's is
tried out in the oldfasbioned way. Is there any
better method ? Ask experienced housekeepers.
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The Sacred Heart Review
is owned and published by the

REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.,
a corporation organized under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and consisting of the leading Catholic
clergymen of New England.
Important additions to the extensive
plant have lately been made, including new
type, presses, and other machinery of the
most improved patterns.
The Bevtbw now has regular correspondence from the principal Catholic
centres of Europe.
A number of distinguished writers
have been added to the editorial staff.
The paper consists of from sixteen to
twenty pages, and other pages will be
added as occasion demands.
The management of the Bevtbw remains in the same hands as heretofore.
The bishops of the country, assembled
in the Council of Baltimore, appealed to
the clergy to use the press for the protection of Catholic interests, saying: It
is culpable and unbecoming to neglect
this powerful means for the defense and
propagation of the faith." We therefore
cheerfully undertake this labor, and contribute from our means, so that by our
united efforts the scope and usefulness of
this excellent paper may be enlarged, and
it may be made still more worthy of a
place in every Catholic home.
It has been a source of satisfaction to
ns to know that the Bbvtew has been
conducted according to the highest Catholic ideals : and that it is held in special
esteem by the clergy and the intelligent
laity of New England The Most Rev.
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reality, what could we say of young men from
presumably Christian homes who could take
deliberate advantage of ignorance like that
Is Mr. G. B. Putnam, who read the other day, pointed out? Simply that the morality taught in
before the Congregational Club, a poem in which godless schools is a poor safeguard against the
he alluded to cruel Spain, with all her brood of commission of wilful sin.
"
friars," the headmaster of the Franklin school in
this city, and is he in the habit of indulging in
The subject of no-license " has been receiv"
that sort of rant in his classroom ?
ing attention pending municipal elections, in
other cities than Cambridge, and this should be
Last year's English immigration to this coun- an incentive to work for its continuance in this
try was less than five per cent, of the total numplace. We can not see that any one will be benber of newcomers to these shores, and examinaefited by its repeal. Even those who hope to
tion of former statisticswould probably show that
profit pecuniarily by it will, in the end, be hopethat has been about the percentage of immigrants lessly disappointed, for the absence of no-li" its
we have received from England for many years cense" for one year would inevitably secure
coolly
in- return the next. The voters would see that with
back. And yet William Elliot Griflis
forms us in the latest Outlook that " we are mostly liquor sold openly in Cambridge there would be
of the Anglo-Saxon breed " !
a relapse into a state of things which existed
years ago, when temptation was constantly
A i.kttkk from one of our non-Catholic friends
in the way of the weak-willed and the
placed
on page 474 calls attention to some abuse that was
hurled at Catholics from a Boston Protestant young, and would insist upon a revival of the
pulpit to tickle the ears of uneducated listeners. happier days of " no-license."
Our correspondent erroneously calls these
The Observer says that Cardinal Vaughan
listeners illiterate, while he obviously means
claims
that from 600 to 700 converts a month
uneducated, for they all, no doubt, can read and
from the Established Church to the Roman
pass
write, and are not therefore illiterate. They have
church, and then our New York conthat little learning which the poet calls a danger- Catholic
temporary goes on to remark that the Cardinal
ous thing.
is, apparently, not anxious to call attention to
John M<'Lauiun, in the course of a lengthy the number of Catholics who leave the Church
contribution to one of the New York Sunday for Protestantism. Of course there is the usual
papers on the negro problem in the South, says stock allusion to converts to a purer faith, but
that, in his opinion, one of the greatest mistakes it is difficult to see how his Eminence Cardinal
this country has made with regard to its colored Vaughan could keep track of the people who
citizens lies in the system of education it has ex- adopt a purer religion than the Catholic, since
tended to them. The negro, he says, in conse- such a one does not exist. And as for Catholic
quence of that system, is being rapidly developed perverts to the Established church, they are
intellectually before he is prepared morally and probably so few in number and of such little imindustrially. The colored race is no worse off in portance that they are not worthy of especial
this matter, though, than our Caucasian element notice.
whose children, if they go to the public schools,
The Casket of Antigonish, N. S., reprinted
are subjected to the same educational process,
last week an editorial from the London Tablet,
which aims chiefly at intellectual development
based on a statement which appeared in the
and cares little, or nothing, for moral training.
Annee Dominicaine, calling attention to the
Judgb Day, the head of our Paris peace comatrocities practiced by the insurgents in the
Philippines
upon the Dominicans. About one
a
at
day,
the
mission, made remark the other
completion of debatesover the Philippines, which hundred of these zealous men, including among
may yet be quoted disadvantageously to "the hero the number the bishop of Segovia, have been
of Manila Hay." Should our occupation of the treated with great indignity, being thrown
into prison, scourged in a most cruel manner,
archipelago prove disastrous to this country
and
often mutilated with great brutality. The
good
a
intense
Americans
that
predict
many
and
Casket
holds the United States responsible for
should
Dewey
come
home
in
George
it will?and
allowing
and
such a state of things to exist, and says
meantime
run
for
the
in
presidency,
the
he
that
for
lesser outrages than these, inflicted
already
with
which
office
has
connection
been
"Christian
upon
missionaries, European powers
a
disastrous
effect
upon
his
mentioned, what
have
time
and
time
again exacted satisfaction
be
him
produced
by
quoting
against
boom would
from
China
at
the
cannon's
mouth."
declaration
that
our
of
Day's
opportunity
Judge
Philippines
was
lost when
getting out of the
How's This For An American Church?
Admiral Dewey, after smashing the Spanishships,
According to the New York Herald, no memfailed to pull up anchor and sail away from the
ber
of the Reformed Presbyterian church can
Malay archipelago !
votefor any political candidate in this country and
:
One
of
our
remain
says
a member of that religious organization.
Thk Christian Register
" invasion ofmost
the
the
A
law
of
the Reformed Presbyterian church, acevident dangers attending
twenty
cording
thousand
to a decision recently rendered by a New
Philippines is the bringing of
a
York
duty,
presbytery,
with
forbids its members from voting
young men in contact, when off
vast population of natives who are described as at any election or holding any political office, bebeing very modest in dress and demeanor, but cause the American constitution does not recogignorant even of the existence of the moral law." nize God in plain language. We don't know
We can not conceive of modesty of any kind how this law affects this peculiar brand of Presexisting under the conditions indicated. But, byterians; but the average Presbyterian, layafter all, these " natives" are probably the man and churchman, has always been a very percreation of a diseased fancy, and the danger that sistent and generally successful office-seeker. If
our contemporary fears may not exist outside of a religious census were taken of the present naa morbid imagination. If, however, it were a tional administration, the Presbyterians would

EditoralNotes.

?

be found holding down a majority of the best
salaried chairs; and the present administration is
not an exceptional one in the matter. Wouldn't
it be well for those individuals who are always
endeavoring to make it appear that the Catholic
Church is an enemy of American ideas and institutions to turn their attention to this Reformed
Presbyterian church ?
A Poet's Error Perpetuated.

The Boston Transcript on Nov.
the fiftieth
anniversary of the departure of Pius IX. from
Rome, resurrected Whittier's lines addressed to
theexiledPope. They werenotbased on fact in the
past, and in the light of the present their falsity
of tone is strikingly apparent. We give below
a letter from a valued correspondent dealing
more at length with the subject:'?
Winchester, Mass., Dec. 1, 1898.
Editor of Sacred Heart Review:
I am sorry that the Transcript printed the verses. The
editor can not haveread Crawford's book on Rome, just
published, with his long and careful estimate of Pius IX.'s
character. Whittier calls him " coward and cruel.'' He
might as well have called him a negro: it would have
been quite as true and not one-half as unjust. Whittier
was a well-meaning, good man, but his knowledge and
opinion of the Pope, and the Church generally, were those
of the average New England Orthodox country deacon of
his day. And there are hundreds of Trarxeript readers now
who have not sufficient knowledge to act as a corrective to
this dose of misguided hatred and bitterness, mixed long
ago by Whittier's hand and now re-administered by some
careless and ill-informed sub-editor in the Transcript
office. This is the way in which history is made, and
error and injustice perpetuated. Pius IX. was as gentle,
kind-hearted, amiable a man as the Quaker Poet himself,
with ten times more intellect, knowledge of the world,
wit, learning and accomplishment than Whittier could
possibly pretend to.
R.
?

The Church No Cause of Decadence.

The Boston Watchman says: " One of the
interesting and important questions of our
time touches the extent to which Roman Catholicism is responsible for the gradual decline of
power among the Latin nations. But can it be
fairly attributed to the influence of the Papal
Church ? " Certainly not. It may be laid at
the door of the infidels in France, Spain and
Italy, who have too often secured power and
checked the good influences of the Church.
What had Catholicism to do with the various
revolutions in France which contributed to her
decadence ? Who enthroned a Parisian prostitute
as the goddess of reason in the temple of the
Most High God? And who are prominent in
the seats of government in Spain and Italy today ? Not loyal children of the Church, we may
rest assured, but men who have lost their faith,
principally, no doubt, through the influence of
secret societies. But aside from the causes for
the decadence which are patent enough to the
intelligent observer, it may be said that the
Latin nations of this century are only following
the course of the countries of the ancient world,
who rose to supremacy and then sank back into
the unimportant positions that they occupied before their rise. England is great today, but the
time will come when she, too, will have passed
the zenith of her fame, and will be no longer
regarded as the mistress of the seas. It is in the
nature of things that neither countries nor men
can be forever advancing in worldly prosperity.
most

lhe Latin Nations.
And which are the Latin nations ? France,
Italy, Spam and Portugal, we suppose. The
last mentioned, from her size and position, was
never calculated to make a large figure in the
world, though she has a history of which she
need not be ashamed. Austria, which is Cath-
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olic, can not be called a Latin nation. Italy in
its glorious past was a land of many governments.
Venice and Florence and Naples and the States
of the Church all had their periods of grandeur,
long after the fall of the Roman empire. If
there is decay in United Italy, it was not brought
about by Roman Catholicism, but by an agency
that is potent in destruction unbelief.
?

DANGER OF DOUBT.

When that splendid Catholic layman, Frederick Ozanam, who founded the Society of St. Vincent dc Paul, was seventeen years old, he was assailed with doubts abouthis religion. He had been
very carefully educated and instructed in his religion by his excellent parents, who were both
devout, practical Catholics, and, of course, naturally took his religion for granted. But he was
a precocious young man of brilliant talents, high
aspirations and lofty ideals, and all at once he
was surprised to find himself questioning the
foundations of his faith. He was not naturally
inclined to doubt. He did not want to give up
his faith ; on the contrary, he clung to it with
great tenacity. After battling with his doubts
for some time he resolved to go to a learned and
devout priest who had the reputation of being a
profound philosopher and theologian. This good
priest very soon satisfied his doubts, and from
that time he commenced that brilliant career of
faith, devotion and practical charity which has
rendered him famous throughout the world, and
which will carry his name down to future generations as one of the greatest benefactors of
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Spite of his brilliant writing, his fascinating style
and great show of learning, he was far from being an accurate and reliable writer, and many of
his reasonings against Christianity were puerile
in the extreme, unworthy a schoolboy of common intelligence.
For the encouragement of us weaker Christians
we may remember that even good and holy men
have been assaulted by the demon of doubt. Even
so illustrious a man as Cardinal Wiseman, when
a student in Rome, distinguished for his remarkable talents, his profound learning and brilliant
oratory, all at once found himself troubled with
doubts about the faith. A man of his energy and
rare talents, of course, could not rest until he had
gone over the ground with the greatest thoroughness. The result was what might have been expected. His doubts vanished and the influence
of his deep conviction was shown in the wonderful work which he accomplished in England,
stemming the tide of anti-Catholicprejudice and
reviving and establishing the old Church on a

firm foundation.
Bishop Neumann of Philadelphia had a similar
experience, and now his name is before the Congregation of Rites as a candidate for canonization.
Temptations to doubt are often apparently permitted to try our faith and test our fidelity. If
through pride, or passion, or natural inclination
we yield to doubts, dwell upon and encourage
them, we shall inevitably be led into skepticism
and infidelity. If, on the other hand, we reject
and abhor them as a temptation of the great
enemy of our souls ; if, like Ozanam, Wiseman
mankind.
and Neumann, we cling to our faith, take pains to
The example of this admirable young layman satisfy and banish our doubts, we shall be confurnishes a very important lesson, peculiarly firmed and strengthened, and our faith will prove
adapted to the present time, when a disposition an anchor to the soul sure and steadfast and that
to skepticism and doubt is so generally prevalent. entereth within the veil.
The lesson is that doubt is more a matter of the
NOTAT
IN UMULT.
will than of the intellect. It is easy to doubt for
one who is so disposed. There is plenty of food
Redeemer,
The promise of a
made to our first
for a disordered intellect influenced by a will parents, was not limited to the Jews only. The
biased by intellectual pride and self-indulgence. epistle for the second Sunday in Adventdraws our
The world is full of mysteries which puzzle the attention to the writtenWord of God, declaring to
proudest intellect. If a man is so disposed he us: "What things soeverwere written,were written
can go on doubting, questioning and puzzling for our learning: that through patience and the
himself forever. He may even doubt about the comfort of the Scriptures, we might have hope."
existence of God. But there is no merit in doubt- And then the apostle to the Gentiles goes on to
ing. Some men seem to be proud of their quote from Scripture remarkable words of hope
doubting, but it is no evidence of intellectual su- and comfort for the Gentiles, such as these : Re-

periority.
Doubters and skeptics complain of mysteries
in Christianity,but there are no greater mysteries
in Christianity than there are in nature. You
do not gain anything by discarding Christianity,
on account of its mysteries, and taking up with
nature, which has just as great and even
greater mysteries with no clue to rational explanation, while Christianity, as embodied in the
traditional teaching of the Catholic Church, has
a grand intellectual system, unique, harmonious,
and bound together in all its parts by the most
stringent and conclusive course of logical reasoning?a system which, in the progress of ages, has
satisfied the greatest minds that have ever lived.
Doubt is generally the result of intellectual
pride or want of sufficient knowledge of the true
teaching of Christianity. Some are more inclined
to doubt than others. In fact, some seem almost
to have been born with a skeptical spirit. The
celebrated French writer, Renan, was a remarkable instance of this. He was educated by the
Jesuits, who are among the ablest reasoners and
most profound philosophers and theologians in
the world. Yet he seemed to be possessed with
a skeptical spirit from the start. His intellectual pride led him to question even the most
fundamental and universally accepted truths.
They could make nothing of him and could only
predict a brilliant but erratic career for the
young man, which he only too surely fulfilled.

"

joice, ye Gentiles, with His people "; and " Praise
the Lord, all ye Gentiles, and magnify Him, all
ye people"; and again, "There shall be a root
of Jesse ; and He that shall ri3e up to rule the
Gentiles, in Him the Gentiles shall hope."
But we will note especially, today, this saying,
will I confess to Thee, O Lord,
Therefore
"
among the Gentiles, and will sing to Thy name."
And we will take, in connection with these words,
our Blessed Lord's saying in regard to St. John
the Baptist, " This is he of whom it is written
Behold I send My angel before Thy face, who
shall prepare Thy way before Thee." These
words are constantly being fulfilled in a real
manner today, the wide world over ; for the missionaries of the Lord are going forth continually
to prepare His way, and they go among the
Gentiles, and there confess to Him and sing unto

:

His name.
Every now and then we hear of an affecting
scene in France, when the young men of the
Seminary for Foreign Missions go forth to their
far-off fields of labor, never to return. They are
seated in the sanctuary ; and one by one the people, gathered there to bid them a last farewell,
go up and kiss their feet, while the choir is
chanting Isaiah's prophetic words, How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that
brinfeth good tidings, and that preacheth peace !"
Sometimes it is an old, gray-haired parent who
bends down, sobbing, to press his lips upon the

"
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dear child's feet that he taught to-walk, bowmany years before ? And with such kisses for
their final parting, the brave soldiers of the
Cross go forth, to meet death, perhaps to meet
martyrdom ; but never to return.
" Pray God to give us the crown of martyrdom ! " they cry in their intense joy and inspired
fervor, these young knights in the unceasing
crusade of the missionary warfare.
Let us follow now a little farther thatremarkable chapter in Tsaiah from which their parting
?

chant is taken.
"The Lord hath prepared His holy arm in the
sight of all the Gentiles ; and all the ends of the
earth shall see the salvation of our God.
Depart, depart, go ye out from thence ; touch
no unclean thing ; be ye clean, you that cany
the vessels of the Lord.
For you shall not go out in a tumult; neither
shall you make haste by flight: for the Lord will
go before you ; and theGod of Israel will gather
you together.
Behold, My Servant shall sprinkle many
nations; they to whom it was not told of Him,
have seen ; and they that heard not, have beheld."
How remarkably this prophecy has been verified in God's true Church, has been very forcibly
shown in the Report published by the central
councils of Lyons and of Paris, concerning the
work of the Propagation of the Faith. It shows
clearly that her missionaries do not go out in a
tumult," but with order and system ; like a great,
trained, regular army, they go on what we have
justly called the crusade of the missionary. It
shows with like clearness, also, how by this
means the prediction is being accomplished that
"all the ends of the earth shall see the salvation
of God." We translate from the
Annexe A
l'Appendice," which, considered under some
aspects, may be said to be the most interesting
part of the entire Report. This Annexe gives the
principal religious societies of missionaries, and
of the missions which are entrusted to their care.
We translate only apart of the great whole.
Zanguebar Basilians. Abyssinia, Syria, Bulgaria, Constantinople, Madagascar, parts of

"
"
"

"

"

:

:

China: Lazarists. Dutch Guiana Redemptorists.
Dahomey, Egypt, Ilaut-Niger, Cote dOr, Cote
d'lvoire African Missions of Lyons. Central Africa: African Missions ofVerona. Borneo, Madras,
the Maoris Foreign Missions of England. Mongolia, Kansu, Independent Congo: Belgian
Foreign Missions. Armenia, Western Bengal,
Bombay, Mangalore, Madagascar, Zambeze, Australia, British Guiana, Trichinopoly, etc.: Jesuits.
Central Oceanica, New Zealand, New Caledonia,
New Hebrides, etc.: the Marists. British Colombia,
Athabaska, Transvaal, Natal, Jaffna: Oblates of
Mary Immaculate. China, Palestine, Africa,
Australia: Trappists. Mesopotamia, Curacoa,
French
Tonquin Central, etc.: Dominicans.
Guiana, Senegambia, Sierra-Leone, Zanguebar,
etc.: Missionaries of the Holy Ghost and the
Heart of Mary. Egypt, Syria, Gallas, Seychelles,
etc., etc.: Franciscans.
In all, forty of the principal societies arcnamed in the list; and then follows the statement that the missionaries are aided by valuable
helpers, men and women, as the Brothers of the
Christian Schools in the Levant and in Kgypt:
the Sisters of Charity in almost all parts of the
world, the White Sisters in Central Africa, those
of St. Joseph of Cluny in Africa and Madagascar, and a host of others whose names and deeds
would fill precious volumes, but can only be comprehended now in that etc. which hides so many
brilliant things that these noble souls are doing
in daily prayer and peace. Truly, they do "not
go out in a tumult, nor make haste by flight."
Through them, " the Lord hath prepared His holy
arm in the sight of all the Gentiles "\u25a0 and by such
as these "all the ends of the earth shall see the

:
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PROTESTANT CONTROVERSY.
XVIII.
It is a common opinion that there are no snakes in Ireland. I am sorry to say that this is an emir. I am compelled to anuounce the existence in Ulster of a boa-constrictor, of the most terrific proportions, able to extend liis
coils even to India, before enveloping the whole British

empire.
of course it is known to all the world that Protestantism
is immovably devoted to spiritual freedom, and utterly
averse to every species of religious persecution. Yet as of
course no true Protestant would willingly forego the
pleasure of plaguing the Papists, it is a delicate question,
in what way we shall be able to eat our cake and have it.
How can we contrive to torment the Catholics and at the
same time maintain iuviulate those grand principles of
religious liberty for which, beyond question, we stand
nady, one and all. to shed our blood, alike as Protestants
and as Americans ? I haveracked my brains a good deal
over this question, but not being endowed by nature with
any high measure of the inventive faculty, had not been
able to arrive at a satisfactory solution, until I was instructed by the llsterian boa-constrictor aforesaid, popularly known as a Protestant League, to imitate its
sinuosities and accomplish the simultaneous enjoyment
of the two incompatibilities by means of an insinuating
indirectness worthy of the ingenious reasoning to which
our mother Eve gave way in the garden of Eden.
There is published at Calcutta a paper, called the
Indian Witne**, the organ of the Methodist Episcopal
mission in India. The editor is, or was, a scurvy fellow
named .lames Meserve, a Canadian, and a royal hater of
the United States. How it is that Bishop Thoburn could
not have found a countryman of his own I do not know.
A paper representing an American mission ought to have
an American editor, at least an editor who does not hate
the country of his bishop and of his associates. The
Independ. ni has once had to tackle him for an insulting
calumny against the Tinted States and against President
Cleveland. The Independent, however, dealt far too gently

with him.
To do the man justice, he is not ordinarily very virulent
against the Roman Catholics. His virulence comes by tits
and starts. He pulls himself together now and then, as
who should say: " Beally, I have been forgetting my
business. As a good Protestant, and a good Methodist, I
must up and have another whack at those l'apishers." In
an evil hour for himself he fell in with the programme of
this Protestant League of lister and published it in full,
thereby committing himself and his paper, and so far as
in him lay, his bishop and the American Methodists of
India, to a sympathetic nsideration of the scheme. The
English Methodists of India are in no way involved.
Their magazine, the Harvest Field, a periodical of high
order, would have laughed to scorn a proposal to make
itself art and part of these North Irish knaveries. Indeed,
Bishop Thoburn himself I believe to havebeen entangled
in them only per accident., as the schoolmen say. A leading Methodist clergyman lias complained to me that
Bishop Vincent can hardly open his mouth without saying something disparaging about the Catholic Church,
but I never heard any such remark made about Bishop
Thoburn. Bishop Foster's remark, reported a good while
ago, that we can never conquer the world for Christ without the help of Home, is certainly at the antipodes of such
a tone of talk. Some of the faithful, too, are complaining
that the Methodist Revu w lias fallen from grace since the
good old days of Doctor Meudenhall. for that its writers
have wandered into an evil way of agreeing with the
general use of mankind by treating the Catholics as
Christians.
However, to come back, not to our mot/tons, but to our
anaconda. There is in India, it seems, a sodality or confraternity of Catholic soldiers, pledged, when off duty, to
take turns in acting as a guard of honor before the Blessed
Sacrament. This pious practice has aroused the high
indignation of the men of lister. I say
" the men of
Ulster," for although 1 believe that about half the people
are
province
Catholics,
of the
Roman
of course these
" mere Irish " go for nothing. These good Protestants of
Belfast and Londonderry haveformed a Protestant league,
or taken up into one already existing a grim determination to put down this new danger to religion and to the

Empire.
Most people will innocently ask,

" What business is it
of theirs." The Roman Catholic worship is admitted bylaw. A soldier in his free time, we suppose, has a right
to go anywhere and do anything not forbidden by the civil
authority. If he is disposed to kneel a few hours before
the Sacrament, who shall say him Nay?
"That will we," thunders a voice from Antrim, reechoed by one from Kuniskillen. " We do not in the
lvast," say these voices, " dispute the justice of the
general contention. If a soldier chooses, when off duty,
to make himself drunk in a canteen, he is only using a
privilege guaranteed or evidently implied in .Magna
Charta. All is, that he shall be sober when in the ranks.
A dedication to the service of Mylitta may be morally,
but not legally reprehensible, for the statute-book has
attached no note of disparagement to the name of this
great Babylonian goddess. If the uncinctured warrior
(booses to join in the rites of Vishnu
05 Siva, of Juggernaut or the elephant-headed Gauesa, he is in his plain
right, for English law has never been guilty of a word of
incivility to these illustrious deities of the ancient and
august religion of India. Its holy streams and sacredly
shameful shrines were mentioned by Doctor Barrows at
Chicago with tremulous and tearful reverence, and
although we may think that his enthusiasm went a little
too far, yet, where the law is respectfully silent, we will
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No; we will stand to the death for the right
?if every English, Scottish and Irish soldier, anil of every
sepoy, to wash away his sins in the Ganges if he likes.
and to magnify the glory of his British citizenship by
rolling in filth before the holy bulls of Benares. Drunk
or sober, we will stand by him in his inviolable franchises.
"It is another thing, however, when it comes to this
odious Popish confraternity. Its object is the one religious thing which English law mentions with the note of
ignominy.' The Queen's Most Sacred and Most Excellent
Majesty, at her accession, and again at her coronation,
subscribed, as bound in law, an explicit declaration that
the Mass and transubstantiation are superstitious and
idolatrous.' Now every soldier is bound by an individual
oath of allegiance to the Sovereign. How then can it be
lawful for him to treat with special honor that which she,
by the fundamental statutes of the realm, is bound to
treat with special and contumelious disdain ? No: the
soldier that does this is breaking his oath of allegiance,
and should be punished accordingly. In war he ought to
be shot: in peace to undergo whatever lesser punishment
is appointed for this great crime." When last heard from,
the League was making ready to call the Secretary of
Statefor India to a sense of his duty in this matter.
Most of the Ulster Protestants are of Scottish blood,
and the Scotch are a long-headed people. Of course the
members of this League know perfectly well that they
are talking mere midsummer madness. Yet they themselves are very far from being midsummer madmen. They
know very well what is involved in their argument, and
intend to develop the whole in due time. Of course they
have no thought that they will receive the slightest attention from the Indian Secretary, or the Viceroy, or the
General-in-Chief, or Parliament, or the courts, or anybody
else. Yet they are working, like Zenxis, " for eternity."
They reflect that a series of propositions logically evolving from a first principle makes an impression on the
thousands of minds that are imbued with deep prejudices
and only asking for some form of reasoning to justify
them in acting upon these. Let the starting-point be utterly fallacious, a.s here, yet if a vague show of law and
religion can be thrown over it, then every connected
deduction strengthens the impression of good logic. A
habit of mind might be gradually formed, which continued repetition might deepen, so that in some happy
moment of passionate fanaticism it might afford a channel for forces of ruin. It is surprising how indeterminate
and timid, at their first appearance, some of the mighty
formulas of the Middle Ages were. True, these were
working with their age, while those we are considering
appear to be working against theirs. Yet we can not
always be quite sure of the trend of our age, ami even
though we were, we may be surprised by violent eddies
of feeling against the general current. Within our own
memory a little indiscretion in Cardinal Wiseman might
have brought down a sharp though short storm of persecution on him and his episcopal brethren. Eternal
vigilance is the price, as of liberty, so of every great
moral possession of mankind. The divorce between
speculative belief and civil right is not yet absolutely assured. Thereforeevery attack on it, however worthless
intrinsically (and none could be more transparently
futile than this), may claim attention so long as it imposes
on multitudes of otherwise intelligent men and women.
What are the implications of this attack on the right of
Roman Catholic soldiers to do special honor to the Holy
Eucharist.
If their oath to the Queen forbids them to do .y cial
honor to the Host, of course it forbids them to do ordinary
honor. Every Catholic soldier who goes to Mass at all
proclaims to all the world his belief that in the Mass we
have the present Christ, under the veils of sense. Yet
the Queen has solemnly declared that this belief is
superstitious, and this worship idolatrous. The contradiction is sharper because continuous.
Furthermore, if an implied contradiction between the
soldier and the Sovereign is intolerable, much more an
explicit. Therefore it must be punishable for a Catholic
soldier to argue for the Mass or the Heal Presence.
Allegiance, however, to be acceptable, must be positive
and hearty. Say that a soldier did every point of his
military duty, but never went a hair's breadth beyond it.
Then in time evidence would accumulate of his
inward disloyalty, sufficient to justify a court martial in
acting against him. If then an expressed disagreement
with the Queen upon this matter of the Mass is not permissible, a hearty agreement with her is obligatory, and
cumulative evidence of inward opposition would render
a soldier punishable.
If it is unlawful for a soldier to disagree with the Queen
about the Mass, what are we to say of the Roman Catholic chaplains, whose business it is to celebrate this worship, which the Queen has declared " idolatrous." and to
teach these doctrines, which her Majesty lias proclaimed
"superstitious"'.' I have seen expressed in an English
Protestant magazine a benevolent wish that a good part
of the Roman Catholic chaplains of the Indian army
might be hanged at the head of their regiments, as
fautors of treason," lhe treason in question very evi"dently
being a product of the writer's exasperated
imagination at seeing priests enjoying the rank and pay
of British officers. Here, however, these men of lister
have shown us a palpable corpus delicti. Up with iliem
then let us see them swing. Hang them in chasuble and
stole, amice and dalmatic, the Chalice in one hand and
the Paten in the other. Not even in the days of Qood
Queen Bess was so edifying a spectacle offered in such
proportions to the sound believers. O! if it could only
be, what beal-fires of rejoicing would blaze from the
Giant's Causeway to Donegal Bay!
In our next paper, turning to seriousness ayaiu, it will
be well to review rapidly tue British legislation against
the Catholics down to the Emancipation Act of 1829, It
may cast a good many side-lights on the course of things
in America.
Chaki.es C. Starbuck.
Audover, Mass.
not revile.
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THE PROBLEMS OF SOCIALISM.

11.
A basal principle affecting all social problems
is the question of value. Taking Karl Marx as
their guide and teacher, many modern socialists
claim that the value of any product of labor
should be determined by the quantity and quality
of the work expended upon it. He and they
justify this claim on the ground that there is no
other agency than labor which imparts value to

any product.
Specious as this statement may seem at first
glance, a little examination into it suffices to
show that it is deceptive and erroneous. Labor
is not the only element which constitutes value.
If it were it would necessarily follow that all
products upon which equal labor had been expended would have equal values. That proposition, though, is untenable and absurd. The same
amount and the same kind of labor may be expended upon two different products, one of which
commands three or four times the price of the
other when put on the market or offered for sale.
There is no perceptible difference, for instance,
in the labor required of a diver who fetches a
pearl from the sea, and in the efforts of his fellow
who bring up a bit of coral. Yet the products
of their labjr have a widely different value.
Again, two writers may put the same amount and
practically the same sort of labor into two books.
Vet one will sell for twice or three times what
the other brings ; and numerous other examples
might be readily adduced to show that labor
alone does not determinevalue. Writing on this
topic in the North American Review of October,

189:'», Rev. Doctor Blaikie pertinently said :?

" Doctor Flint, in his recent elaborate book on socialism,
has shown well that mere labor creates nothing, any more
than the moving of our hands and feet in space would
create anything. Labor must receive from nature the
materials on which it works; it must be aided by the intelligence that plans and directs it, and by the machinery,
often complicated and elaborate, that has been designed
for its purposes ; and it must be turned to account by the
discovery of customers who desire to purchase its products.
It is one thing to maintain that labor is an essential element of value, and also that in the distribution of profits
labor has not hitherto received its due share; but it is
another thing to represent it as the one element of value,
and to make this the standard by which the just demands
of the workman are to be tried."
No economic system, therefore, which rests on
the erroneous principle that labor alone determines the value of a product, should appeal to
the intelligent working man. There are other
values than labor values. There is the utility
value of things, or the value they have in use ;
there is their exchange value; and these values
are not determined by labor. Then, again, values
change. A thing that may be worth ten dollars
today and in the place we live, a week hence, or
in some other land, may not have half that value ;
and yet the labor expended upon it remains the
same. Clearly there are other agencies than
labor, then, which determine the value of articles, and in the profits accruing from their sale
these agencies are entitled to a share. Hence,
says the writer quoted above :?
" We are not entitled to assume, as so many socialists
do, especially of the working class, that labor is what constitutes the sole or nearly sole value of products, or to
maintain that the workman is robbed aye and until he
obtain the full value of the product which his hands have
fashioned."

To this may be added that to make labor the
sole constituent of the value of any product
would injure the working man himself ; for, as
already shown, the value of such product, thus
determined, would very often be very small, and
the working man's reward for his labor would,
consequently, be frequently largely diminished.
Another claim which some modern socialists
frequently advance is that men are equal and
therefore entitled to equal shares in the wealth
which their labor produces. But that is an erroneous conclusion drawn from a false premise.
(Continued

on page 471.)
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Brussels, Nov. 19, 1898.
This paradoxical autumn has an endless variety of caprices in its pockets. On All Souls' one
stayed out-of-doors all day long, and far into the
evening, as if it were midsummer. Floods of
sunshine poured upon the graves. In the graveyards, the sombre crowd that came, bringing
chrysanthemums and immortelles that flower
of bygone days seemed painfully at odds with
the roses still in full bloom, and thebrilliant sunlight. The crowds, more than usually numerous, began soon after daybreak to stream tow?

?

ards the cemeteries, and in the dusk of the evening, the tiny flamesof innumerable candleslighted
on the graves vaguely revealed the kneeling
forms of those who were still faithful to the

memory of their dead.
The church of St. Gudule offers one of the
most striking spectacles in Brussels during the
first weekof November. Then is held thefuneral
service for all the Belgian soldiers who have
died during the previous year. It reminds one
of the military ceremonies at Notre Dame dcs
Victoires in Paris. There is a harmony between
religious and military celebrations which springs
from the natural affinity between the priest and
the soldier, both governed by the high sense of
duty, self-sacrifice, and rigid discipline.
The royal arms at the foot of the catafalque,
over which the national flag flings its red and
yellow folds, the vibrating tone of the bells, like
the voice of the hero defying death, and prostrating himself before God, the tears of the
mourners, all this is wonderful to the stranger
who sees it for the first time.
And Brussels is crowded with strangers this
year. Those who have formerly spent their winters in Paris, dreading to encounter they know not
what, in the present disturbed state of public affairs, have taken refuge here. Never were the
hotels so well filled, and the tradesman is reaping
a golden harvest. 'Tis an ill wind that blows
no one good. In Paris the hotelkeepers and
shopkeepers are very low in their minds. They
say the affaire " is going to cost Paris, not mil"
lions, but hundreds of millions. It is the rich
foreigner, who spends and never counts, who
buys but never bargains, upon whom the great
shops of Paris depend, and six weeks ago they
say that nearly all the English and Americans
shook the dust of Paris from their feet, and have
not since been seen.
Just now, while St. Martin's summer casts its
charitable mantle over the earth, the stranger
finds Brussels enchanting, but a cloak less warm
is hanging somewhere overhead, and the weather
men tell us we are going presently into an area
of tempests, and all sorts of polar sports.
Two years ago, when certain projects were
agitated in the ministry of war, projects that
might have been more or less difficult for a soldier to handle, such as the new system of barracks, some changes in armament, etc., it was
decided to entrust the department to a civilian,
M. Vandenpeerebom. How admirably he has
filled this office may be learned from the reluctant admissions of the anti-Catholic journals.
The moral victory which he has won over his
most violent adversaries, is largely due to his
fidelity to his religious convictions, manifested
in his public, as well as in his private life. At
first, and for a long time, he was the object of
incessant ridicule. Caricatures and street songs
made his face and name known to every citizen
of Brussels. The dignity of his manners, his
modesty, his generosity, his activity all furnished
food for the folly of his enemies. For ten years
a constant charivari has gone on about his ears.
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But hostility seems at last to have exhausted itself, and even his most virulent antagonists seem
to feel ashamed to go on deriding a man whom
they know is worthy of esteem, a capable and
conscientious administrator.
They begin to speak more respectfully, and
even to quote anecdotes to his credit. A liberal
journal recently noted the fact that M. Vandenpeerebom gave all the fruits of his gardens and
hothouses to the poor. A vigorous and highminded man is almost sure to conquer malice and
folly, but such characters are rare, much more
rare than distinguished executive ability.
The University of Louvain has received a new
rector to take the place of Monsignor Abbeloos,
who, exhausted by long fatigue and illness, resigns the office to younger hands, which will preserve his traditions and develop his noble work.
Monsignor Hebbelynck is a brilliant scientist,
progressive in the highest sense of the term.
" Jean Gabriel Borkman," Ibsen's latest drama,
is now playing in Brussels. It is a work of
much dramatic power, reminding one a good
dealof Balzac. Borkman is not unlike Balthasar
Claes in the devouring passion that compels him
to sacrifice all th«se around him to his own
dreams, but the atmosphere of filial piety, tenderness and unselfishness which makes Balzac's
romance so lofty and pure, is replaced in Ibsen's
drama by an environment of hatred and evil
doing.
General Foreign Notes
Prince Ikssbthwkt, governor-general of
Poland, has been removed by the Tsar. So one
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the German Emperor. All these negotiations,
as well as the double purchase, were accomplished before the royal party left Germany. But
the affair was kept a profound secret,partly to avoid
the unpleasantness which would be sure to appear if certain foreign powers learned of the intended transaction, and partly because the Emperor wished to enjoy the pleasure of giving Father Schmidt and the Palestine Union a surprise.
Prince Yon Arenberg has long been attached
to the German embassy at Constantinople, and,
consequently, is well informed on Eastern affairs.
Subscriptions are opened in the press of the
Centre to collect funds for building a church,
to be called the church of the Dormition.
to

A serious accident has happened to one of
the finest works in the Rembrandt Kxposition at
Amsterdam.
" Esther, Haman, and Ahasuerus,"
it is called, and it belongs to the King of Rumania. It is a perilous enterprise, this collecting of perishable works of art and transporting
them across the country. One wonders at the
complaisance of the lender. By an unlucky
chance a hook on the wall seems to have been
driven through the eye of Ahasuerus. A human
eye may be replaced by one of glass, and delude
the chance observer. But who will dare to undertake to restore an eye of Rembrandt? The
poor owner is going to be invited to take a note
for 5,000 florins, by way of restitution. The
cleverest restorers will be set at work on the
eye, but experts says that, however well it may
be done, time will soon reveal the makeshift.

On the 17th of November the annual session of
the French Academy took place. M. Loti-Viaud
?this is the first time that he has joined his real
presided
name to the now famous pseudonym
and delivered the discourse on the Montyon
prizes for virtue, which, needless to say, was
couched in phrases of picturesque grace and originality. And when a man achieves originality,
in a Montyon prize address, he deserves all the
attention and applause that greeted Pierre Loti.
The first prize was given to Father Joseph, a
Harnabite, he who won the Cross of the Legion
of Honor, under fire, on the ramparts of StrasM. Ed.mono Demoulins, whose recent work
bourg. He it was who lived among typhoid paon the superiority of the Anglo-Saxons has been
tients for nine months at Ulm. "Will you go
discussed to the verge of acerbity, is about to
into the jaws of death ?" wrote the archbishop of

writes from St. Petersburg to the Petite Republique.
The alleged reason for this disgrace is said to be
the strained relations between the governorgeneral and the higher Catholic clergy. It is also
said that the Holy Father himself asked theTsar
to dismiss Prince Imeretinsky. It is beyond
question that the Prince did pursue a very hostile
and oppressive policy towards Polish Catholics,
and his removal gives a fresh proof of the principles of equity and humanity by which the Tsar
is animated.

add example to precept. After raising funds
and gathering around him a group of kindred
souls, he has purchased an estate in Normandy
called the Chateau dcs Roches. Here he proposes to open an English school where boys will
be trained to become practical and muscular.
This school will open in 1899. "It is a trifle
late," says the Figaro, " for recovering Egypt.
But if in the next twenty years England tries to
there will
play any of her little tricks
pair
of us."
be a

. .?

Prince Yon Arenheri;, a member of the
Reichstag Centre, recently gave a conference, in
a Catholic Club in Berlin, on the Dormition of
the Blessed Virgin, as that territory in the Holy
Land recently acquired by the Emperor Wilhelm
and given by his Majesty to Father Schmidt and
the Palestine Union, is called.
It has been reported that the Sultan presented

it to the Emperor. The Prince yon Arenberg
says that, on the contrary, the Emperor paid a
good round sum for it. As the scene of the last
moments of Our Lady on earth, and her subsequent Assumption, the possession of this place
has been eagerly desired by Catholics, and the
Palestine Union, after its failure to obtain possession of theCtenaculum, theroom where the Last
Supper was eaten, begged the Emperor to do all
in his power to obtain the Dormi'ion, as it is
called.
The proprietors of the land refused to sell it
to a Christian, and so the Sultan agreed to become its purchaser, and afterwards to transfer it

?

Freiburg; "a typhoid fever has broken out at
Ulm ; two thousand of your countrymen are attacked, and not a priest who speaks their language is near them." A few hours later he was
in L lm, where he labored night and day for
months. During that dreadful winter he distributed, beside food and clothing, more than
300,000 francs which good friends in France had
sent to him.
Refusing the Cross of the Black Eagle, he entreated and obtained from the Empress Augusta
a favor which had been many times refused to
others, the immediate return to France of all those
French prisoners spared by the fever.
The war over, he returned to Geneva to look
after his vagrants and orphans. When, later, religious intolerance drove him from Swiss sou, he
bought, with his own modest patrimony, a small
farm on the French frontier, where he gathered
his orphans together. Then he had nothing left
to feed and clothe them, but his faith was of the
kind that moves people if not mountains, and his
persistence never failed. It is now twenty-two
years since he established his orphanage of 150
children, and his larder has never yet been bare.
The other prizes were given to a Breton sailor
whose life has been spent in saving life, to several
single women of the laboring class who have
worked all their lives and who now take care of
aged men or of little vagrants. All these recipients of prizes were devout Catholics. M.
T

Loti-Viaud's discourse was a eulogy on their
deeds, and in the course of it he congratulates
the world that charily still lives, though faith is
dead ! As M. Pierre Veuillot says, "M. Loti is
internot inquisitive." He loves effects; causes
est him not.
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with the Kaiser asking for recognition in the
East, and his requests favored by the German
Catholics, while, on the other hand, France holds
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS up her time-honored privilege of protecting the
IN THE MAGAZINES.
Catholic missions in the Orient. He confidently
however
and his prediction may be
predicts,
Emperop.
Austria's
A timely article, in view of the fact thatFran- said to have been verified since it was made
cis Joseph completed this month a half a hun- that Leo XIII. will support France in guarding
dred years on the throne, is that which Mr. her ancient rights in this matter.
Sidney Brooks contributes to the latest issue of
Belgian Work in Africa.
the Chautauquan, on the Austrian emperor and
The individuals there are a good many of
his realm. Of this European empire the whole them in evidence just now who hold that the
area, we are told, is smaller than the state of
Anglo-Saxon race is the only one capable of civTexas, and yet within its limits dwell forty mil- ilizing pagan lands and people, should read
lions of the world's inhabitants, who speak nine
"Twelve Years' Work on the Congo," a paper
or ten different languages and dialects. Here contributed to the
Fortnightly Magazine by
are Slavs and Teutons, Czechs, Slovaks, Poles,
Demetrius C. Boulger. This paper is a review
Huthenians, Slovenes and Servo-Croats, who are of the work which Belgium has accomplished in
divided from each other by differences of creed, the last dozen years in those portions of the Dark
speech and political aims. If Uncle Sam is going Continent which she has colonized. And here
into the business of governing Cubans and Porto are some of her accomplishments as Mr.
Boulger
Ricar.s, Filipinos, Tagals and Malays, in addition describes them. Slavery has been suppressed;
to the numerous elements which already consticannibalismhas been extinguished, andthe importute his big family, it might not be a bad idea tation of
liquor into the Belgian Congo has been
for him to study the methods by which Francis prohibited and, what is better still, prevented.
Joseph has, during the last half century, so suc- The native population has not only not been decicessfully ruled his realm. Mr. Brooks, probably mated, it has increased and is now
considerably
to be in fashion with the prevalent leaning of so
in excess of the thirty millions it was when
many American writers, sees inferiority in all Belgium began its work on the Congo. Educathe Austrian-Hungarian people who are of the tion,
especially along industrial lines, has been
Latin race, and he declares that in Austria the promoted ; and the natives entertain the most
German, and in Hungary the Magyar element is affectionate regard for their
Belgian benefactors.
the dominant force, both ruling over hordes of
The Belgian"colonies are now nearly self-sup"
subject nationalitiesof Slav and Latin extrac- porting, and new industries are being continually
tion, and bent at any cost upon the maintenance developed and
promoted. "In twelve short
of their ascendency." This is hardly a fair view years," says
Mr. Boulger, in one paragraph, " a
of the Austria-Hungarian people, though. When good and remarkable piece of administrative
he comes to write of Francis Joseph, Mr. Brooks work,
as well as a great task in the name of
frankly admits that he holds an enviable position humanity, has been performed on the Congo.
in the estimation of his people. He ascended What has been done, and still more, the
spirit in
the throne when the empire hung upon the verge which it has been done, is of good
for
augury
of dissolution. The people were in revolt, and
the future." In another place, after describing
yet today Francis Joseph is not alone popular; the different
industrial improvements that have
he is the adored ruler of his subjects. Various been made, Mr. Boulger declares that these were
causes have contributed to his success, so Mr.
preceded by efforts in the moral interests of the
I {rooks tells us. His lamentedwife was no small
people. It would be rather difficult, if at all
factor in winning him his present position. possible,
for any Anglo-Saxon African colonizaMore than anything else, though, the Kmperor's tion
company to match this splendid record
own character, his paternal regard for his people,
whichCatholic Belgium has made upon the Congo
his unassuming humility and the fact that he is
in the past dozen years.
readily accessible to the poorest of people, have
brought about his popularity and given him the
The Miracle of Bolsena.
place which he holds in the esteem and affection
An Anglican divine, who visited the cathedral
of his forty millions of subjects.
church of Orvieto, contributes to the latest issue
of the Contemporary Review an account of that
The Eastern Catholic Question.
famous minster, whose splendid facade, planned
Some amusing features of the evident efforts by Lorenzo Maitani, Siena's renowned architect,
of the German emperor to be accounted a pro- required two hundred and fifty years for its comtectorof Catholic missions in the East are pointed pletion ; though additions have been made to it
out by an anonymous writer in the Revue dcs even in the present century, six hundred years
Deux Mondes. It is, this contributor submits, a after the edifice was first opened for public worsomewhat striking change to find the ruler of the ship. The event which led to the erection of
country which, in the days of Bismarck and the this Italian cathedral, and the manner in which
Kulturkampf, was bent upon waging war with that event is annually commemoratedtherein, are
Rome, now striving for a closer alliance with thus related. "The monk of Bolsena, tloubting
the Holy See and seeking to win recognition whether or not the bread and wine became by the
from the Pope as one of the authorized protec- act of consecration the very Body and Blood of
tors of Oriental Catholic missions. Another sin- the Lord, was convinced by a miracle ; the napgular event is, so this writer says, the fact that kin which he used at the time of celebration was
one of the chief instruments of whom the Ger- suddenly stained with Blood which dropped from
man Kaiser has made use to advance his cause at the Host he was breaking. It was most carefully
Borne, is none other than Cardinal Ledochowski, preserved ; and a glorious reliquary of silver-gilt
whom Bismarck clapped into jail, kept there for and enamel was worked for it by Ugolino dc
quite a while and liberated only upon condition Maestro Vieri and Viva of Siena.
Tomorrow
that he would resign his see and take up his resi- it will be brought forth (the writer penned this
dence outside of the fatherland. This article description of the eve of the feast of Corpus
does not attribute the German ruler's activity in Christi) fromthe greatmarbleshrine in the Capella
Eastern affairs altogether to his desire to Btand del Corporale, in the northern transept; it will
well with his Catholic subjects, though, and with be placed, in the hush of the early morning, by
the Holy See. He sees in it also a logical devel- the light of a thousand candles and to the sound
opment of Germany's long-cherished commercial of litanies, on the high altar; and after a great
plan to secure a footing in the East. Its writer service it will go through the town on the
recognizes the difficulty of the Papal position, shoulders of the priests, with the bishop and all
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the devout of the ancient city." In describing
the marvelous beauty of this memorial church,
our Anglican friend tells us that he could not
pass through the splendid portals until he had
unravelled and duly admired the exquisite tracings thereupon of the numerous Old Testament
pictures wherewith it is embellished. Of this
work of Giotto he says that while the forcefulness exhibited in his decoration of the Florentine
tower may be lacking, there is a daintiness and
reality of expression, together with a devotion
of heart, which, in the cutting of a vine, the
tracing of a leaf and in the faces of the angels,

compel admiration for the sympathetic soul
which imagined and the delicate skill which
carved them.
The Orvieto Procession.
After telling us that when, at early dawn,
half-past two on the morning of Corpus Christi,
he wended his way to the cathedral, he found

folks flocking to it from all parts of the town,
and four hundred worshipers before him in the
church, this Anglican writer describes how the
famous reliquary was carried, before the first
Mass, from the chapel in which it is kept to the
high altar. The translation was made amid the
joyousringing of all the city's bells, the chanting
of the choir and clergy and the rapt devotion of
the assembled faithful. After the high Mass of
the day occurred the public procession, and our
writer's description of that is graphic enough to
merit reproduction. "At the last," writes he,
" a signal was given from near the high altar.
Then the reliquary was brought down very
solemnly and slowly, and the clergy shouldered
the staves, each one, as it seemed to me, clad in
robes of fifteenth century embroidery. The
choristers came in front; the bishop followed
after ; lines of processionists closed their ranks
and began to move out of the darkened cathedral
onto the crowded piazza.
Slowly and solemnly
they went; here a bevy of pretty children in
veils crowned with flowers, there a group of lads
from some church-school brigade; here a redcapped guild, and there a blue-capped one; here
a group of brown Franciscans, there black and
white Dominicans : and one of the prettiest little
curly-headed children I had ever seen, came
along with bare arms and sandalled feet and a
tiny sheepskin over his little body. He, wearing a golden aureole, and carrying a flag on
which was written Ecce Agnus Dei,' might
'
have stepped from a Botticelli painting. Not
far from this tiny boy-Baptist, bearing a lily in
her hands, came a fair child with wings of gold
and with a golden aureole, she just such an angel
as the Angelic Doctor would have drawn." For
hours the long procession moved through the
city streets, the people kneeling as the reliquary
passed them, and then it found its way back
again to the cathedral, whose coolness seemed so
grateful after the outside heat. "Up into the
kindly welcome of the cool cathedral," we read,
they went; advancing up to the altar steps,
"they
Btood left and right, and made a living
avenue of men that grewthe whole length of the
church. The candles flashed again into being,
and whilst they burned in double line all the
way from door to altar, the people thronged in
at side doors and filled the side aisles. As soon
as the reliquary and the bishop entered, the
incense-bearers advanced, and the reliquarybearers halted and put down their load ; and
then, though half choked by the fragrant smoke,
one was able to get a near yiew of the marvelous
enamelings of blue and green and gold which, on
the back of the reliquary, told the story of the
Bolsena monk, and on the doors, now open wide,
spoke, in picture, of the birth and death of
Christ." It is to be regretted that this otherwise
well told tale of the event and celebration which
it describes, is marred in certain places by narrow prejudice and Protestant bias.
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THE SACEED HEART REVIEW.
Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, Dec 11. Third Sunday of Advent.
Epistle, Phil., iv., 4-7 : gospel, John i., 19-28.
How seldom do we realize the truth of a statement in the epistle of this day. It is simple,
terse, decisive, for it says, The Lord is nigh."
Now, what does this mean ? Simply that God
is always around and about us. We are too apt
to imagine that He is an almost inaccessible,
vague Being, dwelling afar off in the clouds, or
in the deep blue of the sky, when He is really
at our side, willing to hear our prayers and
guide our steps in the way of righteousness.
There is no trouble, trial or temptation that can
come to us that lie does not know, and, therefore, we should not be cast down when we are
beset by evils, for He is close at hand ready to
aid us, no matter how much we are battered by
the waves of adversity or by the suggestions of
the devil, who is the pilot to the treacherous
coast of hell. Listen to these admonitory words :
"Be nothing solicitous, but in everything by
prayer and supplication, with thanksgivings, let
your petitions be made known to God." In afflictions we run to earthly friends, and how often do
they prove faithless. Their protestations come to
naught. They do not wish to listen to our complaints, for they can find pleasanter occupation
than in giving ear to tales of sorrow. They have
no use for friends whom the sunshine of prosperity has deserted, and they will make all kinds
of excuses to avoid us, if they do not indeed treat
us with absolute brutality. But in God we have
an ever-present Friend, Who never changes,
Who never closes His ear to our petitions, Who
never promises what He will not fulfil, but Who,
alike in darkness and in light, envelops us in
His mercy and charity. When the world is
cold, deceitful, unresponsive, He will wrap
us in the cloak of His divine love and
bear us onward, as the shepherd bears
the weakling of his flock, nearer each day
to His heavenly fold. That is, we have faith in
Him and believe that He is all-powerful in His
generosity to the man who has fallen and is resolved to struggle upward from the depths into
which he has been betrayed, for too frequently
our loss of health, strength and even worldly
goods is due to our lapse from virtue. We have
forgotten that the Lord is nigh, and have committed acts in His presence which we would not
dare to even attempt in the sight of earthly
acquaintances. For, wretches that we are, we
insult God, from Whom we can not hide anything, and pose before the world, which too
often, with Satanic wisdom, sees through our
miserable pretences, as models of propriety.
Of such were the Pharisees, those men who asked
John the Baptist if he were the Christ that had
been long expected. The Lord was nigh unto
them, but they were unwilling to seek Him because He came not with pomp and with the
adornments and glitter of an earthly king. The
royal master that they desired was not one who
could give them spiritual benefits, but one who
would only bestow upon them material grandeur
and riches. They would not recognize their
Lord in the poor carpenter's son. His very
nearness to them was an obstacle in the way of
their acceptance of Him as the Messiah Whom
the prophets had promised and Whom John the
Baptist proclaimed when he said, in the words
of Isaias : I am the voice of one crying in the
wilderness, make straight the way of the Lord."
Then was God near them, ready to help them,
and they knew Him not. He did not come with
blare of trumpets or clash of cymbals, but He
was there quietly by their sides, and they had no
welcome for His divine Majesty, and no petitions
Let us show no such
to lay at His sacred feet.
wilful blindness, but let us rather see God in all
our works, words, and thoughts, and walking

"
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Religous Instruction.
JOY IN GOD'S BLESSINGS.

Sunday.

By means of charity we shutbehind us the gates
of hell, and open those of heaven.
Some time, when all life's lessons have been learned,
And sun and stars forevermorehave set,
The things which our weak judgment here has spurned?
The things o'er which we grieved with lashes wet
Will Hash before us out of life's dark night,
As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue
And we shall see how all God's plans were right,
And how what seemed reproof was love most true.
Monday.
?

:

May our gentle Jesus make our hearts all His,
absolutely His! Yes, let Him do it. I beseech
Him. If He do not ?-oh! but He will ?at
least He will permit us to go and take His. And
were it necessary to open our breast to lodge His
Heart, would we not do it ?
Why should I hug life's ills with cold reserve
To curse myself and all who love me ? Nay !
A thousand times more good than I deserve,
God gives me every day.

Tuesday.

What does your anxiety do ? It does not
empty tomorrow, brother, of its sorrow ; but, ah !
it empties today of its strength. It does not
make you escape the evil; it makes you unfit to
cope with it when it comes. It does not bless
tomorrow, and it robs today. For every day has
its own burden. God gives us power to bear all
the sorrow of His making.
Ifo, thou who toilest and art heavy laden !
Thou weary one, with care and labor pressed,
Thou who hast found the day's long round of duty
Heavy beyond thy strength, there Cometh rest
A long, long rest, His promised rest.
Wednesday.

?

Charity is always inclined to judge favorably,
and ever excuses the intention when it can not
excuse the action.
Oh! thought to set the coldest heart on fire!
Oh! thought to cheer the most despondent breast!
A thousand times within the regions blest?
A thousand times the bright angelic choir,
Have heard my name with accents of desire,
To Jesus' ear, b\- Mary's lips addressed.

Thursday.

Our Lord, before giving great treasures and
graces to His servants, sends them great trials
and temptations, in order by these means to prove
whether they can drink His chalice and help
Him to carry His cross.
Unerring Guide, Unfailing Friend,
The world is wide, my way attend;
Hold Thou my hand and lead me on

Till breaks the bright eternal dawn.

" Rejoice in

:

the Lord always again I say, rejoice.

It seems like a reproach from God that we
should have to be reminded to rejoice. It is as if
a friend made you a handsome present and, observing your ingratitude, requested and urged you
again to be thankful. Blessed is the man who
remembers?the man who is thankful for favors

received, for there is much in that remembrance
to make the heart thoughtful, cheerful, hopeful.
Catholic men and women, living in a Catholic
atmosphere, have much to remember, much to be
thankful for and much to rejoice over. With the
Prophet Isaias, they have good reason to say I
"
will remember the tender mercies of the Lord,"
and, remembering them, the command to "rejoice
and again rejoice" will come home with profitable
results.
It is a reproach that God should have to call
upon us, as He does in the first words of the
epistle for the third Sunday of Advent, to rejoice.
And why ? Because, as a matter of fact, we do not
rejoice half enough over the blessings God is constantly bestowing onus. We take it for granted
that these words are spoken to Catholics who
have the great and inestimable privilege of living
in a Catholic atmosphere, of living where they
have ample opportunities of attending Mass, of
hearing the Word of God, of having every desire
of their Catholic hearts fulfilled? and to such
Catholics, we maintain, it is a reproach that God
should be obliged to command them to rejoice.
And is it not too true that we do not rejoice as
we should over these advantages and blessings
God bestows upon us? Who are we? What are we
better than our fellow men that we should enjoy
the many blessings of which they are in part or
wholly deprived ? We think it a great sacrifice to
walk a few blocks to attend Mass at any hour we
please, while there are thousands of Christians
who rejoice to hear Mass even though they have
to travel miles to enjoy this blessed privilege.
They who really make the sacrifice rejoice, while
we sluggards fancy we are doing great things if
we fulfil the ordinary and easy duties of religion.
No wonder, then, that God would be obliged to
command us to rejoice. We are fools and ingratesif we do not, because of the advantagesthat
are at our very doors. We seldom realize them

until we are deprived of them, as the man who
never realizes the value of money until he feels
the pangs of hunger and discovers that he has
not the means to supply his wants. Oh! God forbid that we should be ungrateful, for we have
abundant reasons to rejoice. Think of all that
God is doing for you. You might have been an
duty which lies nearest thee," which thou know- outcast; you might have been brought up withest to be a duty ! Thy second duty will already
out the faith ; circumstances might have placed
have become clearer.
you where the consolations of religion would be
I can not read His future plans,
But this I know ;
removed far from you all these most of you
I have the smiling of His face,
have; the faith, the Sacraments, the Mass, the
Eriday.

Doubt of any sort can not be removed except
by action. On which ground, too, let him who
gropes painfully in darkness or uncertain light
and prays vehemently that the dawn may ripen
into day, lay this other precept well to heart,
which was to me of invaluable service, Do the

"

?

And all therefuge of His grace,
While here below.

Saturday.

If there be no enemy, no fight; if no fight, no
victory ; if no victory, no crown.
Good-night, dear Jesus ! though I leave Thee,
My heart still lingers at Thy shrine:
For in the lamp that burns before Thee,
I've placed this wayward heart of mine.

into nothingness to mount with Him to His and
our eternal home.
Monday, Dec 12. Of the Octave.
TuEstiAY, Dei. 18. St. Lucy, Virgin and

Martyr.

Wednesday, Dei. 14. Of the Octave. Ember

Day.

Thursday, Dec 15. Octave of the Immaculate Conception.
Friday, Dec. 1(5. St. Eusebius, Bishop and
Ember Day.
Martyr.
reverence,
friendship
and
every
day
with Him
in
SATURDAY, Dec 17. Ember Day.
be prepared when this world shall have faded

frequent hearing of the Word of God in fine,
you have the Emmanuel, God with you, and with
all these blessings you have reason to rejoice.
Be joyous, then, from the bottom of your
hearts; be thankful for the opportunities placed
at your disposal ; and if at times the difficulties
you encounter discourage you rejoice and think
of those who have all these same difficulties without the advantages which you enjoy. Let your
hearts be filled with joy on this mid-Sunday of
Advent, this season of expectancy, of hopes and
joys to be fulfilled. Let the tender mercies of
the Lord remind you of your great privilege, as
well as duty, to rejoice always in the Lord.
?

I know not where the day will spring
Around this vast encircling ring:
But of one thing I'm sure, at least?
Around me somewhere lies the East.
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who has been dismissed on this account will not
Friendly Hints.
be re-employed. Drinking when on duty, or frequenting saloons, will not be tolerated, and preferDON'T BE A GROWLER.
LADIES OF THE WHITE HOUSE.
ence will be given those who do not drink at all."
The young man who is dissatisfied with his
Altogether, throughout the United States fortyIt is not as well known among temperance
people as it ought to be that Mrs. Grant made two railroad corporations have forbidden the employer is not an uncommon type of humanity.
the first move against intoxicating liquor at the use of intoxicants on the part of their employees. He is looking for perfection in a world where
no such quality exists. He is so independent
White House, she having secured its banishment
that he wants to do what he pleases, regardless
from the New Year reception of the president.
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
of the wishes of his employer, the person who
Mrs. Grant was succeeded by Mrs. Hayes, who
Open meetings and rallies are now in order
pays salaries and who has to carry the weight of
was an Ohio woman, and a warm sympathizer
for the winter. Keep your society before the the business upon his shoulders. Now this is
with the woman's crusade. A life-long teetotaler, people. Let them know
you are living and very foolish. The young man will discover this
she never offered wine while at the White House.
if he ever becomes an employer himself, which
Next came Mrs. Garfield, Mrs. Harrison, and
Mrs. Cleveland, all total abstainers, and none
Catholics should remember that Christmas is he is not likely to do while he continues in his
furnishing wine to their own guests, though, a religious festival of great significance which present complaining frame of mind.
The young men who get on are those who
lacking the co-operation of their husbands, they should not be desecrated by intoxication, says
could not prevent its use at state dinners as Our Parish Calendar of Lawrence, Mass. The do what they are told to do, as long as there is
could Mrs. Hayes, because the President's views honor of the feast is in the keeping of Catholics. nothing dishonorable proposed, without consulting their own feelings in the matter. They feel
and practices coincided with her own. Mrs.
The
the
will
saloon,
Catholic,
says
Pittsburg
that they are hired to do certain things, and they
McKinley is well known to be a total abstainer.
"shoo."
insist
by
crying
you
never
Since
on
go
perform
their duties to the best of their ability.
Temperance Cause.
temperance commence your work with the rising They are like the brave soldiers at Balaklava
HOW THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC ROBS LABORING generation. One lyceum, properly supported, who obeyed the command to charge, though they
MEN.
will kill off a hundred saloons in the years thatare knew that someone had blundered.
near at hand.
In every $100 worth of boots and shoes you
" Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Temperance
keeps the senses clear and unembuy is $20.71 of labor.
Theirs but to do and
Into the valley of death
In every $100 worth of furniture you buy is barrassed, and makes them seize the object with
Kode the Six Hundred."
more keenness and satisfaction. It appears with
*2:1.77 of labor.
If
a
fellow is engaged to work in any
young
In every $100 worth of hardware you buy is life in the face, and decorum in the person ; it
he
should
position
obey those above him. It is
gives you the command of your head, secures
?524.17 of labor.
that
in some respects they maypossible
barely
In every $100 worth of clothing you buy is your health and preserves you in a condition for
more
than he, but they are in
intelligent
be
no
business.
$17.42 of labor.
and their will should be law. Many
authority,
In every $100 worth of cotton goods you buy
It is said thatEnglish capitalists have $91,000,of our public officers, we will say, are far from
is 116.91 of labor.
-000 invested in United States breweries, and that
all that they should be, but they have been
being
In every $100 worth of men's furnishing goods in one year (1895) more than $8,000,000 in gold
elected
to carry out laws, which, maybe, ill-inyou buy is $18.84 of labor.
was shipped to England from the receipts of this
formed
legislators have made, and they should
In every $100 worth of worsted goods you business. England takes the gold and the United
be
in their official capacities until the
respected
buy is $13.55 of labor.
States is reaping its dividend in despoiled homes, bad enactments have been repealed through the
Tn every $100 worth of woolen goods you buy ruined characters, and wrecked constitutions.
force of public opinion. One must render unto
is $12.80 of labor.
Police Commissioner Clark, when asked C;esar the things that are Ctcsar's, and unto God
In every $800 worth of the above goods, $100
God's.
worth of each kind in $800 lot, is $147.7:! of recently about the feeling of the board in regard the things that are
the
man owes obedience to
Therefore,
young
to the matter of granting liquor licenses in the
human labor employed.
as
as
he
takes money for labor
employer
long
In every $800 worth of liquors you buy is immediate vicinity of the Southern Union Sta- his
he
has
to
execute.
If he thinks that
promised
tion, said he thought the commissioners were
$9.84 of human labor.? Temperance Cause.
in
he
is
engaged
sleeps on
whose service
unanimous in the opinion that there shall be no the man
he
if
will,
probably,
he takes the
licensesgrantedneartheapproaches to the station. a bed of roses,
A TOUCH OF HARD TIMES.
pains to investigate, find out that he is very much
The condition of things among our soldiers in mistaken. I have heard many a person in busiOn a recent cold morning, says an exchange,
from a temperance view-point, is not ness say that he would rather be working for an
Manila,
the very smallest size of a boy went into a
if we believe a writer in the assured weekly or monthly salary than endure
very
promising,
market and asked for five cents' worth of salt
Record,
says : " A good many Amer- the uncertainties and anxieties which attend the
who
Chicago
]iork. It was portioned out and then the child
watching
are
here
chances for investment. usual course of trade or manufacture. If he
icans
showed two cents more, and said it was for a
bought
firm
has
all the prominent sa- fails he not only suffers himself, but he causes
up
One
soup bone. The bone was produced, and as the
town
simply
coining money. others to suffer, and, consequently, he has to be
loons
in
and
is
marketman handed it to the child, who was baredeal
drunkenness,
There
is
a
of
and the constantly on the alert, and passes many sleepgreat
footed, though snow and ice were on the ground,
men
in
this
condition
are
so
demonstrative
that less nights in his efforts to command success. He
he observed that he held in one hand a large
the
ladies
dread
on
the
Escalta."
Spanish
driving
never can calculate accurately what his profits
pail. The marketman inquired what he was inand
losses may be, and an enterprise that
tending to get in it. " Beer," said the small
The Monitorof San Francisco, after quotingthe
boy. To fill that pail with beer would cost fifteen significant figures relating to the increased traffic promises to be prosperous may end in disaster,
cents, which was more than double the sum ap- in, and consumption of, intoxicants in this country through no fault of his own. If he knew that he
propriated for the family's food for the day. This which appear in the Twelfth Annual Report of had a certain sum coming to him at stated periods
happens daily, and, of course, the father doesn't the Commissioner of Labor, continues
Such he could then regulate his expenses according to
"
are, as nearly as can be estimated, the statistics his income and be comparatively happy. Here
of the liquor industry and traffic in the United the man on a salary has the advantage. If he is
RAILWAYS VERSUS SALOONS.
States. They are not the imaginings of a fanati- wise and prudent he can calculate to a certainty,
of
the
largest
railway
cal temperance orator, but the result of careful almost, unless sickness or loss of employment
twenty-five
More than
have
expressed
their
disand
scientific research. The figures preach their intervenes, how much he can spend and what he
systems of the country
by
employees,
habit
their
own
sermon. They form a more terrible arraign- can lay up for a rainy day.
approval of the drink
So that if a young man has plenty of good payA
conductor
on
emphasis.
ment
against intemperance than the eloquence
with greater or less
work, he has little real cause to grumble at
ing
:
recently
Railroad
said
orator
make
powerful
of any
a more
ap; they
the .Milwaukee & St. l'aul
the
of
to whom, for the time being, he owes strict
peal
prosperity,
railroaders
to
to
lovers
of
those
temperance,
for
"It used to be the fashion
good
citizenship
pleadings
of
than
the
any
of
no matter how little the opinions of
faithfulness,
It
has
come
changed.
drink. Now, all that is
preacher. The saddest feature of the whole
simply to this A man must take his choice, quit thing is the growing increase in the consumption those by whom he is employed agree with his
be a slave ?he could
the roail or quit the saloon."
of beer. Beer is generally the drink of the plain own. Ido not ask him to
One cit the rules laid down for employees by people from whose pockets the greater portion not be that in this land of liberty ?but I do ask
that same railroad company reads as follows : of the vast sums expended on liquor comes. As a him not to be a chronic growler.
beverage beer is of course preferable to distilled
Benedict Bell.
"The use nf intoxicating drinks has proven a
spirits for many'reasons, but principally because
source
of
trouble
to
as
well
railways
most fruit I ul
Good-night, my God, my I.ove, my Saviour,
it is not so wildly intoxicating. Still,no thoughtas individuals. The company will exercise the ful man can view the great increase in the beer
Some day I shall Thy beauty see;
most rigid scrutiny in reference to the habits of traffic with anything but alarm. Tt is depriving
In this blest hope, good-night, dear Jesus,
1 go to sleep to dream of Thee.
employees in this respect, and any employee the plain people of millions of dollars annually.

Temperance.

?
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Kkview,
or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge
for you send in your name and be enrolled as a member,
and sign the League promise and keep it, that is, if you
arc not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any special or
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
(*2) is paid to this office direct.]
?

The Snowflakes.
BY RICHARD GORHAM IIADGEK.

With a twist and a curl.
And a mighty whirl.
The air is full of snow.
And over the land,
In a dazzling band,

over the beach to the camp of the First California Volunteers. One of the morals of that story is that it is a very
wise rule of the Church to have Latin the universal language of Church services, isn't it?
The other story was told by Major Keck, who led the
Juan
Seventy-first New York in the charge
"On July 2, while the fighting was going on, I sent
word to our chaplain to come to the front to officiate at the

:

?

burial of comrades who had been killed in action. For
some unexplainedreason he failed to respond. A Catholic priest, the chaplain of one of the regiments of regulars
in Lawton's division, volunteered his services, which
were promptly and gratefully accepted. As he was reading the service over the body a Spanish bullet struck his
left hand, in which the book was held, shattering it horribly. Without a change of voice the book was dropped
into the right hand and the services continued without a
moment's halt. The mutilated and bleeding hand dropped
to his side. Having finished the burial services he asked
if he could be of any further service. My answer was a
detail to get him to the field hospital as quickly as possible
and my sincere heartfelt thanks."
In answer to a question as to the name of this chaplain
and regiment to which he belonged, Major Keck replied
I think lie was the chaplain of
" I do not know either, butmore
heroic deed was never witthe Six or Sixteenth. A
nessed on a battlefield."

:

The little white snowflakes go.
With a skip and a bound
They cover the ground,
Andperch up in the trees.
They fall on the roof
And the horses' hoof
Like a lot of little white bees.

North Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 13, ISIIS.
Dear Uncle Jack :
This is my first letter to you. lam thirteen years old.
Igo to St. John's Chapel. Our pastor has purchased a
piece of land on Massachusetts avenue. It will be the
first Catholic church on Massachusetts avenue. We are
preparing for Confirmation. I go to the Sleeper school
and I am in the seventh grade.
I was reading about the Defenders. I would like to
know how I could get a badge and Manual. I think I
know some boys who would form a Chapter with me. I
suppose you would like me to tell you the books I have
read. I read " Travels Afoot," by Thomas Ilayard. I
also read " Robinson Crusoe," Louise Alcott's book about
and I read "Willie Heilly's " books.
" Little Women,"
You will probably have a letter from my brother. I will
always look at Uncle Jack's letters in the Review. I have
a garden in the summer and I have different flowers, such
as marguerites, hydrangeas and different kinds of geraniums. My mamma has taken them in. The hydrangeas
we have down cellar: you know they have to take a rest
for the winter. We have beautiful chrysanthemums.
They have nearly forty buds. My little sister, who is five
years old, is standing at my elbow eager to write to you.
I tell her she has to learn to write first. My father got a
relic of the " Maine " the other day, and he is going to
keep it as a souvenir. It's a part of the armor. We are
going to have a sanctuary choir for Christmas, and my
eldest brother is rehearsing for it. We both belong to the
Sodality of the Holy Angels. We go to the meeting every
Friday after school.
I think I have written you a very long letter for my first
one, but I have tried to make it as interesting as I knew
how I will close now, but you may possibly bear from
me again. T remain
Your loving nephew,
William Mahoxkv. Jk.
William has succeeded admirably. His first letter is
very interesting. Uncle Jack would like to know if he
can make his second and third letters even more entertaining. Will he try, and soon? A badge and Manual
are sent to every subscriber who sends two dollars for a
year's subscription to the Sacred Heart Keview, directly
to the Boston office. That is, of course, providing the
subscriber asks for the badge and Manual. Some subscribers, of course, do not care for them. They haven't
any Defenders in their family or among their acquaintances to whom to give the badge and Manual. Perhaps
William can get a new subscriber to the paper and in that
way get a badge and Manual. Badges and Manuals can
only be given in this way. They're rather expensive, so,
of course, Uncle Jack couldn't afford to give away a thousand or so of them every year, and, like other blessed
things, they can't be sold. Doesn't William know that he
can become a member of the League of Defenders of the
Holy Name any time by copying and signing the League
promises. Willie Reilly's books are not familiar to Uncle
Jack. Will William tell him more about them? Has he
read any good biographies he'd like to recommend to the
otle-r boys and girls? He's sufficiently grown-up now to
w ant to know something of the life and character of those
who havebeen famous in the world's history, especially in
the last century. All the boys will like to read the lives
of llenjamin Franklin and George Washington, and that
prominent friend of theirs who was also a staunch Catholic, Charles Carroll of Carrollton. And Cardinal Newman and Cardinal Manning and Archbishop Hughes had
interesting enough lives to please even a small boy. Mr.
Meynell has written a biography of Cardinal Newman that
will probably not be too deep for William. And he may
get Father Brann's life of Archbishop Hughes. It will
surely be in the public library, for it's one of the " Makers
of the Nation " series published two or three years ago.
And if these are all too grown-up for William just yet, he
may keep them in mind for the future, and read Molly
Elliott 9eawell's and George Henty's-stories this winter.
Uncle Jack is pleased to hear that William bus a flower
garden of his own. He must read upon that line, too.
Flowers have very interesting histories. Does William
think of being a florist when he grows up. That seems
to be one of the best trades going nowadays.
?

They dance in the sky,
And jump in your eye,

Like cute little acrobats.
They moisten the air.
And also your hair,
And make little drifts on your hats.
They redden your nose,
And freeze your toes,
And make you jump around.
Then, like little sheep,
They go to sleep,
On the horrid, cold old ground.
Uncle Jack has come across two hero stories which
ought to please the boys who are trying to decide upon
their favorite hero, as well as those other youngsters who
are keeping a close watch on the news about the troops
and the discussions of the Spanish and American commissioners who are trying to arrange terms of peace. Speaking about the Peace Commissioners, do Uncle Jack's boys
and girls know that the, table around which the commis-

sioners gathered daily to hold their discussions, is the
identical table on which the Declaration of Independence
was signed. It seems very odd, doesn't it, that it should
be so, particularly as both those documents, the Declaration and the treaty of peace, mark important epochs in
in writAmerican history? Probably the
ing of the different policies in vogue in the United States
will talk about the period following the Revolution, the
period following the rebellion and the period following
the Spanish war. Does that sound like a point for next
week's composition? The budding essayists are quite
welcome to it if they can make anything of it.
Hut that isn't a hero story exactly, is it? Well, here's
the first one. It has to do with the Rev. William I). MeKinnon, chaplain of the First California Volunteers. And
this is what he. did ?alone, unarmed, without even the
protection of the Ked Cross badge and with no knowledge
of the Spanish language, Father MeKinnon walked from
the American camp throngh the Spanish lines into the
city of Manila to try to bring about a capitulation upon
terms honorable to both parties and further bloodshed
averted. Wasn't that a deed worth doing? One of the
newspaper correspondentssays aliout it, thatit was "without parallel in the history of modern warfare an act of
unselfish bravery, of devotion to the sacred cause of peace
which should make Father McKinnon's name live forever." His efforts were not particularly successful, to be
sure, but lack of success never made a deed less heroic.
Father MeKinnon thought if he could see the archbishop of
Manila they might come to some sort of an understanding
by which peace might be brought about. The tirst attempt
was a dismal failure. Father MeKinnon and Father
Doherty started out one fine morning, but were fired upon
from the Spanish lines and got back with difficulty to the
American camp. The next day, however, everything was
quiet, the hostile armies were waiting for Governor
Genera] Alvarez's reply to Dewey's announcement that
the city would be bombarded. Father MeKinnon, looking
off over the level beach that stretched straight from the
American camp to the city, remarked that he thought he
could walk right into Manila without any trouble. At
dinner-time the chaplain was missing, and at night he returned to find to his surprise that he was regarded as a
hero. He had walked straight down the beach. When
within five hundred yards of the Spanish entrenchments
he was tired upon once, but he walked straight on and no
more shots were fired. When he was close to the trenches
a Spanish captain came to meet him. Father MeKinnon
could speak no Spanish, the captain could not speak English. How ever, the captain, recognizing him a.s a priest, scut
for an officer who spoke Latin, and then Father MeKinnon
explained that he wished to see the archbishop. He was
promptly escorted to the archbishop's palace, where he
bad a long talk with the archbishop. Afterwards lie went
in the archbishop's carriage, drawn by beautiful white
horses, to see the Governor-General. The Governor-lieneral treated him as cordially as the archbishop had done,
but neither could promise peace, and Father MeKinnon
was escorted out of the walled city and through the Spanish lines, and then alone, as he had come, he walked back
?

.
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Everett, Mass., Nov. 10, 180K.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I was reading your letters last week. And I thought 1
would write you one. Igo to the Immaculate Conception
Church. lam nine years old. lam in the fifth grade in
the public school. My teacher's name is Miss Perry. I
like her very much. I have not received my first Holy
Communion yet, but I think I will receive it next year
if lam living. I have two sisters, Josephine and Dorothy. I have three pet cats and I like them very much.
I feed them three, times a day. The games we play are
hide and seek, hide the button, and lotto. It will be winter soon and I think my mother will buy me a pair of
skates. Igo over to Boston often. I think I am going
over Saturday. Our priests are Father Mohan and Father
Farrell. Igo to Sunday-school every Sunday. I think I
will close my letter, as it is getting long.
?

Your loving

nephew,

Edward Webb Clark.
Perhaps Webb will tell Uncle Jack and the Future Men
and Women about one of his trips to Boston. Will he?
What was the most interesting thing he saw? Has he
been to the Art Museum or the Public Library, or to the
Old South Museum? And there are the historic places.
and the parks, and Faneuil Hall, and the ships.
Jamaica Plain, Mass., Nov. ti, IS9S.
Dear Uncle Jack :
This is my first letter to you. I am fourteen years old.
I have been obliged to stay from school, as I have had
poor health lor the last two years.
T am much better now, and am going to a private school,
where I hope to be able to catch up in my studies.
I study reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic,geography,
history, dictation and music. I like to study very much.
Dear Uncle Jack. I wish to hecome a member of the
League of Defenders of the Holy Name.
I promise not to take the Holy Name in vain by cursing,
swearing or using bad words.
I promise to use my influence to persuade others to join
with me in defending the Holy Name from insult.
I promise to say to myself (not aloud) whenever I hear
any one swear, " God's Name be praised."
My aunt Margaret Glynn takes the Review and Ishould
like to receive a badge and Manual.
Your loving niece,
Gertrcde T. Hell.
Uncle Jack is very glad to hear that Gertrude is recovering her health. She must be careful not to try to do too
much at first, and all the out-of-door exercise she can get
the better, provided, of course, the weather isn't too bad
or the exercise too violent. Membership in a gymnasium
is sometimes a great help to a delicate girl. Uncle Jack
will be pleased to hear from Gertrude frequently. There
are many things Uncle Jack would like to know-about
Jamaica Plain and about Gertrude's favorite pets and
hooks and flowers. Besides, writing letters will help
Gertrude in her studies. A badge and Manual have been
?

sent

to

Gertrude.

<
Dorchester, Mass.,

Nov. 16, lsds.
Dear Uncle Jack:
This is my first letter to you. I have received my badge
and Manual with much pleasure. I think they're very
?

pretty.

lam nine years old. I goto the Gilbert Stuart school
and lam in the fourth grade. My studies are spelling,
reading, writing, arithmetic, singing and geography. My
teacher's name is Miss Wetherbee.
I have one little pet and that is a cunning little dog
named Jip. He will play hide and seek with me and will
beg and do many other things. Hoping to see my letter
in print soon, I will close.
Your loving nephew,
Daniel J. Queenky.
Dogs are about as interesting pets as any Uncle Jack has
heard of, and they seem tube favorites with boys, somehow. You can teach them any number of interesting
tricks if you're kind to them. Uncle Jack saw a dog once
that could spell his name, with lettered blocks. He would
select the right letters and arrange them just right. Of
course it took his master a long time to train him. A great
deal of patience, is needed, too, and when the dog succeeds
in doing the trick you have to praise him and give him
some dainty as a reward. It pays to be kind to dumb animals of all kinds. Most of them seem toremeuiber kindness and ill-treatment much longer than people do. Elephants, especially, remember if you play mean tricks on
them, and they will pay you back in kind, too. They're
not the least bit Christian-like, you see. Someday Daniel
ther boys must read " Black Beauty " and " The
and tl
animals, horses,
Strike at Shane's." At Shane's all the
a strike because the
cows, birds. Rover and all went on
farmer was cruel to the horses.
I'XCI y J VCK
A

FAIR CHANCE FOR THE GIRLS.

We are always sorry to see little girls grow into voungladvhood too early. It is proverbial that girls are always
fact, if it is a fact.
older than boys of the same age, but this
may be traced, we think, to the restraints placed upon
girls throughout their bringing up. Notice the freedom
allowed boys in their outdoor play, their suitable apparel,
their understood right to dirty faces while at play, and
of
compare this with the decorum and primness required
are not perare
the
children
who
Happy
sisters.
their
a good
lietuallv nagged about their clothes, and who have
ilav-ground where, secluded from the public gaze, tli.w
natural to
may spend long, joyous hours in the pursuits
climbing, racing, digging,
childhood of whichever sex,
hampering
re
making mud-pies, and so on. free from all
straints.
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.

Mk. S. H. Gage, at the recent meeting of the
American Association, gave an account of his observations on the hibernation of the common American toad (Bufo lentiginosus). In autumn members of this species retire for the winter, not
under leaves and the trunks of fallen trees, but
in cavities in the soil, preferably in dry places.
If awakened earlier than usual by a few warm
days in late winter the toad comes out of his
hiding-place, and, should the cold return, he seeks
shelter, not in his hole, but under dead leaves.
In making his shelter in the soil he enters the
hole backward, using his hind paws to enlarge
and deepen the cavity. It often happens that
the toad is partially frozen during his winter

Mr. Gage has seen a toad in which the
skin and the feet were frozen stiff, but the
organs of the body were not frozen. When
this latter happens death is the inevitable result.
In this connection it may be mentioned that some
rest.

of the lower forms of life ?insects, for example
may be entirely frozen and yet revive if untouched. If a caterpillar which is frozen stiff be
handled while in a congealed state it is not likely
to revive on being thawed out; probably because,
on account of its rigidity, some portion of the
?

body is broken.
Speaking of the conquest of the land over the

nearly to Ellsmere Land. Between Herschell
Island and Point Harrow, on the arctic coast of
America, there are no permanent settlements, but
the Eskimos are frequently found here fishing.
From Point Barrow, however, to Copper
River in Alaska they are abundant, and a certain number live on the Aleutian Islands. On
the Eurasiatic continent the Aleutian Eskimos are
represented by the Yu.it tribe, which recently
emigrated from the American continent, and who
occupy in part the Diomede Islands in Bering
Strait. In Eurasia the Eskimos are quite numerous along the north coast, and south to Kamtchatka. As to the whole number of Eskimos, it
is difficult to give a definite evaluation. In Greenland there are about 11,000, nearly 1,100 in
Baffin Land, 2,000 in Labrador, 20,000 in Alaska
and the Aleutian Islands; in all about 84,000,
without counting the Eskimos of Siberia, for which
Mr. Hoffman gives no figures.
One of the principal centres of iron ore extraction in Sweden is Gellivara. Since 1890, when
a new company began to work them, the mines
of Gellivara have prodigiously augmented in the
amount of iron produced. In 1892 the exportation was only 139,194 tons; in 1893 it reached
260,754 tons, and in 1896 614,262 tons. It is
thought that the exportation for 1898 will exceed
820,000 tons. The value of the Gellivara ore is
increased by its exceptional composition. It is
remarkably rich in metallic iron, often reaching
66 to 76 per cent. Some of the ores, it is true,
contain a notable quantity of phosphorus, but in
the best grades it does not reach five hundredths.

sea in the deposition of mud in the Po delta, the
Revue Scientifique alludes to other localities in
The Problems of Socialism.
which an analogous work goes on, but by a differ(Continued from page 4tss.)
namely, where the earth or the sea
ent process
gains in superficial extent by the gradual emersion Men are not equal, mentally or physically.
They
or immersion of the land. It is easy to cite a
different degrees of inskill,
possess
unequal
number of places where this process is going on, dustry, and hence they are unequal producers.
but the most interesting case is one which is not
The impossibility of securing an equal distribuvery wellknown?namely, in Hudson Bay. Here tion of wealth, such as socialists want, from
any
is found a widespread and considerable emerthis
principle,"was
recognized
based
upon
system
gence of the land from the water. We can now
by
Louis Blanc, and, therefore, he undertook to
find there many places from twenty to sixty-eight
set up a new principle, which declared that in
feet above the level of water, which places had
the distribution of wealth it should be taken
previously formed the shore of the bay, as is from each
according to his powers and given to
shown by the accumulations of driftwood. At the
each according to his needs. Of that system
same time there are many places in the bay where
Doctor David J. Hill says in his Christianity
navigation was lately possible, but which is now and
Wealth" (page 105):?
impracticable by reason of the diminution of the
" It is but a euphemism for the spoliation of the able
depth of water. Small ports which used to give and
industrious for the benefit of the weak and idle.
shelter to large vessels can now no longer do so, When rendered compulsory, as socialism proposes, it is a
and in the neighborhood of the coast may be seen new form of slavery. That it is an inversion of the old

?-

"

islands and rocks, hitherto submerged, now gradually appearing. All this elevation is of recent
within historic times and does not seem
date
?

?

slavery which subjected the weaker to the stronger, does
not render it any more acceptable. It proposes to enslave
the few who are strong by the combined action of the

weak."

Any economic system which aims at such a
will finally result in the entire disappearance of condition of things as this principle would, if
Hudson Hay, and the consequent addition of adopted, bring about, must be set aside by the
500,000 square miles to the land territory of intelligent working man. The inequality of man
and the social inequalities which result thereCanada.
from must be recognized in any plan that appeals
In the Report of the U. S. National Museum to such a working man for his support. Wisely
for 1894-95, which has recently appeared, is an on this point has Leo XIII. said in his encyclical
important study on the graphic art of the Eskimo, Rerum Novarum :?
by Walter J. Hoffman. This contribution, which "Let then, in the first place.be established this printo be finished even yet. If the process goes on it

is abundantly illustrated, is preceded by a resume
of the present status of the Eskimo race. The
Eskimos, or Innuits, as they are also called, occupy
a large part of the coast of Arctic America,
Greenland, the Aleutian Islands, and a small part
of theChukchi Peninsular in Siberia. This race
is essentially a coast-dwelling race, as its members are never found far from the sea-coast or the
banks of rivers flowing into the sea, where they
subsist on the products of fishing. The Eastern
Eskimos are those which inhabit the east and
north-east coasts of Greenland. On Labrador the
Eskimos descend as far as Hamilton Hay, about
55 degrees 30 north latitude, and on the eastern
side of Hudson Bay they extend from James Bay
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which takes a sensible and comprehensive view
of the whole situation, which embraces in its
plans the individual, the family and the community ; and which deals justly with capital as
well as with labor.
"The true labor question of today," says Carroll D.
Wright, " recognizes the fallacy of attempting to win advantages by isolated attacks at some special point, and
that, like Christianity, civilization and its wonderful
movements, it must attack all along the line, and hence
make itself felt in all progressive steps and attempts to
reach a higher and better life. It reaches beyond the
hackneyed statements of the old school, that the interests
of labor and capital are one, but incorporates them with
another, that they are reciprocal; and while it freely admits that capital loans machinery and all the auxiliaries
to the working man, without which he could not labor,
except at ruinous processes, it wants capital to feel that
it depends for its vitality upon the ability of labor to accept the loan ; that capital invested in the machinery of
the plant is dead matter until the operative vitalizes it
with his presence, and that if either undertakes to do as it
chooses, it either fails or is obliged to accept the most
meagre results. It demands that each should consult the
other if both are to be active and productive; and its advocates find that in all communities where reciprocal interests prevail, and a moral standard actuates both
parties, the best prosperity is assured."

Put in other and briefer phrase, it may be said
that the only remedy for the evils and inequalities which Christian socialism seeks to lessen is
the practical application of religious principles
to the industrial problems of the day. By that
remedy, and by it alone, can be effectively
brought about an equitable division between
capital and labor of the wealth which labor and

capital jointly produce. Nobody acquainted with
the actual situation will deny that in very many
cases this equitable division or distribution of
profits is more notable by its absence than by its
presence. Capital monopolizes more than its
share very frequently,and hence labor is injured
and is justified in employing all legitimate
methods for the acquisition of its rights. Hence
come labor organizations, strikes and similar
movements, which are not only perfectly lawful
when they proceed upon right lines, but even
commendable and productive of good results.
When a labor organization, however, resorts to
unjust methods ; when it degenerates into an oppressive despotism, forcing its members to acts
contrary to their will and conscience, a different
judgment must bepronounced upon it. Industrial
partnership and co-operation between capital
and labor, with resort to arbitration in matters
of dispute, can do much towards solving social
problems and bringing about between employers
and employees an equitable distribution of the
wealth which they create. But profit-sharing
must include loss-sharing and it must be voluntary
on the side of both parties to it for any good to
come from it. Even when it is of that character,
Sedley Taylor, an able advocate of its practicability, says in the preface to his work on Profit
"
Sharing " that it is his ?

" profound conviction that the methods described in
this volume,valuable as they are in themselves,constitute
no panacea; and that their best fruits can be reaped only
by men who feel that life does not consist in abundance
of material possessions, who regard stewardship as nobler
than ownership, who see in the ultimate outcome of all
true work issues reaching beyond thelimits of the present
dispensation, and who act faithfully and strenuously on
these beliefs."
This is tantamountto saying that were all men

Christians who lived up, employers and employees
alike, to the teachings of Christianity,
:
the problems of labor and socialism would be in
a large measure satisfactorily solved. In the
following paper we propose showing how such
In that manner turned out, wherever it was
solution has already been reached in certain cases
tried, the socialism which sought by revolutionary
by the practical application of religion to the
methods, such as the confiscation and redistribuof socialism.
tion of wealth, social equality. In the same problems
manner have turned out other forms of socialism,
Pkesiden i Mi Kinley, in his message, calls
which, ignoring the unalterable conditions of attention to the fact that the Tsar has been
humanity and cutting wholly loose from Chris- notified that the United States sympathizes with
tian ethics, have endeavored to bring about the him in his desire to reduce the military of the
same impossible result. The only socialism which world. Shortly afterward, however, the Presistands any chance of succeeding in improving dent advocates the increase of our army to one
the condition of the industrial world is the one hundred thousand men.
ciple, that one has to hear with the natural individual condition of humanity and that to take from the world social
inequalities is a matter wholly impossible. Socialists indeed try it, but everyattemptagainst the nature of things
turns out unprofitable."
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AmoJO
nugst urselves.
COHDUOTED BY AUNT BRIDE.

It is quite thefashion now to belong
to a cooking class. Girls who do
housework for a living, girls who
expect to do housework for their

Boston, Nov. 11, 18.*.
own
Dear Aunt Bride:
You are very generous with your good who
advice, so I trnst to your kindness for an

households, as well as those
will be called upon only to
superintend
their own kitchens, are
answer.
What do you consider the best thing for all taking systematic lessons in cooka girl eighteen years and an orphan deing and housework. Special gifts
pending on herself to do? It is a difficult
are required, of course, to make one
nothing
question to ask of one who knows
about you, and one girl can do what an- successful in imparting one's knowlother can not, so perhaps I can help you by edge to others, but there are other
telling a little of myself, although it seems
branches of cookery which pay well
a selfish thing to write one's own virtues.
I am considered very quiet, and I know nowadays. Aunt Bride knows of
myself that I am very distant. I have al- some women who make a very good
ways been called " Stick in the Mud."
especially
How, Aunt Bride, I want to be employed living by cooking food
?

where I will be able to learn something,
« on or where I do not know, but I hope
you will help me. And another thing to
tell is, I am not very strong. I also have a
weakness for writing what I call "poetry "
perhaps you don't. I send yon the enclosed, which is one of mine, and I know
you are not at all afraid to criticize, but I
like the truth. Long life to your valuable
paper. Hoping an answer soon, I remain
Sincerely yours,
?

12

SACRED HE AKT REVIEW

suitable for invalids or convalescents. These women have a little
shop in the centre of a large city
where they keep a few things in
stock and take orders for others.
Other women, who can do this sort
of cooking to perfection, get orders

December 111, LB9B,

lies where they take entire charge get that he is a creature of reason,
from birth of one or more babies. not an animal that requires to be
Their pay is about twenty dollars a driven.
month and board. Or Virginia might,
She should not try to break her
get a place as nursery governess. boy's will, but be thankful that he is
Of course there wouldn't be much manly enough to have a mind of his
outlook for an ambitious girl in own, and devote herself to training
either of these occupations, but for it to the noblest uses.
an orphan not extra robust they
She should not fail to instil in
would certainly have many advan- him a distaste for all that is vulgar.
tages over working in a factory or
store and living in a boarding house.
As for the trades, it seems to Aunt
Bride that in spite of all the new
ones there is none which will pay a
woman with taste and-tact and a little business ability better than mil-

linery.
On the whole, it seems to Aunt
Bride that the most useful piece of

advice she can give Virginia is to
take up the work nearest her, and
watch out for the opportunity to do
the work she prefers. She must
surely have preferences of some sort,
though, like a great many others, she
may not be able to get just the place
she would like,either first orlast. She
should never offer to work cheaply.
It will not benefit her anywaj , and
sometimes it is wrong. The wages
of beginners, of course, are always
fixed by their employers, not by
themselves. But she should keep in
mind that faithful, thorough work is
worth the market price.
As to Virginia's verse-wri'ing proclivities, Aunt Bride will talk about
them another time. There is no harm
in trying to write poetry, even if
one doesn't succeed. The practice
will help her to write clearer and
more graceful prose, if nothing else.
Excessive shyness may be a real
handicap, and Virginia must try to
overcome it. It is really a fault. As
Virginia meets more people and
grows too busy to think of herself
or her appearance, she will probably
get over it.
Aunt Bhidk.

through the Women's Exchanges.
Nearly every large city nowadays
Y. T. N.
has
a Woman's Exchange where
Virginia's question is one which
working at home can send
it is impossible to answer except in women
to be sold, the Exproducts
the most general way. It is not their
a percentage on the
change
keeping
easy to say, after considering all
as
price
its commission for selling
si Ics of all the numerous occupations which are now open to girls, the articles. These exchanges used
which is the best. There is no 00011- to be badly-managed, semi-charitable
affairs, and they kept the very poor-p.ition really in which the average
woman can earn more than a toler- est sort of work done by povertyable living. The exceptionally bril- stricken women who didn't know
liant women, or those who have had how to do anything. Nowadays,
exceptional opportunities to acquire however, they are usually well-manand articles
training, will probably earn excep- aged business concerns,
to
to a
tional incomes, but the ordinary taken for sale have come up
woman need build no very elaborate pretty high standard.
Another comparatively new occuair castles. To choose an occupation just because one knows some- pation is that of librarian. Every
body who is earning a big salary in year there is a demand for more and
as new public
that trade, or profession, or business, more trained librarians
would be very unwise. A great and semi-public libraries are estabA girl who has had more
deal depends upon the girl herself. lished.
average educational advanthan
the
The girl who is strong and who
might
do worse than to fit hertages
takes care of her health, who has
position. She
a
librarian's
self
for
tact, gentle manners, and whose
herself
a specialist
might
even
make
school training has been long and
line
in
which
she is parsome
along
thorough, has untold advantages
esticularly
interested.
Librarians
over the average girl who has none
THINGS A MOTHER SHOULD NOT
of
charge
trained
to
take
pecially
of these things. So also has the girl
DO.
salwhohasmoneyenough to tideher over children's rooms receive larger
should
not
She
forget that if she
those who are not specialthe beginning time, which never aries than
as
a gentleman, she
boy
treats her
ists. On the whole, the pay of librapays in any occupation worth havwill do much towards making him a
very high, but the work
ing, or to pay for special training, rians is not
is satisfactory in many ways which gentleman.
or to set herself up in business.
She should not treat her boy to
If a girl has some money and a offset the financial disadvantages.
frowns, scoldings, and
perpetual
to
a
aspires
be
libragirl
who
t iste for any particular work she The
fault-findings. Sugar attracts more
high
rian
must
have
at
least
a
"
will be very sensible to invest some
has had a fiies than vinegar." Love wins her
training,
and
if
she
school
thorough
special
her
in
a
ol
cash
her boy to a noble manhood.
training. Never mind, even if you college course it won't hurt
She should never be so busy or
at
in
the
least.
If
she
can
live
do expect John or Joe or somebody chances
hard
pressed for time that she can
of
the
course
traintaking
else to furnish a home for two in a home while
not
to him. If he lives to be
will
listen
probably
dollars
year or so. Disasters have been ing, two hundred
a
man
he
will all too soon leave her.
the
expenses.
known to overtake even the most cover
She
should
had
ormake the most of him
only
has
girl
For a
who
prudent families, and in any ease,
has
him.
no
while
she
and
who
has
schooling,
you won't be the first woman who dinary
encourage out-door
She
should
live,
to
has been obliged to turn her hand to near relatives with whom
and she should
exercise
or
sports,
the family support. You'll be glad one of the household trades would
to
him
not
train
with proper
Does
know
forget
Virginia
enough then that you learned some- seem best.
regard
personal
appearance.
for
his
maids
who
are
nursery
thing thoroughly. A girl who has a about the
never
allow
him to
She
should
in
the
ward
at
children's
the
laste for cooking might better go to trained
neglecting
form
such
as
his
maids
habits
hospital
give
? These
a cooking school and learn the the- city
soiled
carrying
or
or
teeth,
for
a
at
the
hosnails
year
ory as well as the practice of scien- their services
with him.
tific cooking. If she has the gift of pital in return for their training. handkerchiefs about
never
him, or fornag
in
She
should
famiimparting knowledge to others she Places are found for them
might study cookery with a view to
teaching it. There is a constantly
demand for culinary in- a m*\tww\ttw aMa Mtfm aam »oa P if mention this publicum...
!.#?##\u25a0* V The Larkin Soap Mfg. Co., LarklnSt., Buffalo, N.Y.
structors, and a good teacher is kmIWmM'MmMMW
IN
EXPLAINED
FULLY
OFFER
OUR
Sacrkd Hkaht ItKVIhW, Sept. 24.
nearly always sure of good pay.
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Paris, 22 Rue Drouot.
E. FOUGERA & CO.,
26-30 N. William St., N. Y

?
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IRELAND !
Passage Tickets to and from the Old
Country at Lowest Rates.
Drafts for £1 and upwards.
Sick Call Sets.

Prayer Books, Pearl Rosaries, Fancy
Rosaries.
Medallions, Crucifixes, Scapulars and a
tine selection of religious articles.

&~MAHONY,

FLYNN

16-18-20 Essex St., Boston.

The Best Bakery
IN THE CITY.
When you can buy the BEST
BREAD, PIES and CAKES
for the same money, why not

BUY YOST'S?
We make our own pies and
guarantee them THE BEST.
Our Quaker or New England
Bread THE BEST BREAD
for the money in the city

YOST'S BAKERY,
53 West Main Street,
MERIDEN, CONN,

TAVILLE'S

WII.I,

REMEDIES

CI'RK

In the Inflamm tory form relief is obtained
by the us of LAVILLE'S LIQUOR, a d by persistent use of LAVILLE'S PILLS the recurring attacks can be prevented. Pamphlet
civinu full information 9ent free by E.
FOUGERA & CO.. 26-30 N. Wll.lam St.. N. Y.

E. W. PIKE,

Merchant Tailor,

FIRST-CLASS WORK AND MATERIAL
!SSSsS
lARKIN W74P9
AT LIVING PRICES.
Miifoi'd,

N. IL-

Bast Pepperell, Mast
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Office: 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.

Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph V. Tracy, D. D.

___

on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Rand to which he
belongs; 12 On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; 13. At the hour of death, byinvoking, at
,.
-.,-,.
».-..
?
CONDITIONS
OF MEMBERSHIP.
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus 14. The
1. To recite for the above intention, formed once favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morn- the name of an Associate for a deceased member,
ing or evening prayers adding the folowing invoca- Children who are members of the Association, but
tion St Francis Xavier, pray/or us
2. To give, have not made their First Communion, may gain the
in alms for the missions, at least five cents moulhly above Indulgences by performing some pious work
or sixty cents a year This offering is to be made appointedby their confessor.
thtough the regular organization of the Association.
II. Partial Indulgences. 1. Seven years and seven
quarantines every time an Associate performs, in aid
(IRC 4 \~T7
i TTO'V
,
Society,anv work of devotion or charity; 2.
the
j
V community Bands
?
are formed, each.of
In each
d
?
time a? Associate assists at he
band consisting of en or more persons. The Proon the 3rd of May
y and 3rd of December 3.
moter or Head of a band collects the offerings of its IOO d
time
an Asso ciate
0ur Fatn $r
then,
over to the Parochial or
members and turns
Hai[ M
together with the invocation of St.
and
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many Francis Xavier
parishes the ftonilttri
t0 "me in
"?e fr m ,ime
All these indulgences, both plenary and partial,
mea S
are applicable to the souk in Pufgator/; a,H all have
ther the Association.
been approved of by his Grace the Most Reverend

OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.
To

promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic

peopies by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.
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Recites

"

Archbishop.

ANNALS.

. ..
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the number of Promoters is increasing. The Hey. Daniel Lenehan has
kindly accepted the position of Parochial Director, and to him all returns should be made ; and by him,
every two months, the Anna's will
be distributed to the Promoters.

,.

.
'

'

?

?

are certainly quaint and interest-

ing.

;
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'

'

;

:
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5,-y Parochial Directors nnrl Secretaries of Branches of the Association are. respectfully requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other
item* of interest fur tin- Associates t,, the lime, sun Director for publication in the
REVIEW. If the nanus of deceased Promoters "/?< forwarded they null he printed, so

/hat their souls

mini hare tlie

benefit nf the

NOTICE.
Promoters and other persons
whose name* ore printed in these columns
are apt to f/et begging letters in behalf of
various objects, from parties outside of the
Archdiocese. Prudence suggest* that no
main- be taken of these appeals, unless they
hare received the usual diocesan approbation.

prayers

sponge, the following ladies and
gentlemen offering their services:?
Mrs. Mary If. Bradley

"
"
"
"
"
"

M

'?

LOCAL

WORK.

St. Gregory's Parish, Dorchester.

On Sunday, Nov. 27, the Association was to have been formally established in this parish ; the great
storm, however, that began on the
evening of the 2fith and lasted until
the morning of the 28th, made attendance at Mass impossible for the
bulk of the parishioners ; therefore
the organization of a local society
was postponed until Jan. 22, when
it is hoped the good work may be
successfully inaugurated.

??

\u25a0

"

tion attended the evening meeting.
After the usual discourse upon the
history and object of this splendid
charity, Benediction of the Most
Blessed Sacrament was celebrated.
Then Promoters were called for, the
esteemed pastor of St. Catherine's,
the Bey. James O'Brien, urging
those who could undertake the light
obligations of the position to do so,
and recalling his own connection
with the work in seminary days.
The appeal met with a hearty re-
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SCathePna'S
On the evening of Oct. 16, a
branch of the Association was established in this parish. An announcement had been made at the morning
Masses of the proposed organization;
and, as a result, a large congrega-

nf nil the members.
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An account of the formation of
this Branch should have appeared in
these columns, a month since; but
through an oversight the report was

mislaid. The omission, however,

gives occasion to note the success
which it has already achieved; as
published a few weeks since, the returns for the first month of its existence were $44.10, and, besides,

Jones, McDoffee & Stratum Co.

"

"

.....

'
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Beautiful Specimen*.

Haverecently Landed direct importations by
Stoaiuers " (,'liristianiu" and the -sei-via."
from Hamburg, the " Sachem " and the " I'avonia." from Liverpool, the English King,"
CHILDREN OF THE MISSIONS.
"
from Antwerp, and tbe "St. David," from
Kong,
completing
lloiitf
an attractive stock
It is with a great deal of pleasure to choose from, comprisingthe newest shapes
and decorations, selected by oar foreign
we present to our readers this week buyers the past season from the best Foreign
the Young Folks Corner from the and Domestic Potteries ami <;lass Houses.
The following items, tormina \u25a0 part of the
Illustrated Catholic Missions ; its con - display,
are assembled in attractive varieties
tents
in the several departments, via.:
both letters and comment

Letters from the missionaries of the Association EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.
collected and published every other mr-nth in the
Those who
$6.00 a year, thereby ac- My Dkah Young Fkieni>s:?
A unals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every quiring the right tocontribute
receive
their own exclusive use
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or a cop y of the Atttials. 2. for
All who contribute a sum
she, is expected to pass it around to the ot'ier mem- 0 f money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of esOne of the good nuns of Loreto
bers in succession, after which it becomes Ins or her tablishing a permanent fund, thus becoming members
property.
Convent,
York, has been so kind as
perpetuity.
/?
These may enjoy the above spiritual
favors and indulgencesperpetually,provided i!iat they
SPECIA L FE 1 STS
to
send
for I. C. M., a copy, or
me,
The Association has selected as times of special observe the other conditions prescribed to the Asprayer and thanksgiving: 1. The feast of the Find- soc at «»?
rather
a
of a charming
translation,
Catholic* of every age and of both sexes are ading of the Holy Cross, May the 3r-, the anniversary
SI j'?
.membership, and all are earnestly exof its foundation, in 1S22 2. The feast of St. Francis mis
".'
herfrom
the native
by
oln the Association
There is certainly a letterreceived
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association. hr,r ed
Protestant
On these two days the Association has a Mass cele- esson for us in ,he ze?> whlch actuates ten
children
of
a
convent
in
northern
denominations to contribute more than
million
brated in every pirish in which the work is regularly dollars
a year for the propagation of their beliefs.
organized
me
India. She tells
that the orighllVe the tTaC faUh and We
P ? y Thy kingVV
TJ7TTJT
AT rWi
« oJr> lull
UAh
.1 I'/-,
I Una.
dnm come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
inal
is
in
up
1. Several thousand Masses are offered
written
beautiful Hindusevery and cents vearly do we aid the coming of that kingyear by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples ? Our missioners, heroic
ing and the deceased members of the Association. 2. men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they tani, but she is good enough to give
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they the means; from whom must
all the Associates. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On these means come? In due proportion from us; in it to us in English as follows
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May 3
that proportion there rests upon us through the prnv2. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3 3. On
idence of Almighty God, responsibility for the Church's
Lorrto Convent,
the feast of the Annunciation of the Flessed Virgin, more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
March 25; 4. On the
of the Assumption, Aug. mission to teach "11 nations. Whatever we give for
Ran-chi, Aug. 25, 1898.
15 ; 5. On any day wiihin the octaves ol the above this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
feasts; 6. On tl e fast of the Epiphany, Jan 6 7. a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
Sistkr
Dkak
Pktra We wish you a
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. On all good measure and pressed down and shaken together
feasts of the Apostles 9. Every month, on any two and run"ing over shall they give into your bosom." happy feast, and send you our greetings
days chosen by the Associates ; 10. Once a year, on (Luke vi. 38.)
the day of the general commemoration of all the deForPromoter's blanks, tracts, or information about and thanks for helping by gathering
ceased members of the Association ; 11. Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.
stamps to get us rice. We are told that
are

CHRISM MEMtNTOES.

?

:

you were very fond of poor black children. Some of us think black children
nicer than white children. We wish very
much to see you. Will you come here?
We will cook curry and rice for you, and
give you "jack" to eat. When Rev.
Mother came to Ranchi this year, we
gave her a big dinner, and she sat on the
floor and dined with us, and said she liked
our curry very much. We love Rev.
Mother very much, she has such a kad
heart. We are veryfond of colored gla*s
beads. When you come to see us we
shall be very glad if you will bring us
some. On your'feast we shall pray for
you. During holy Mass we say our
prayers aloud at the pitch of our voices.
When the Sisters come up from Calcutta
they say we are very noisy.
A few days ago there was a great deal
of confusion here. We had a poor lame
girl who had had high fever, which went
to her head, and she threw herself into
one of the wells. At nine at night, just
as the Sisters were leaving the Oratory,
we went to them and gave them the
startling news. Immediately we all went
to the well ami let down a rope and a
lamp, and the girl was pulled out. We
make good use of our wells. There are
seven of them in our ground. We bathe
at them, wash our clothes there, etc. We
never use soap, but mud and ashes instead. We don't use tooth brushes, but
twigs of a tree, and our teeth are remarkably white. We steep our clothes in water
well mixed with ashes, then we boil them,
and lastly wash them out and they are
white. Is it a funny way of washing
clothes? We dress very funnily, too. We
wear only one long piece of cloth, four or
Aye yards long. We wrap it around us
and throw the end of it over our
shoulder, and we are dressed I Would
you not like to see us. I hope you will
come soon. One thing more we beg of
you, that is, to pray for us that we may
be good Christians, and we will not
forget you in our prayers.
Thk Poor Children of Lorrto Convent, Ranchi.

Here is a really delightful clipping
I have made from another " Children's Corner," that of the excellent
South Ajricm Magazine, so skilfully
and wittily edited by " Uncle Joe,"
whom I am often inclined to envy.
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Jones, McDuffee & Stratton Co.,
China, lilass

and Lamp Merchants.

(SEVEN

FLOORS),

120 Franklin
l.i
is'l'ON,

St.,

N. B. Bargain Tables, 25c, 50c., $1.00,
also $2.00, $3.00, and $5.00,
on which are values ninrli below regular to
lines, mostly single pieces. PasfOßS
advantageous opportunities.
In brief, a large and comprehensive exhibit
oi the best things in this line on this conttnent. Inspection invited.
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One of his tiny correspondents is
named Harry, and Harry very much
wants "Uncle Joe" to be made a
cardinal. So Uncle Joe writes :?

"

"

This presents no difficulty to Harry; he
has written to the Pope to arrange that
little matter, and has said live times
round his Rosary-beads for this intention.
He has a brother Willie, now a student
in Rome ; so he feels no difficulty in going
to headquarters. This is his letter i
" Dear Holy Father, will yon kindly
make Uncle Joe a cardinal, i told Willie
to tell you that i send my love to you and
i ask your blessing. Willie saw St.
Sissealyear's (Cecilia's) tomb in Rome.
Goodbye, dear Holy Father, i am your
brother Harry." I do not know if this
document was ever presented to Harry's
venerable brother; if so, I hope I shall
not come under censure for ecclesiastical
ambition; I beg to assure the Most
Eminent College of Cardinals that the
whole proceeding is entirely proprio motu
on Harry's part, and his idea that he can
thus reserve me in petto is only part of
his sublimely audacious assertion of
brotherhood with the head of the Church.

Just at the eleventh hour, as we
were on the point of going to press,
two such interesting letters reach
me from our little Zulu friends in
Natal, that, even at the risk of keeping the printer waiting, I think I
must give them to you, all the more
so as one is from a^ boy (we have
few boys in our corner), and a new-

comer, too. So let me introduce you
to Frank, who writes :?
Sacred Hkakt Mission,
Oakeord, Vkruxam,
Natal, Sept. 21, 1898.
Dear Rev. Father:
How are you? I hope you are quite
well. lam well. Rev. Father Mathieu in
Oakford is building a nice house just now.
Please will you tell me some news about
England the locusts came again to us on
Sunday. We think they will eat all our
mealies. And the oxen have died last year.
Some of the children are very lazy they
come to school at ten o'clock. And some of
them are very good they are at school at
half past eight every day. I like to go to
school and I learn my Catechism for
Baptism. After holidays I am goiDg to
work that I can buy clothes for school.
When I am at home I go every Sunday to
Mass. And after Benediction we take a
walk. I am very sorry that I write so bad.
But I am not so long in school I went
only for two years
My Mother washes
in Vernlam and my Father works in
Durban and my Brother also I like to be
shoemaker. I know how to mend shoes
and can hammer them. I think till Xmas
I will learn to make new shoes, Dear
Father if you come one day to Oakford
I will measure your foot and make a pair
of shoes for you, or would you like boots
better. It is so hot today I can not wriie
you a long letter you know I always feel
lazy on hot days but I will write again
soon. With kindest regards from my
molher and the children.
I remain dear Father,
Your loving child,
Frank Peters.
?

P. S.? Dear Father, we have read your
answer to our letter and we were quite
delighted with it. We thank you very
much for your kindness to us.

I am afraid it will be some time
before I can manage to get to Oakford and let Frank measure me for
a pair of boots, but I will keep his
offer in mind. As for school, I fear
boys are the same all the world over ;
but I'm sure I would not have any
of my boys turning up so late as ten
o'clock!
My next correspondent, an old

friend, Elizabeth Joseph, evidently
has a better opinion of her darkskinned companions, for she tells
us:

14
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Sacred Heart Mission,

Oakford, Verulam,
Natal, Sept. 21,

18!)8.

Dear Rev. Father \u25a0\u25a0?
Dear Father did you get my letter
which I sent to you last month? I hope
so. I am very sorry I don't get an answer
to my letter. I hope you are quite well.
I go to school every day In the afternoon
I go home and llnd fire wood. Then I
fetch water. My mother sick, my father
works in the garden. My Brother came
back from Durban, he is frightened he
gets [small pox. I like to know if the
place where you live is nice? Are your
children good. We are good. Now I
wish I could go to you and speak with
you. I am frightened of the sea. I
like our river. It is very hot today. My
sister is going to leave the village. She
likes to live in a house across the river.
Her husband says where there are many
people one talks very much. His name is
Louis and he is very good. A new family
from Noodsburg in Zulu Oswatini came
here to be instructed for Baptism, aft*r a
few months they go home again. They
do not like to die like heathens. Sister is
teaching us a nice soDg with actions, we
would like to sing it all day. I would like
to write you a long letter, I wanted to fill
this paper but I have no more news to
tell you. I will write soon again. Please
pray for us. With kindest regards from
all the children.
I remain dear Father,
Your loving child,
Elizabeth Joseph.
My letter was rather too long last
month, so I must end up the Corner
at once this time, with every best
wish to all my little correspondents,

black and white.
Your affectionate friend,
The Bditob.
Buaiy Month, 181)8.

the city of Indianapolis you will
find in the Catholic Church, and
some of the most regal and purest
apostles that our Master has ever had
CONSERVATOR OF CIVILIZATION. have been found in the ministry of
this great and wonderful organizaThe Rev. J. A. Milburn, in a ser- tion.
"The Protestant ministry has
mon, not wholly eulogistic, delivered
never surpassed in intellectuality,
not long ago in the Second Presbyterian church in Indianapolis, paid rectitude, beauty and zeal the minthe following eloquent tribute to the istry we find embodied in such
magnificent and imposing personaliCatholic Church and its priests
What an institution this great ties as Bossuet, Fenelon, Massilon
Church has been ! How marvelous and Lacordaire. I haveno critits career, how unique its splendor ! icism, then, to pass upon the
What a history it has had, what priesthood so far as its individuals
thoughts it has thought, what policies are concerned. I think it compares
it has formulated, what a mighty very favorably with any other form
power for order and for righteous- of ministry."
ness it has been in the world ! How
much we owe to it! How much A PROTESTANT ON THE A. P. A.
more than we know, how much
SPIRIT.
more than we appreciate ! It has in
the truest sensebeen the conservator Editor of the Sacred Heart Review:
Your last issue records the just rebuke
of civilization. If there had been
admini tered by Rev. Doctor Lyman, of
no Catholic Church in the fifth, BrooklyD, to some persons who, from the
sixth and seventh centuries there porch of his church, distributed tracts
would have been no twelfth-century abusing Roman Catholics. As a Protrenaissance of letters, no nineteenth estant myself, I feel grateful to Doctor
for his condemnation of such concentury of vast and sweeping light Lyman
duct ; but I trust it will not be supposed
and tremendous accomplishment. by Catholics that any but ignorant, illTo this Church we owe the classics, bred Protestants of
or any, country
we owe our appreciation and under- have sympathy with the rabid vaporirigs
standing of antiquity. It has given of the persons he rebuked. No one of
any intelligence or refinement can feel
us the /Eneid of Vergil, the Iliad of
anything but disgust for the truly unHomer, the Creek dramatists, the christian spirit they displayed. They are
Roman and the Greek orators, the not, however, entirely to be blamed, as I
regret to say that, even here, in classic
Roman and the Greek ethicists.
It has given to us a devotional Boston, there are Protestant ministers of
literature unsurpassed for sublimity religion who openly preach the same doctrine of intolerance. Quite recently, I
and beauty. It has given to us heard a pastor of a large congregation in
saintly types of character that per- this city sneeringly denounce from his
haps never will be excelled while pulpit, Our friends, the Catholics." He
the soul of man is held in bondage evidently meant to make a hit, and, the
people being mostly of the illiterate class,
to the last of time and sense. There
he succeeded, for they applauded his (unis much of imperishable grandeur called-for) remarks. Being a man of inand loveliness in the Catholic telligence, it would have been surprising
Church. It holds, as we hold, the to me how he could reconcile his congreat central truth; it adores the science to such a course of vituperation,
only with the Roundheads of
eternal, it honors and reveres Christ, consistent
Cromwell's time, did I not know the
it prays in the power of the Holy temptation it is to some pastors to court
Spirit, it has emphasized with terri- cheap popularity when amongst cheap
in

ProteTsainbuW
f riters.

"

:

?

?

"

"

ble sanctions the justice of God, and
it has proclaimed in words of fervent tenderness and passion God's
all-sufficient grace and boundless
love.
" How beautifully philanthropic,
too, has this Church been ! How it
has cared for the pains and heartaches and troubles of the human
race ; how it has sought out vice in
its ghastly habitats, infirmity in its
unhappy environments, and poverty,
squalor, pain and sin everywhere.
Beautiful has been the heart, most
kind, most tender and most loving,
of the Catholic Church. And much,
too, there is of beauty in its worship. Its worship is pensive, mystical, brooding, tender, true, inspiring. The Mass, whatever may be
the serious errors, as we think it incarnates, is a consummate act of
worship; it is the apotheosis of the
spirit above the vice, the infirmities
and the sins of the carnal man.
I know several priests, and I have
found many of them to be very noble
and lovable men, godly and devout.
One of the dearest friends I have is
a Catholic priest, and some of the
noblest expressions of the ministry

...
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On Thirty Days' Trial.
The offer theLarkin Soap Mfg. Co.. ol
Buffalo, N. V., make our readers in this issue of our paper, is made possible by the
fact that they deal directly with the consumer, wiping out all middlemen's profits.
We know the Soaps they make are good.
That the Larkin Co. have faith in the
quality of their soaps and in our readers is
evidenced by the offer they make of a thirty days' free trial of their goods before the
bill is payable. Then if you are not satisfied with the soaps, or the premium, you
need only to notify the Company and they
will take the goods away, making no charge
for what you have used. The price of the
box anil the premium is only the ordinary
cost of the soaps alone; the premium you
get costs you nothing. If you prefer, you
can have thesoaps alone, thatis, you forego
the premium and get double the quantity
of soaps, or $20 00 worth for $ 10.00. The
Larkin Idea is, by saving the middlemen's
profits and expenses, to double the purchasing power of a $10.00 bill. No one need
hesitate to send a trial order to the Larkin
Co. under the conditions they make.
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Colleges and AccMt&mtv*.

,

School of Divine Infant of Prape,
Cor. of Beech and Lexington Sts

WAVERLY, MASS.
A select day BChoM for young ladies, conducted
by Dominican Sisters, opens for admission of pupils on Sep.. 6, 1898.
For further information apply to
SISTER SUPERIOR.

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE,
Fordhain, New York City.

UNDER

JESUIT

FATHERS.

Boarders and Day Scholars.

,

Full Classical, Scientific and Commercial Courses.
For terms, etc apply to

Rev. Thos. J. Campbell, S. J., President.

Mt. St. Mary's Academy.
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Boarding School for Young
Please send for catalogue to

Ladles

THE MOTHER SUPERIOR

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME.
Notre Dame, Indiana.
Classics, Letters, Science. Law, Civil, Mechan

people. But the harm such teaching leal and Electrical Engineering.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.
creates, in ill-formed minds, is incalcul- Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
able.
The incident Doctor Lyman condemns
reminds me of, and is analogous to, one
that occurred when I was a boy of fifteen. I was visiting at the house of a
nonconformist minister in England, and,
probably with the object of improving
the sunshiny hours of my youth, he took
me into his garden, and, there and then,
began to pitch into the errors and darksome ways, according to his light, of the
Roman Catholics. In the midst of his
fervor, a poor, harmless dog jumped over
the wall into the garden. To my utter
astonishment and indignation, this wouldbe leader of a tender youth's religious
principles took up a stone and heaved it
with all his force at the animal. The
stone hit the dog on the leg, and it went
limping away, when my mentor calmly
resumed the thread of his diatribe. But
he little guesed that, by his cruel act, he
opened my youthful eyes to the fact that
there are more gates to heaven than were
ever dreamed of by an anti-Catholic parson. When one person begins to throw
moral or spiritual stones at another, it
may be safely
that there is some
beam or blemish in that person's own
mental eye that he is unconscious of, or
he wouldnot make such a foolof himself.
Yours respectfully,
.1. Hampdkn Cranrrook.
Boston, Nov. 28, 1898.

Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate
Courses. St. Edward's Hall, for boys under 13.
The 108th Term will open January 4th, 18*»8
Catalogues sent Free on application to
Bey. A. Morrlasey, 0.5. G., President

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, Macs.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
Is only a few miles from the city. It is on the line of
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location Is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensive, affording ample advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupil*
apply to Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy Is a preparatory schoe.
for boys between the ages of s and \u25a0*? Tne object el
this school is to give such a general education as will
fit pupils te enter college.

VILLANO VA COLLEGE,
Conducted by the Augustinian Fathers,

Location Delightful.

Courses Thorough.

TERMS MODERATE.
Athletics of all kinds are encouraged.
Send tor Prospectus.

REV. L. A. DELUREY, 0. S.A., President,
Delaware County, Perm.

IT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE,
Emmitsburg, Md.

Conducted by an Association of Secular
Clergymen, under the auspices of His ami
nence, the Cardinal Archbishop or ualtlmore.
~Commercial
Classical. Scientific and
In Senior, and
Courses. Terms: »3e0.00
Department.
$260.00 In Small Boys'
Address

REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,

President.
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" Lasca and Other Stories."
In this collection by Mary F. Nixon,
author of
A Pessimist in Spain," we
find a number of tales which have been
printed already in various periodicals.
Their reappearance in the present more
permanent form will be welcomed by
those who are fond of short flights in
fiction that really have a plot and at
least a suggestion of character in the
Many of these tales
actors therein.
concern our late war, and Spain and her
recent possessions in the Western world
serve as a background for the incidents
that are portrayed. The first, however,
relates to artistic life in Paris and is
spiritedly told, though in order to create
a fitting atmosphere the author puts into
the mouth of the narrator too many
French expressions.
" The Quality of
Mercy," and Our Lady's Soldier," are
"
little gems in their way, and we like them
better than the love stories, which are
somewhat too florid to suit our taste,
though all escape the unpardonable literary sin of dullness.
Published by B.
Herder, St. Louis.

"

VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THE

tiACRED

"

A Word on the Church and the New
Possessions," which takes a hopeful view
of the future of Catholicism in our "dependencies." Catholic Life in St. Paul"
continues an interesting series and is by
Mary Isabel Cramsie, who appears to be
thoroughly familiar with her subject. The
article is generously illustrated with portraits and other pictures. Hall Came
and his much discussed play dramatized
from his much-talked-of novel is vigorously scored in " 'The Christian' and the
Critics," by the Rev. Simon Fitz Simons,
and it well deserves the censure it receives. Rev. George McDermot, C S.P.,
has something pertinent to say on the
" Irish Local Government Act." I. A.
Taylor recalls the tragic death of Monseigneur Affre, archbishop of Paris, fifty
years ago. Francis Marion Crawford's
"Aye Roma Immortalis" is reviewed at
length in a commendatory manner which
apparently does full justice to Mr. Crawford's " Studies from the Chronicles of
Rome." The concluding contribution is
" Ethical Culture in Place of Religion,''
and is by Rev. Peter O'Callaghan, C.S.P.,
who says that education and refinement
may help to make effective the work of
religion, but culture can never take its
place.

The " Atlantic Monthly " for this month

"

the opinion that any attempt to govern
the tropical possessions of the United
States on democratic principles is doomed
to disappointment. The second says that
we look in vain for a single instance in
the tropics of a really well-governed independent country, which would seem to
imply that there is danger in giving too
much freedom to the people in our new
possessions. The third concludes that
whatever form of government is adopted
for Porto Rico and the Philippines must
have a degree of permanence not found
in our territorial organizations. W. D.
Howells follows these grave discussions
with the Confessions of a Summer Colonist," which is in his old vein of pleasant
description of everyday life, lighted up
here and there with his characteristic
humor. John Muir follows with "Among
the Birds of the Yosemite," which is a
leaf from the book of nature that is very
enjoyable. The " Unpublished Letters of
Carlyle," edited by Charles T. Copeland,
are concluded in this number, and as a
whole, show the " Sage of Chelsea" in a
more amiable light than does his biography by Froude. David Starr Jordan contributes a paper on " California and the
Californians," which, among other things,
points out the virtues and shortcomings
of the Golden State as a health resort.
The revival of interest in the poetry of
Lord Byron is shown in two articles, one
by Paul Elmer More and the other by
Pierre La Rose, whose names will be new
to most magazine readers. Julia Ward
Howe begins in this issue her promised
reminiscences, which in the present instalment refer to days of childhood.
The " Contributors' Club" reappears, and
the remaining contents, including James
Whitcomb Riley's patriotic ard stirring
poem, "The Name of Old Glory," are
worthy of attention.
Thk Christmas number of the "Catholic
approWorld" has an illuminated cover
How the Price Has Been Lowered.
priate to the season, and the other holiThe claim which is made in our adverday features are attractive. Rev. Charles tising
columns today that thePaine FurniWarren Currier contributes an article on ture Company has done more than any
'?
house in Boston to bring about the
Joost Van Den Vondel," who is called otherprices
on brass bedsteads which have
low
the prince of Dutch poets. He was a prevailed in the last few years, is acknowthe
to
be
true by everyone who is cogniledged
Church,
to
convert
and reference is
zant of the facts. This great establishment
made to his masterpiece, "Lucifer," with
its extensive resources has abunwhich he wrote thirteen years before dantly proved its power to lower prices
whenever it sees fit. Handling brass bedMilton's "Paradise Lost," after he besteads in enormous quantities, they have
Father
Corrier calls steadily worn away the price, until today
came a Catholic.
purchase at their warehim one of the brightest ornaments of the one can actually
a brass bedstead for less money than
rooms
Church and of literature. Rev. Henry E. is charged for a wooden one. This is
O'Keefle, C. S. P-, furnishes a paper on strange but true.
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is the Modern st °ve
Polish, because it has
all the latest improvements. A brilliant polish is produced
without labor, dust or odor. There are
three styles of package?past,-, cake or
liquid. Get the genuine.

"

seems to be in touch with the political
Thk current issue of"The Century"
spirit of the hour, as far as three of its
Is reminiscent of the late war in the articles are concerned. These are "The
second part of " Personal Narrative of United States and the Control of the
the 'Maine,'" by Captain Charles D. SigsTropics," by Benjamin Kidd; " European
bee, U. S. N., and the first part of " The Experience With Tropical Colonies,"
by
Sinking of the 'Merrimac,'" by Richard W. Alleyne
Ireland; and "Our GovernPearson Hobson, Naval Constructor, U. ment of
Newly-Acquired Territory," by
S. N. Both derive unusual interest from
Carl Evans Boyd. The first answers some
the fact that their authors were promin- questions propounded to its author by the
ent actors in the incidents they describe
editor of the " Atlantic," and advances
so

graphically. The Passing of Cat
Alley" is a record of tenement-house life
in New York, by Jacob Riis, the historian
of the slums. S. D. Collingwood writes
on "Some of Lewis Carroll's Child
Friends," in a manner that leaves a delightful impression of the harmless eccentricities of the author of " Alice in
Wonderland." " Life and Society in Old
Cuba," from the journal of Jonathan S.
Jenkins, is concluded in this number, and
it pays tributes to the sober habits of the
Cubans and the happy home life on the
island. In "The Many-Sided Franklin
"
this month Paul Leicester Ford shows
that the author of "Poor Richard's Almanac" did not always follow his own
wise advice, concerning the taking care
of health, and brings the record down to
the death of the philosopher and statesman in his eighty-flfth year. "Alexander
the Great," by Benjamin Ide Wheeler,
gives an account of the victories in
Thrace, Illyria and Greece of Philip's
"
warlike son." There is a great variety
of Christmas attractions in the present
issue, beginning with a cover design by
Tlssot, " The Visit of Magi," and including, beside, a frontispiece with pictures by Maxfield Parrish, decorations by
Edward B. Edwards and poetryby Ednah
Proctor Clarke; " The Ballad of Calnan's
Christmas," the story of a young Irish
fireman's bravery,by Helen Gray Cone,and
Eve," by Ruth
" Uncle 'Riah's Christmas
McEnery Stuart, an amusing tale of a
negro healer of diseases on the plantation.
The prize poem in the Century" college
competition is published with illustration,
and the other pictorial features, as usual,
add to the pleasure of reading the text.

-

HEAET REVIEW.

J. L. PRESCOTT & CO., New York.

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY NEWS.
By the will of Daniel T. Leahy, late of
Brooklyn, N. V., the University will be
the recipient of a bequest of $10,000.
This will was probated in Brooklyn on
Monday, Nov. 28. The estate is valued
at a million of dollars, and a quarter of
this sum, it is said, is to come to the Uni.
versity in case of a certain contingency.
The deceased was a contributor to the
Father Mitchell Memorial Scholarship
presented to the University a few weeks

ago.
The University Club held its first public Assembly in the club rooms of the
McMahon Hal', Thursday evening, Dec.
1. Besides the members of the club, the
professors of the University were present as invited guests. The president of
the club, Thomas McTighe, presided, and
made an address of welcome. The vicerector, Very Rev. Doctor Garrigan, read
a paper giving the history of the University Club, as also that of the Literary
Society, which preceded it. The programme was well carried out. It consisted of vocal selections by Thomas J.
McTighe, Key. Father Courtney, Viscount
Alastaire d'Oyley,with instrumentalmusic
by Rev. Father Higgins, and readings by
Joseph J. Murphy. Refreshments were
served, and the exercises closed with an
address by the Rector. The University
Club numbers forty members, equally divided between the divinity students and
the laymen. On the 15th inst., the club
will entertain its friends from the city by
a reception in the Assembly Room of the
McMahon Hall of the University. The
president of the club has appointed the
two following committees
Reception,
George J. Tuohy, Albert J. Loeffler,
Thomas J. O'Brien, Charles Nelson, John
P. Murray, and John J. McKone; music,
Rev. William J. Higgins, John P. Murray
and T. J. O'Brien.
A double quartette, the only musical
organization at the University, has been
organized as follows : First tenors, Rev.
John Brady and Rev. J. C. Courtney;
second tenors, Albert J. Loefller and
GeorgeP.McCarrick first basses.Thomas
J. O'Brien and Rev. F W. Black well;
second basses, Thomas J. McTighe and
Rev. Patrick J Healy.
The patronal feast of the University
occurred on Dec. 8, and was celebrated as
usual with great solemnity.
Right Rev. John L. Spalding, D. D., of
Peoria, a member of the Board of Trustees of the University, will open the
course of public lectures in January.
The regular course of sermons by the
divinity students was opened the first
Sunday in Advent at the high Mass by
Rev. Stephen C Hallissy of Springfield,
Mass. The subject was "Christ the
Light of the World." The sermon on the

:
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second Sunday of Advent was preached
by Rev. James B. Hayden, of Albany,
N. V., on "Peace." Formerly it was the
custom of the University to have these
sermons at Vespers, but this year the
change was made with most "satisfactory
results.
Most Rev. P. L. Chapelle, D. D., archbishop of New Orleans, and recently appointed papal delegate to Porto Rico and
Cuba, spent several hours at the University duriDgthe week. Archbishop Chapelle
is one of the trustees of the University.
Major Josiah Pierce, of the staff of General Grant at Porto Rico, visited his home
in Washington, and came to the University during the week. He has been associated with the University since the establishment of the School of Technology
as Instructor and Assistant Professor in
Civil Engineering. At the opening of the
war with Spain, the University granted
him leave of absence that he might enter
the service of the government in the Department of Engineering. He has been
promoted to'the rank of Major, and is
now a Superintendent of Government Engineers in Porto Rico. The University
has extended his leave of absence, and he
returns to Porto Rico in a few days.
Among other visitors at the University
during the week were, Very Rev. Father
Slattery,_of Baltimore, and Rev. Father
Listner, a missioner from DahomeyJ
Africa.
The Right Rev. Rector was one of the
speakers at the convention of representatives of the preparatory schools and
colleges of the Middle States and Maryland, held at Columbia University, New
York, Saturday, Nov. 20. The subject
discussed on that day was, " The Best
Methods of Presenting the Ideals of

Citizenship."

See Santa Claus
On a trip from his storehouse at the
North Pole to Jordan, Marsh & Co.'s store.
A moving panorama pictures him at several
points along the route, his sleigh overburdened with presents to delight the children. All day and night he travels, never
once stopping for rest or refreshment until
he arrives on the roof of Jordan, Marsh &
Co.'s building.
He enters their store
through the chimney, his bag overflowing
dolls,
with toys,
games, books, etc., and
brings his journey to an end in the room
Bazaar
called The
of Nations, where there
are booths fitted up to represent the different countries. Among them one representing a Cuban cabin where there is a live alligator. Others representing a Chinese
Tea-house, Turkish Kiosk, Egyptian house,
Irish cabin, Herman house. Indian Bungalow, Japanese Tye, with native attendants
dressed in the costumes of their country.
Messrs. Jordan, Marsh & Co. have spared
no pains or expense to make this the most
interesting establishment in the city, and
their store is jammed to theroof with goods
suitable for Christmas presents for every
one. A visit through their store will solve
that most perplexing question, " What to
give for Christmas'."' and will interest
everyone, particularly the children. Hring
them in and let them see the beautiful
things for Christmas.

In its Various Attractive

?

Bindings it Makes the

Choicest Gift for Christmas.

I excebu n the ease with which the eye finds the
word sought;
inaccuracy of definition; ineffective
methods of indicating pronunciation; in terse and
comprehensive statements of facts and in practical
use us a workingdictionary.
Specimenpages, etc., sent on application.
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PRAYER.
BY C. A. O.

The fountain of delicious How
That cleanseth hearts with love aglow;
Wild honey, that, through weary hours,
Savors of heaven's fadeless flowers;
A bed of fragrant, thornless rose
Where we may rest and taste repose;
The myrrh that scents the midnight air
A holy sleep in Christ, is prayer.
A THEORY OF MAJOR

BYRNE.

BWAYLTL
ER ECKY.

James Hogan came in the early sixties
from Ireland. He was bright, keen-witted, and ambitious. A few years after
his coming, he married his countrywoman,
Mary Carey, who was equally ambitious.
They had seen not a little hardships in
Ireland, owing to a brutal, rack-renting
system that was then at its height, and
they had learned the value of a home, and
that especially in the New World. On
their marriage day they put into a common fund their earnings, which amounted
to a trifle more than four hundred dollars.
As James was handy with horses, and
had been a carter in the old land, the
shrewd Mary urged on him the wisdom
of bujing a few carts and horses and
"going into the cellar digging like Peter
Quinn," one of her townsmen, who was
reputed then to be wealthy. Hewas wary
of embarking in any scheme that might,
as he said, "eat away yourmoney and you
not know it." Six months of married
life, however, had so fascinated James in
the thrift and business qualities of Mary
that he not only went to the savings bank
and drew out their savings to follow her
advice, but, as if to further honor her, he
made her pick out the horses and carts
that pleased her. He made no mistake in
thus honoring his spouse, as the man who
sold the horses and carts was heard after
the sale to say :?
" I have been thirty-two years in the
business, and in that time met thousands
of customers. In my day I have driven
many's the tight bargain, but Mrs. Hogan
has beaten me at my own game."
When a well-wisher carried the salesman's opinion to Mr. Hogan, that good
man was so beside himself with joy that
he bought his wife a silk dress. For this
reckless expenditurehe was soundly rated
by his Mary, who, while admiring the
warmth of her husband's love, saw too
much poetry in the act and a generosity
that boded ill for the future of the new
business in which James was so soon to
embark. She thought it best to check him
at once, for she had not forgotten the
headlines in her Irish copy-book: "A
stitch in time saves nine"; "An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure."
" Now, James,the silk dress looks good,
but it's the wear that will tell. A woolen
dress would have been just as becoming,
and then if its wear was poor its cost
is not so much. I'm afraid you're
too free with your money, entirely, that I
am. You know you're going into competition, and you're a stranger, mind that.
It may be that for months, until you're a
bit known, not a job you'll get, and
horses in. Ireland never lived long on
wind. I'm thinking that Yankee horses
are one with the Irish. If you're foolish
with the little bit of money that's left,
what will feed the horses? If you go in
debt, you'll soon be driving them for another man,and then woolen will be preferable to silk. I'm not the woman to giveairs to myself in poverty. They say that
Pete Quinn was a whole month without
doing a tap, and only he had a few dollars to keep his head above water until
his turn came, he and his wife today
wouldn't be sitting at their ease in a
f rty thousand dollar house, giving their
orders like the gentry in Ireland. He's
lucky; there was few who would take
his orders afore he came here. I mind
when he worked for six shillings a week,
and glad to get it. God knows I don't begrudge it to him when he was sharp
enough to make it over here. I suppose
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he'll be going home some day and buting
a big estate. I'm told it would not bother
him a bit. Now, if he hadn't the few dollars to carry him on, where was he?
That's, James, what I'm trying to get
through your head. The price of that
silk would feed the horsi s a month. You
see you must keep your eye on the future.
That's the Quinns for you. Pete came of
a shrewd family. I like the dress, but its
making up will have to wait until we
have horse feed for six months ahead.
It was the common say, James, in our
part of the country, that money burned
your father's pocket until it was gone.
That was nothing against him in Ireland,
but here, if you haven't money well,
you and I have been long enough over to
know that you're not much thought ofI think the best thing you can do is to let
me have the pocketbook."
James had listened attentively to his
wife; at first a little inclined to resentment, but her quoting of Quinn, and how
necessary it was to have a few dollars in
reserve, drove this resentment out of his
mind and made him admit that he had
acted a little foolish in the matter, and
that his wife easily surpassed him in
wisdom. As a compliment to her abilities
he handed to her the purse, and the next
day, without a penny in his pocket, set
out in search of work.
Before leaving home, he had knelt with
his wife by his bed and prayed fervently
for success. His prayer was answered,
success came from the first. A countryman of his, a man that was anxious to
help those of his race and religion who
was willing to help themselves, gave him
his first job.
"James," said Major Byrne, " Curley,
from whom you bought your horses and
carts, was just telling me how ambitious
you and your wife are to get along; how
you have saved your money and were able
to purchase for cash. This pleases me
very much to see one of my own sober
and industrious, and what pleases me
more, Father Hurley gives you a good
character He says you don't forget to
practice the faith of your fathers. I may
be called, James, a bigot, but I shall
never give one hand's turn to a renegade
Irishman. Of all men he is to me the
most loathsome, hated by his own, and
of little consequence in the eyes of all
men of principle. I have been blessed
with much of the world's goods, and I
trust I make the proper use of them, yet
I have never had to deny my race or religion in acquiring them. I am an old
man, James, and age teaches many things
that we can not ignore; it has taught me
that the world's goods can not make any
man happy unless he clings to his faith.
No fear of you, James. Unfortunately,
there are some of the Irish,who, no sooner
do they get well-off, than their determination to shine in society, and have their
children follow, leads them away from
the practice of their faith. Their children, as a general rule, make them sup
well-merited sorrow. Now, I have been
giving my work to Quinn, who has no
airs?a man who has brought up a large
family to do him credit, and he's so built
that he won't be a bit jealous of you because I give you a share of my work; in
fact, you can depend on Pete Quinn to
help you whenever you may need it. You
can begin work tomorrow."
As Major Byrne strolled away, the keen
eyes of James Hogan followed the old
soldier until he entered St. Mary's
Church. Mary had told him, when he
left the house, that If he should find work
he should give thanks to God. The work
had been found, his mind relieved from
care, and with a full heart he would follow his good wife's thought; so he slowly
sauntered towards the church, pondering
in his mind the truth of what Major Byrne
spoke. It would never be said of him
that he was a renegade; his fathers had
died rather than part with their faith,and
he believed he was of the same stamp.
As he entered the church he found Major
Byrne bent in prayer. Perhaps he, too,
had c. me to offer thanks for tome favor.
?

HE VIEW.

James Hogan knelt down and prayed with
all the fervor of his Irish heart. He had
often felt sad and lonesome in the streets
of the great city, as he longed for his
Irish home. The streets were so strange,
so unfamiliar, but the church was the
same as the little chapel of his boyhood,
perched on the top of an Irish hillock.
There was the altar, the flickering little
red light that brought to his mind where
the Master dwelt and dispensed His love;
there were the pictures and statues, all so
pleasant, all so talkative of home.
When his thanksgiving was ended and
the pleasure of the place had kept him
long, he arose and hurried home to tell
Mary of his success.
She could hardly believe his tale. His
story told her, as close as he could remember, the words of Major Byrne, and
she joined her husband in his bitterness
against all renegades.
To one point she could not assent; the
Careys were higher in Ireland than the
Quinns, and in no way could she bring
herself to allow James to beg favors of
Pete Qninn. " He may be just the kind
of a man that Mr. Byrne says he is, but
it's against my grain to come down to my
knees, or anybody belonging to me, to the
Quinns, and it's not right in you to ask
me. Better go slow at first and depend
on yourself than be raised by friends, for
you never know when they'll let go the
rope and let you drop. Besides, if you
mount yourself you'll be more cautious.
Go to your work tomorrow, keep your
business to yourself and do your work so
well thatit can be put on exhibition. If you
do that, one job will Hud you another, and
there will be no need of meddling with
the Quinns. It will be every herring
hanging by its own tail."
" But," said James, interrupting his
wife, " if Pete Quinn is such a man as the
Major puts him, and he must be, Major
Byrne has given him work for ten years,
and in that time ought to know his man;
it might be to my advantage to visit him
now and then, not to ask any help, but
just for the sake of being friendly; besides, he's from home, and it does not
look well to be distant."
James Hogan's reasoning had no effect
on his wife; she had set her opinion that
the Quinns were " fullof airs," and would
delight in snubbing a poor person like
herself. To have to write home that she
was snubbed by a Quinn was a disgrace
that she could not bear. There was one
way to avoid this, and that way was to
keep away from them as long as she was
poor, but if ever the day should come
when James Hogan was a moneyed man,
to make, as she put it, the Quinns " take
a back seat."
Mrs. Hogan, like many another of her
sex, judged people by the dress they wore
and the houses they lived in. It is a
measure that can not be relied upon. She
judged the Quinns from their forty
thousand dollar house and the line clothes
the Misses Quinn wore in going to church.
To these wereadded some little memories
she brought from Ireland.
Her husband was obedient, and to her
blddacce he bowed. Much as he wished
in his heart to follow Major Byrne's advice, his wife had spoken, and her speech
was his law. He would depend on himself and have n thing to do with the
Quinns. Perhaps he thougut it was best,
after all, as his wife had said, '? for every
herring to hang by its own tail."
Major Byrne, in his hopes of helping
his new protege, a few days after his talk
with Hogan went to Quinn and informed
him that he would like to see him take an
Interest in his townsman.
He's full of grit and ambition," said
the Major. ".You'll like the way he goes
about his work. You, Mr. Quinn, have
more work than you can well attend to,
and a little thrown now and then in
Hogan's way will be a benefit to him and
no loss to you. I'm sure that Hogan and
his excellent wife will appreciate all jou
do for them. The matter with ourpeople,
I often thought, Mr. Quinn, was that
they had no one to start them in some
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For the third of a century
the standard for strength and
purity.
No other baking powder is
"just as good as Royal,"
either in strength, purity or
wholesomeness.
kird of business; I think those of us who
are able, owe it to our people to see that
evcrj thing be donethat can elevate them.
Other nationalities coming here have had
societies to welcome them and tracts of
land ready to be settled on. Our poor
people have to remain in the large cities;
they cau no further go. I think it was a
mistake, but one that under the circumstances could not be helped. I bate to
see our emigrants, most of them from the
rural parts of Ireland, huddled in the
cities. 1 should love to see them dwellers
in the country, where their children might
grow up strong, intelligent, vigorous
young men and women, a religious
peasantry. A religious peasantry I said,
Mr. Quinn, that is the backbone of every
country. I am in hopes that our clergy
will urge this on those who have made a
little money, and are thereby able to start
with a little capital. Those whom they
call Yankees are foolishly abandoning
their farms and drifting to the city's
miseries. I should love to see our people
take possession of these farms and strike
their roots down deep in the soil. If that
would come to pass you would have no
end of wailing over the passing of the
Puritan, but we should rejoice that such
a happy change came to pass. The Puritan never valued us as much worth, and
treated us with contempt as long as he
could, but once seated in the homesteads
of his fathers he would change his tune.
There's nothing like success, and it's
yourself that knows it. When you had
nothing you had few to go on your bond;
now that you have something, bondsmen
are plenty. Help Hogan to be able some
of these days to make a Puritan a Celtic
faim."
The old Major laughed heartily over his
own talk, and, leaning on his cane, hii
quick eyes ever on the alert for a good investment, went slowly down the street.
Major Byrne had been as a father to
Pete Quinn; he gave him the money that
set him in business; more, he gave him,
or procured, through his influence, the
work that had gained him the money
whose sound investments had, in a few
years, made him, comparatively speaking,
a rich man. His investments were made
by the advice of the Major, who looked
upon him with pride, as showing what
\u25a0'one of his own could do if he had a
chance." Nor was the Major's pride illfounihd. Peter Quinn, the eldest son of
a poor man, had landed without a penny
in his pocket. He had no friends in the
strange big city to welcome him, tnd
night after night its streets were his
only resting-place.
Poverty and loneliness could not blunt
his airy spirit. When clouds were thickest and darkest, courage quickened his
eye to see beyond them the sun that
would soon dissipate them. One day,
just as he touched the depths of misery,
he happened to pass where men were
erecting a large dwelling-house. He had
no trade, but in the hopes that something
niiuht turn up, and he was willing to do
anything that his head and hands could
do, he approached a white-haired, pleasant-faced old gentleman whom he took to
be the boss," a word he had learned the
first day he landed on American soil.
" And what can you do, my young
man," said the old gt-ntleman, who was
" bass," in reply to Pete Quinn's asking
for something to do.
[Conclusion next week.]
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NewsN
and otes.
St. Agnks' Chubcii, in East ForiyThird street, New York City,was seriously
damaged by lire early last Sunday morning. The loss is variously estimated between $r.0,000 and $100,000. A straDge
feature of the fire was that all the statues
and paintings of St. Agnes in the church,
as well as the relics of the saintenshriued
there, escaped flame, smoke and water.

Miss Anxik BURHTTT, of Biidgeport,
Conn., a prominent worker in Trinity
Episcopal Church, in that city, was received'into the Catholic communion in the
church of the Paulist Fathers, in New
York City, recently, by the Key. Father
o'Keefe,C. S. P. Miss Burritt was accompanied, when she made her submission,
by her friend and sponsor, Miss Hecker
of Bridgeport, a niece of the late Father
Isaac T. Hecker, the founder of the Congregation of Paulists. The conversion
of Miss Burritt to the Catholic Church
created a sensation among her friends
who are cognizant of it in Bridgeport.
For many years she had been a member
of Trinity Kpiscopal church there, of
which the Key. Louis Norman Booth is
rector.
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tives. The various districts of the Y. L.
When the extent of its training warrants it this class will act as a choir for C. A. in and about Boston will have
booths, where all sorts of things will be
ore of the early Masses.
of the Asscciation
A RECKPTXon of the sodality of St. sold. Three districts
will entertain each evening. This year
Peter's Church, Great Barrington, was the Association
hopes to realize a large
held on the feast of the Immaculate Con- sum
to pay for the new building recenth
ception. Father Donnelly of North
erected. The Home makes no discriminaAdams was the preacher.
tion as to creed, nationality or color.
Thkrk will be a reception of promoters
Thk Cambridge Branch of the Y. L.
of the League of the Sacred Heart at C. A. will hold a local bazaar in St. PcterV
Notre Dame Church, Pittstleld, tomorrow new hall, Concoid avenue, Cambridge.
evening. The promoters have recently The president of the Association presided
been given the work of caring for the at a meeting during the past week, and
altar. A church debt society has also enthusiasm was manifested in behalf of
been formed which will give entertainthe coming event. Much gratitude is due
ments soon for the purpose of raising Rev. John Flatley for his devoted interest
funds.
in the Home and Association. At the
In the mention made recently in this meeting he was tendered a unanimous vote
column of the successful bazaar held at of thanks.
Pittslield for the benefit of the St. Vincent
Tiik Lawrence Branch of the Y. L. C. A.
dc Paul Society, credit was given to the will hold its annual bazaar in Lawrence,
people of St. Joseph's and Notre Dame Dec. 12. The autograph quilt is creating
parishes for their zealous work in its ina sensation.
terest. The people of St. Charles' parish
Undkr the auspices of the East Boston
should have received a due meed of praise>
Branch of the Y. L. C. A a most successalso, for their self-sacrificing efforts for
ful lecture was given by Henry Austin
the success of the_affair.
Adams in Lyceum Hall, recently.
A UMijiK contestisjgoing on in the St.
Agnes' temperance organization at DalFor the week ending Dec. 1, 12 chilton. At the beginning of the year an dren 7 boys and." girls were received
equal division of the society is made into into the Home for Destitute Catholic
what are called the "Reds" and the Children 1 girl was placed in a family;
'? Blues," aft.r the colors worn
by each. 11 boys and girls were restored to their
">
Whichever side has least numbers at the relatives. Remaining
in the Home Dec 1:
a
year
supper
end of the
must furnish
for 189 children?ll4 boys and 75 girls. The
the stronger side. The member bringing following subscriptions and donations
in most recruits is awarded a gold badge. have been received for the week : Key. L.
J. O'Toole, SfiO; Mrs. J. P. Flynn, $.-»;
Friend (C), $">\u25a0 Conations of money,
WORKING
GIRLS'
HOME.
THE
clothing, stores, or any articles useful to
The annual Mass offered by Archbishop the children or in the Home are respectWilliams, in the chapel of the Working fully solicited.
Girls' Home, on Union Park street, and
commemorative of the blessing of the
"THE IDEALS OF AMERICAN
present building, was celebrated Monday
CITIZENSHIP."
morning at eight o'clock. The altar was
tastefully decorated with flowers, the gift AN ADDRESS BY MONSIGNOR THOMAS J.
CONATY IN BROOKLYN, N. Y.
of the youiig ladies resident in the Home.
Tae community of Gray Nuns, many of
At the dedication of the McCaddin
the
lady boarders and the em- Memorial Hall in Brooklyn,
on Sunday
ployees of the institution were present at
evening, Nov. 20, a brief mention of
the Miss. The choir was under,the direc- which we made last week in these
tion of Miss Lee, who presided at the
columns, the Right Rev. Monsignor
organ. The commemoration closed in the
Thomas J. Conaty, rector of the Catholic
evening with rosary, sermon, and Bene- University, Washington, D.
C, was the
diction of the Blessed Sacrament. The
principal speaker of the evening. He
sermon on the occasion was delivered by spoke on"The Ideals of American CitiRev. Joseph Y. Tracy, D. D , diocesan
zenship." The following is an abstract
director of the Society for the Propagaof his address ;?
of
the
Faith.
It
an
earnest
and
tion
was
"It is important for free men to disimpressive exhortation to the young cuss the question of citizenship, especially
ladies of the Home, leading them to a rewhen the exercise of it gives existence
newed appreciation of the blessing of and development to political power. Our
dwelling in close touch with the things citizenship Is the source of our political
of Christianity, while millions of souls greatness?it is our strength and our
have never yet heard the name of Christ. pride, it is also our menace. Ideals are
The land and present building reprealways to be cherished. We should never
sented originally a debtof $125,000, which lose sight of the tine purposes of onr
by careful management and donations, national life. We may fall far from reallarge and small, has been reduced to its
izing them; but it is essential to true
present proportions, $70,000. Since the
progress that our youth be lifted up to a
opening of the new building, which, at the sense of duty to life.
present time holds IGS boarders, the inThe Ideals of American citizenship are
stitution has proved fully self-supporting. to"be
found, not so much in the characters
However, during the next decade, soon to
of the men who have made epochs in our
open, the nuns hope that a generous pubnational history, as in that which stands
lic will help to lessen the remaining debt, as
the embodiment of the idea of the
that they may be able to carry out
American political life, and which is found
the full design of the reverend founder of
essentially in the principle upon which our
the Home, Archbishop Williams, and side nation is based. Formed from all the
by side with the self-supporting depart- peoples of the world, we have become an
ment for young womenengaged in various organic people, flxed to thesoil and polLavocations, may enter on a noble work ically independent, and, therefore, a
for those who are untrained and seeking,
sovereign people,with sovereign Interests.
often unsuccessfully, for employment.
" The American colonies declared themselves icdependent states; independent
Y. L. C. A.
and yet united, and as a unit they won
the battle against fori ign domination. In
Patro.m/.k and donate to our " Ondthe blood of the Revolution British sovbilorlc," and help us to support our numerceased, and American sovereignty
ereignty
ous afflicted.
began, in the unity of all under the ConThk waiting list at the Home Is very stitution which all adopted. We became
long, and the number of district cases on free men in a republ.c of free
men. In
hai d appalling.
which each man has equality and responOndbilori.c," the annual bazaar of sibility, of old, the majesty of Rome
the Young Ladies'Charitable Association, was in the power of Rome; In this Rewill be held in Music Hall Dec. 12 to 17, public arose the Maiestas Americana, the
in aid of the Free Home for Consumpmajesty of the American people. It wa i
?

A

of the committee in charge
of the coming celebration of the centenary
of 1708 under the auspices oJ the Charitable Irish S jciety, which will be held in
the Boston Theatre, Sunday, Dec 18, was
held last week. Reports were submitted
by the vari ins sub-committees denoting a
prospect of a brilliant gathering on that
occasion. Invitations to the platform
have been issued to the entire clergy of
the archdiocese and to many of the prominent organizations of the state. The
subject of Monbignor Conaty's oration
will be " The Influence of Ireland Upon
the Nations," and the Hon. Patrick A.
Collins, the presiding clticer, will also
make an address. A special meeting of
the society will be held at the Patker
House, Monday evening, Dec. 12, to make
final arrangements for the ceLbration.
MKKTiNt;

A SOCBTY has been formed in St.
Peter's Parish, Dorchester, under the
title of St. Peter's Reading Circle. The
first meeting was held in a room in the
new school building, on Nov 16, when a
most interesting synopsis of the work
planned out was given by the Key. F. J.
Halloran, spiritual director of the class.
The next meeting took placi on Nov. 29,
when the Constitution was adopted, and
the officers chosen as follows President,
Miss Mary B. Core; vice-president, Miss
Mary A. Desmond; secretary, Miss
(ienevieve Cartwright; treasurer, Doctor
M. Louise Graham. The flrst paper of
the course was read by Miss Susan L.
Emery, the subject being the Period between the Creation and the Deluge; and
Father Halliran spoke afterwards on
questions naturally pertaining to it. The
membership of the club is limited to
thirty. The course of study is to be his"
torical, keeping in view the central point
of all history, the incarnation of Jesus
Christ. Each member is expected to
write one paper, on topics chosen by the
spiritual di ector, who also maps out the
course of Biblical and historical reading
to be done during the week. The meetings are to be on each Wednesday evening
when possible.

:
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BERKSHIRE NOTES.
(From our

own Correspondent.)

Tiik next county field-day of the F. M.
T. A. will be held at Adams. Sj it was
decid d at the Dalton Convention last Sunday.

of young ladies of St.
Charles' parish, Pittsfleld, have donated
a beautiful statue of St. Anthony to the

A

i
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church.
A class in vocal music for the young
ladles of the sodality attached to St.
Joseph's Church, Pittsfleld, has been
B.arttd, with Sister Justlnia as teacher.

?
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Mias It
Consumption?
Doctors are often wrong.
The local doctor is an overworked individual. He hurries from a case of scarletina to a case of diabetes and from that
to the amputation of a leg. He must u I
quickly?sometimes hurriedly. It is not
strange that he makes an occasional mistake. But mistakes are dangerous and
should be avoided.
Mrs. G. E. Kerr, of Fort Dodge, Iowa,
recently had some experience. She says:
severe pains in
" Last spring I was taken with
I
hardly

walk
mv chest, and was so -weak could
about the house. I tried several physicians and
they told me I had consumption. Before I had
taken the first bottle of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, I was very much better. 1
took five bottles of it and have not yet had any
return of the trouble."
jt,

Was it consumption?
Probably not.

iSSiEXS
Ir^'li\*l

The " Golden Medical Discovery " has
been said to cure consumption. It surely and infallibly cures all bronchial and
throat troubles. It strengthens weak
lungs and cures lingering coughs. It is a
healer and builder of tissue. It cleanses
and enriches the blood ?regulates the
heart action?puts the whole body in
tune with nature.
Mrs. Kerr's trouble was probably bronchial. It was painful?dangerous if let
run?dangerous in the hands of an incompetent doctor. Don't take a local
doctor's word for everything. Write to
Dr. Pierce. Tell him your svmptonis.
For over thirty years he has been chief
consulting physician at the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo,
N. Y. Consultation with him will cost
you nothing.
a nobility of citizinship,-in a great, progressive Republic; it was to be to lhe
people the personification of liberty
?

liberty with law, and law with liberty.
"Nations, like individuals, have their
mission in life. Great nations have stood
for ideas. With the Hebrews, it was
faith; with the Romans, it was comities'.
and government; with Greece, it was art
and literature
The whole world has
felt the movement of those national ideas
The American national idea is personal
liberty; the liberty of the individual man,
because he is man.
" There were other Republics before
ours, and other nations which eDjoyed
comparative liberty; but in nearly all
cases it was the liberty of a limited number, while the great multitude enjoyed no
freedom. The republics of the Middle
Ages had their freedom and their citizenship ; but it was a freedom and citizenship
of class, of guild, of statute. Liberty
was minimized; it was the birthright of
citizenship; it came with citizenship and
passed away when citizenship was withdrawn.
" The first cannon-boom of the American Revolution proclaimed to the world
that a new nationality had been established ; not on wealth or class or trade or
Senate statutes, but on manhood. Manhood was the source of citizenship, as
manhood was the reason for liberty ?It
preceded citizenship. This was the embodiment in political life of that high
Christian thought of human liberty which
came to the world In its fullest development when Christ in His own person
manifested the equality of men and taught
to the world man's inalienable right to
life and liberty. Pope Leo XIH. calls
liberty ' God's greatest gift to man.' To
exercise that gift in political life for
the betterment of society, to have that

a
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suh etter.
Thk unfortunate disunion which has
existed for some years pastjand divided
the Irish people into factions seems to
have its reign shortly ended. All Ireland
is up in arms for union, and the magic
word is the main topic of colloquy in the
homes throughout the land, in the highways and byways, the farms, the workshops, aye, and even the echoes of the
very hills resound with the sweet refrain.
Union is indeed what Ireland needs, and
it will be a happy day for its people on
which all parties come together and
unite. From the appended reports which
we print, taken at random from hundreds
of similar ones of meetings of important
organizations, we can easily form an Idea
of the prevalent feeling on the important
question and become thoroughly convinced that the necessity for national reunion is the unanimous voice of the

country.

" We, the

members of the committee

appointed by the meeting of the Nationalist
members of the Limerick Board of Guardians for the purpose of preparing resolutions to be laid before the next meeting
of the board, have this day met, and
after due deliberation have agreed that
the time has now arrived when it is essential for the safety of the Irish cause
that all sections of the Nationalist Parliamentary representatives of Ireland, as
well as the general body of Nationalists
in this country, should unite and work in
one party on lines of perfect independence
of all English parties for the good of
Ireland. That we now respectfully call
upon all the Nationalist members of Parliament to arrange a friendly conference
with a view to their reunion in one
party on the lines above stated, and that
the further consideration of this subject
be adjourned to this day six weeks, pending the action of the Nationalist members
in response to this resolution.

"That we, the representatives of the
people of Old Clanwilliam, believe the
time has arrived in this memorable year
of '98 when the leaders of all sections of
Irish Nationalists should smother discord
and stand shoulder to shoulder, as of old,
for the good of their bleeding country.
The general weakness of the people for
the past few years proves incontestably
the fatal consequences of disunion, and
it clearly becomes the duty of every honest Irish Nationalist, a duty he owes to
his country, himself, and those who will
come after him, to put his foot down and
say we will have no more of it. The dead
past should bury its dead, the mistakes
and differences of the past by whoever
made should be forgotten, and the whole
common sense of the country, which now
becomes the truest patriotism, should be
directed to Ireland's future welfare."

"The Ideals of American

was received from the Limerick Board of
Guardians, calling on all sections of the

Citizenship."

Nationalist Parliamentary representa( Continued from page 477.)
tives, as well as the general body of
Nationalists in this country to unite- and
work in one party, on lines of perfect gift safeguarded by law, in civil and religious life, to use it for the improvement
independence of all English parties.
of social conditions, is one of the blessings
unanimously
The resolution
was
of American citizenship.
adopted.
of
the
Mallow
weekly
meeting
" To develop and perfect that ideais the
At the
Board of Guardians Colonel Williamson, mission of the American people?securing
to the Republic authority,and to the indiC. 8., chairman, presided. Mr. Thomas
a
Barry, County Delegate, proposed the fol- vidual freedom, showing to the world
people sovereign without tyranny, relowing resolution :
specting law and maintaining order, guar"That we, the Guardians of the Mallow
anteeing to all men the rights with which
Union, in meeting assembled, voicing the a
good God had invested them, and thus
feelings of the vast majority of the tenant
proclaiming to the world the rights of
farmers and ratepayers in this union,
God. Society is not the result of a comdeclare that the time has come and the
pact freely entered into and freely broken.
necessity is urgent for members of ParliIt is a natural state, a necessary state,
ament and other prominent politicians im- and the effect of divine will. The rights
mediately connected with them, to sink all
of the individual in society form the very
differences and once again unite as before
basis of all our political rights. The
to save the people from ruin, and that homes of the individual citizens make the
this resolution be forwarded by our clerk
State,theunion of states makes the nation.
to Messrs. John Dillon, John Redmond, The individual citizen is our
strength, for
and T. M. Healy, M. P's."
the State
upon him is the nation built
That
the
efforts
of
Mr.
William
"
protects him in the eDjoyment of life and
O'Brien and the United Irish League have
liberty. Hence here, as John Boyle
our warmest approval, and we wish its O'Reilly expresses it in his tribute to the
members a hearty Godspeed and success in Pilgrims:
Became a kingdom, not of
their endeavor to drive out the grabbers
Kings, but men.'"
from the land and re-instate the people in
The speaker reviewed the early history
the lands from which they were cruelly of the American colonies and the
United
evicted in the palmy days of eviction and States, and said the
country was not
expatriation."
truly free until the Civil War, which gave
Mr. E. Sullivan seconded the resolu- the last
development to the nation idea in
tions, which were carried unanimously.
the emancipation of the slaves. He then
The resolution was also before the Poor passed to a discussion of some of the
Law Board at the -weekly meeting at dangers that threaten our national life,
Athlone, over which Mr. Charles O'Donand said :
oughue, J. P., presided.
" There is a danger from a lack of inMr. Lynch (Parnelite), who proposed terest in the government. Politics should
the resolution, said it was time for all sides not be left to the professional politician
to meet now.
alone, who is generally not a close adMr. Dillon made a very fair offer to mirer of the ideal of government. All
meet Mr. Redmond half way. If Mr. men should be interested in the governRedmond met Mr. Dillon there would ment, and especially men of business and
have issued from a friendly conference a education. Parties are necessary, but at
united party.
all times the country should be preferred
Mr. Fitzpatrick seconded the resolu- to party. False social and financial
tion, which was adopted.
theories are apt to corrupt the political
At the usual meeting of the Cahirciveen morals of the people, and we should
Board of Guardians, Mr. Edward Fitznever forget that what Is morally wrong
gerald presided. There was a large at- can never be politically right.
tendance of guardians. The Tipperary
"We need never fear the people; an inUnion unity resolution was read and telligent, a patriotic people may always be
adopted unanimously. The guardians ex- trusted. The danger lies in the few and
pressed a desire for unity in the Irish not in the many. Never was there a
Party, and agreed fully with the terms of time when coolness and good judgment
the resolution.
and close attention to the fundamental
At the meeting of the Board of Guar- principles of our government were more
dians at Longford, under the presidency demanded than at present. Humanity alof Mr. J. McCann, the unity resolution of ways appeals to the American heart, but
the Limerick guardians was read.
conquest should be given no place in our
adopted.
The
national affections. As Senator Hoar has
At the monthly meeting of the Tulla- said 'Human beings are not to be won as
more Town Commissioners the unity reso- spoils of war or prizes of battle. Such
lution was received from the Limerick doctrine has no place in the code of morBoard of Guardians.
als of the people of the United States.' It
The resolution was adopted unani- was never intended in our scheme of govmously.
ernment that we should become imperialAt the weekly meeting of the Cork ists for territory, and no imperialism
Board of Guardians, Mr. H. L. Young, should be recognized except the imperialD.L , chairman, presiding, the resolutions ism of ideas In self-government, and the
passed at Tipperary and Limerick boards imperialism that comes with trade. We
calling on all Nationalist parties to unite have no mission to settle the political difwere read.
ferences of the world except by advice
Mr. J. J. Howard, Y. C, Parnelite, and example?never as conquerors. Large
proposed the adoption of the resolutions, standing armies are the accompaniments
and said there was never a more oppor- and the curse of absolutism?there is no
tune time for unity among all selections place for them in a democracy. We have
of Irish Nationalists.
serious, vital problems to work out among
The resolutions were unamlmously ourselves. Let us fear an increased greed
adopted, notwithstanding there were for power. There is danger In departing
Unionists' present of the type of Alderman Sir John Scott.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, I
I
Lucas Cocnty.
At the usual weekly meeting of the
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is
Enniscorthy Board of Guardians, Mr. the senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
& Co., doing business In the City of Toledo,
Owen Doyle, chairman, presiding, the County and State aforesaid, and that said
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
unity resolution of the Tipperary Guar- DOLLA
RS for each and every case of Catarrh
that can not be cured by the use of Hall's
dians was received.
Catarrh Cure.
Mr. H. H. O'Neil thought they should
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In my
have no hesitation in adopting the resolupresence, this 6th day of December.A.D 1886.
tion. The country called for unity, and I SEAL {
A. W. GLEASON,
It was only by united action they might '?~
Notary Puilic.
>
Hall's
Cure
Is
Catarrh
taken internally and
hope to accomplish any good.
acta directly on the blood and mucous surThe resolution was unanimously faces of the system. Send for testimonials

At the usual weekly meeting of the
Wexford Board of Guardians the resolution of the Limerick Board of Guardians
recommending unity amongst Nationalist
members of Parliament and amongst the
rank and file of the Nationalist forces of
the country was read. Mr. Charles H.
Peacocke, J. P. (Unionist), was in the
chair.
Mr. James Codd, J. P., said that there
was no question about it but the unanimous voice of the country called for
unity. There was not a dissenting voice
heard from any quarter amongst genuine
Nationalists.
Mr. Nicholas J. Scallan said he endorsed
all that Mr. Codd said on this important
and pressing question. He, too, could
say that every genuine Nationalist, not
alone in everypart of Wexford, but in all
Ireland, was in favor of unity.
On the motion of Mr. Scallan, seconded
by Mr. Codd, the resolution was unanimously adopted.
At the weekly meeting of the Thurles
Town Commissioners, therebeing present
Messrs. J. L. Johnston (in the chair), J.
Ryan, J. Dempsey, E J. McCormack, adopted.
C. Culhane, and P. O'Meara, a resolution
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from our ideals and allowing grasping
syndicates and political adventurers to
lead us into the governing of peoples who
are as much entitled to self-government as
we are. Colonies and alliances are foreign
to the ideals of American government."
Monsignor Conaty spoke of the danger
from bigotry which ought to find no resting place in a nation built upon therights
of conscience. He alluded to the relations
of the Church to the nation, and dwelt
forcibly upon the strength which the
Catholic Church brings to American principles. He drew a picture of the ideal
American and said :?
" The ideal American should" be a
high-minded and just man, demanding
liberty for himself and desirous that
it should be enjoyed by others; protecting liberty for himself and ready
to protect it equally among his fellows ; full of religion; a man with faith
in God and confidence in his fellow
men; honest and manly, giving to every
man credit for good motives, as he would
desire every man to give to him; living
up to the best ideals of human life; generously offering to the betterment of humanity all that he has of good in his
nature; anxious to do his full share in
building up and beautifying this political
fabric of liberty, where all may see true
manhood according to the Christian ideals
recognized before the law."
The lecturer concluded with these
words:
America! my country! refuge for the
oppressed of all lands, home of liberty,
be true to God and thou canst never be
false to man! Thy ideals are the ideals
of humanity; thy mission is to safeguard
the inalienable rights of manhood. Thy
strength is in the individual, his strength
is in God. Thou art built upon Christian
principles, which alone can save society.
Thou art the one political structure
which fully recognizes the rights of the
individual conscience, and thy trust is in
God. Religion is thy shield, and the
Church of God is thy defender. Thy
children are from all lands, and all peoples look to thee, the hope of the future.
Mayest thou live on, growing into greater
strength and beauty, the honored motherland of free men."
?
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Mr. Paul Jacot
Has the honor of announcing
that his new

Ladies' French Restaurant
NOW

IS

OPEN.

This beautiful dining hall, which is up one
fl ght and seats more than 200, Is the most
central, the most comfortable, and the most
moderate in Boston, and for many years Mr.
JACOT has been famed for his excellent
cuisine.
Come once and you will always come again.
#S" Sunday-school Teachers' Excursions
given special

attention.
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The Sacred Heart Review.
SUPPLEMENT.

BOSTON, MASS.

The Catholic Church in Southwestern New Hampshire.
I.
setts and New Hampshire, Upper
The Beginnings of the Faith in Western Ashuelot falling within the lines of
the latter. Thirteen years later, the
Hillsborough and Cheshire Counties.
change of name, from Upper AshueIn that part of New Hampshire lot to Keene, was confirmed by charwhich includes Cheshire County and ter. Down to the beginning of this
the western towns of Hillsborough century, there was practically no
County, the Catholic Church was grafting on the English stock, though
practically unknown fifty years ago, it is known that a McKenney family
the only public exposition of its doc- lived here in colonial times, that
trines being given, chiefly to the amongst theKeene peoplewho uttered
builders ofrailroads, by one priest,? a formal protest against British rule
theindefatigableFather John B. Daly, in March, 177G, were John Le Bourwhose missionary districtembractd veau, Michael Sprought, and John
the greaterportionof New Hampshire, Connolly, and that a Doctor Mcall southeastern Vermont, and several Carthy, a landholder, diedhere in the
towns in western Massachusetts. Ec- year 1800.
The first Irish Catholic families to
centric though he was, Father Daly
sowed the seed wisely. Tireless in his come to Keene in modern days were
ministrations, and bold in his enun- Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Burns, the latciation of Catholic principles, he kept ter of whom is still living. The first
alive in his numerous congregations Mass in this part of the state was
that spirit of self-respect which saved said in Mr. Burns' shanty, at rail?

HKV. U. A. KVAN.

Pastor st. Bernard's'Charch, Keene, N. H.

ST. BERNARD'S CHURCH,
Keene,N.H.
Rev. l>. a. Ryan, Pastor.

the faith from obliteration in these road section number 19, by Father
Daly, fifty-three years ago. This
Even as late as twenty-nine years section was within the Swanzey limago, one priest, Rev. Daniel W. its and about four miles from Keene.
Murphy,? now permanent rector at Father Daly began the custom, not
Dover?had spiritual charge, not only long afterwards, of visiting Keene
in this district (excepting the towns semi-annually, saying Mass at Mr.
of Hillsboro and Greenville), but Burns' house or in the town hall, and
also in Charlestown, Claremont and staying with Mr. Burns, Thomas
Connors or James Connors. In the
Newport.
Ten priests, with headquarters in autumn of 1852, he offered up the
seven distinct parishes, are working Holy Sacrifice in Michael Riley's
along the same lines today in south- house, on Marlborough street; in
western New Hampshire; and that 1853 he held services at Austin
their labors are by no means light O'Brien's ; and during the following
may be discerned from the following year he said Mass at John Donovan's.
Rev. John Brady (who retired
parochial sketches.
from the pastorate of Biddeford eight
years ago) became resident pastor of
II.
Claremont in 1856, his jurisdiction
Swanzey.
Keene
and
in
The Church
taking in southwestern New HampIn June, 1732, it was voted by the shire. His first recorded baptism of
Massachusetts General Court to open a Keene child took place Jan. 1,
up seven towns, two of these to be 1857. Soon after taking charge,
located on the Ashuelot River, above Father Brady bought an old building,
Northfield, Massachusetts ; and the situated on Marlborough street, and
first settlers of Upper Ashuelot came converted it to church uses, officiating
therein once a month ; and about the
two years thereafter. The great majority of these were of English descent, same time he purchased land for a
though amongst the sixty-three orig- cemetery. In the beginningof 1862,
inal landholders we find the names of he transferred his headquarters from
Claremont to Keene, taking rooms
Isaac Power and John Corbitt.
In 1740, a definite line was drawn with Patrick Dolan. Father Brady
between the provinces of Massachu- was succeeded, in April, 1862, by
parts.

Rev. James Perrache, who took up
his residence at the east side of the
town. Father Perrache died in 1863,
and was followed in the Keene pastorate, Jan. 1,1864, by Key. Bernard
o'llara,who made his home on Marlborough street. Father O'Hara died
here before the rounding-out of two
years.
Rev. William Herbert was appointed in his stead by Bishop Bacon ;
and he was installed by Very Rev.
Eugene Miiller, Y. G., Jan. 8, 1866.
Father Herbert built an addition, containing a vestry and three living
rooms, to the church structure; and
here he took up hisresidence. Father
Herbert was succeeded, June 4, 1869,
by Rev. Daniel W. Murphy.
Father Murphy built a barn and
added four rooms to the rectory
shortly after assuming charge. It
was his purpose, too, to build a new
church ; but he was advised by Bishop
Bacon to repair the old church instead. He accordingly subjected the
interior to a thorough renovation,

?

giving the walls a surface of blockimitation, putting in new altars,
new pews, and a new organ, and
digging a cellar to accommodate a
furnace. He used to say Macs
Ashuelot, Walpole,
at Hinsdale,
Marlhorough, Troy, Fitzwilliam, Harrisville. East Jaffrey, Peterborough,
stone

ILLUSTRATED.
Murphy's administration.
Father
Holahan remained in Keene nearly
six years. He was promoted to the
pastorate of the Immaculate Conception parish, Nashua, in February,

1882 ; and he was succeeded here by
Rev. Maurice F. Galvin. Father
Galvin remained only four months;
and from June until December of that
year Rev. Telesphore G. Plante was
in temporary charge.
Rev. John R. Power, who died
recently in Laconia, came as pastor
in December, 1882 ; and during the
following year he purchased the
school lot. He completed the parochial school building in 1885. Feb.
26, 1886, he purchased a splendid
lot, situated on Main street, and immediately adjacent to the school lot,
movedthe house, which stood thereon,
to a site nearer the school, raised
it, and occupied it as a rectory.
He began to build St. Bernard's
Church in April, 1890; and he finished it in 1892, the dedication taking place Nov. 20 of the latter year.

REV. FRANCIS D. O'NEILL,
st. Bernard's Church, Keene, N. H.

In the spring of 1895 Father Power
was transferred to the pastorate of
St. Joseph's Church, Laconia; and
he was succeeded here by the present

pastor, Rev. Denis A. Ryan.

Father Ryan was born Nov. 5,
1837, in the city of Cork, Ireland,
and studied in the Christian Brothers'
Greenfield, Charlestown, Claremont, schools of his native city and, afterand Newport. He officiated at Swan- wards, in a Latin school. He entered
zey (six miles from Keene) about All Hallows' College in 1857, and
twice a year, and about as often at spent five yearsthere. He completed
Gilsum (ten miles north of Keene), his theological courses at St. Sulpice,
where Mr. Collins, a Catholic, had Paris ; and he was ordained in Ireland
a mill. He also said Mass once on Ascension Thursday, 1863, by
or twice near Chesterfield Lake (seven the Right Reverend Doctor Moriarty,
miles from Keene),where therewere a of Kerry. Father Ryan came to
few Irish farmers ; and he held services Keene April 19, 1895. He is assisted
two or three times in private houses at in the parochial work by Rev. Francis
Westmoreland (ten miles northwest
of Keene) for a number of railway
workmen. Father Murphy remained
in Keene until March, 1876, when
he was transferred to the pastorate
of Augusta, Me. He was succeeded
here by Rev. Patrick Holahan, in
July of the same year, Rev. Edmund
E. Buckle, now of Nashua, meanwhile taking charge.
The accession of Father Holahan
saw the field oflabor much restricted ;
for three parishes, with several outmissions, had been taken from the
Keene jurisdiction during Father

D. O'Neill.
Father O'Neill was born in Ashland, N. H., Feb. 7, 1866. After
studying the classics at New Hampshire Academy he attended St. Hyacinthe's College and Seminary; and
he was ordained in St. Joseph's
Cathedral Aug. 15, 1894. He was
assistant at Hinsdale ten months, and
at North Walpole for a like period ;
and after two years' curacy at the
Manchester cathedral he came to
Keene last January.
St. Bernard's Church property
has a frontage of one hundred feet
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the largest, dominatethefacade centre,
and are set off by granite mouldings
which cross the whole front of the
edifice. Under these windows are
the three entrances, which are approached by a series of long granite
steps, and which are immediately
superposed by a granite coping, this
being founded on a series of pilasters in brick and granite. The church
basement is unfinished, though the
boiler-room at the rear is exceptionally ample, its steam-heating plant
supplying the church, the rectory,
the school, and the Lyceum hall.
The nave ceiling of the church
is notably depressed, and is pantiled off by a series of corbel-founded
trusses, the corbels resting on a
moulding that runs along just over
the main pillars. The ceiling panels,
as well as the wall spaces between
every two coadjacent corbels, are
treated in light buff and are bordered
in flushed tinting, balanced by gold
and dark buff line work. The sideaisle ceilings are flat, and are cut
transversely by Roman arch supports ; while on the side walls, exactly opposite the main pillar arches,
are corresponding arches, slightly
projecting and resting on pilasters.
Every one of these wall arches
frames a figured Roman window, the
two windows near the choir gallery,
however, displaying neat conventional designs. The choir-gallery
ceiling rises away above that of the
nave, and is well arched over a series
of conventional Roman windows.
At the facade end of each side aisle
is a life-size painting under a Roman
arch. The pillar arch nearest the
sanctuary on each side is very ample,
cuts out the side-aisle ceilings altogether, and forms an arcade which
is carried through to the side wall,
thus producing a transept effect.

Txr. ii.

liEZETsrii:.

The intrados of each arcade has two
panels, one displaying a painting of
heroic proportions, and theothermanifesting a medallioned emblem in buff
spacing. The window at the end of
each arcade is of double width, is
mullioned, and shows a figure in each
bay, set off by a beautiful treatment in
the apex. The characteristics of the
nave ceiling are reproduced in the
chancel ceiling. This is individualized, however, by a rayed dove on a
medallioned blue ground, by four
fresco ribs that start from the medallion and that divide the depressed
portion of the ceiling, and by a more
elaborate filling
the part which
curves towards each side wall being
symbolically treated. The rear
sanctuary wall is taken up by a great
painting of the Crucifixion (a copy
of Munkacsy's), the upper line of
which, ornately bordered, marks off
two emblematically filled cornerspaces. Under this painting the
wall is in one deeply flushed panel,
which contrasts well with the pale
fresco wainscot. The upper levels
of each chancel side-wall show a
flush-buff panel, emblematically decorated, bordered in flower and leaf,
and stretching along over a flattened
arch. The arch on the gospel side
is closed, entrance to the sacristy
being had thereby; while that on the
epistle side is open, and leads to a
large chancel alcove, in which stands
a splendid altar dedicated to the
Sacred Heart. This altaris crowned
by a fine titular statue, and is set off
by a large painting (on the side
wall) of Bleated Margaret Mary,
this being flanked on each side by a
stained-glass window. Corresponding to this altar, on the epistle side,
is a marble altar (with titular statue)
of the Blessed Virgin. This altar
stands in a Roman niche, the dome
?
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Extends to the readers of"The
- Sacred Heart Review" a very - cordial invitation to visit the
store, become familiar with the
stock, and get the prices at which FRESH UP-TO-DATE MERCHAN- DISE can be bought.
The goods have all been pur
chased for spot cash, within the
last thirty days, and will be sold at lower prices than have
ever been made on reliable
merchandise
in
Cheshire
County. Terms cash, and one
price to all. Come and see us.
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street, one of the very finest
nues in New England; and it exIs backward five hundred feet,
lated thereon are the church, the
ory, the school and the convent,
'he) church, 131 feet by 61, is of

brick, the foundation courses, the
facings and the sills being of granite.
The facade shows two corner towers,
which are well broken by Roman
arch openings in glass and lattice.
Three windows, the central one being
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Mittens,
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Umbrellas,
Woolen and Cotton Yarns
Napkins,

Towels,

Wrappers,
Bed Comfortables,
Dress Linings,
White Goods,
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and an endless variety of
Ladies' and Children's
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By close mercantile connections with the great markets, we always get the
advantage of first having a chance on any bargain in that market.
Now to turn our goods at a very small margin, we offer you

]r

MEN'S, BOY'S AND CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

In styles unlimited, and prices way down.

B®*~

IN GENT'S FURNISHINGS

Xg " We strive for correctness first of all, then saving.
3

HATS-$3.00.
We are the sole agents for this celebrated brand.
SECOND QUALITY, $2.50.
Jsjg " A new hat awaits you if it fades or breaks.

53.00-GUYER

3

Come in and have a talk thereon.

Our goods speak for themselves.

-» J. R. BEAL & CO., *?Bey.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH AND RECTORY,
J. J. Holahan, Pastor.
North Walpole, \. 11.

of which, dominated by a rayed
heart, shows a blue field. Over the
sacristy door is a painting of the
Agony. The great arch which separates the chancel from the auditory
is enriched by a large diaper design
on its intrados, and by emblematic
ornamentation in its spandrels. The
main altar is a splendid structure of
white and mottled marble, with onyx
panel and column work; its table is
elaborately wrought, the tabernacle
is chastelypedimented, and the reredos is topped by a severe entablature.
Pedestalled figures of angels flank
the altar, while the arch space at the
chancel opening is relieved by shrines
of St. Joseph and St. Bernard.
The parochial school building is a
low brick edifice, ninety feet by
forty, with two facade wings, which

the primary and grammar branches.
Vertical writing has recently been infroduced, with satisfactory results.
The pupils of the ninth grade are instructed in civil government, algebra,
physiology, single-entry bookkeeping,
and English literature, as well as in
the ordinary studies. The proficiency
of the pupils is sufficiently gauged in
this: that when they try for admission to the public high school, they
obtain entrance without difficulty, reflecting, too, while there, great credit
on the parish school system.
Swanzey is attended from Keene
once a month. It was here that the
first Mass in this part of New Hampshire was said, as we have seen, by
Father Daly. For a while, it was attached to the North Walpole parish
as an outmission.
III.

The Church in North Walpole and Walpole.

REV. J. .1. 11l 11.AII AN.
Pastor St. Peter's Church,
North Wulpoli-.N. 11.
latter dimension by
It has five large classrooms and one spare room for special
school work, is supplied with excellent ventilating and sanitary systems, and is well lighted. Two entrances give ample opportunity for
ingress and egress ; and through them
all the classrooms, which are on one
floor, can be emptied readily. The
roof-work of the building is metallic.
A large hall, taking in the entire
basement (which is wholly above
ground), is fitted up for the Young
Men's Catholic Lyceum. It serves
also for public entertainments, and is
supplied with a stage and scenic

increase the
twenty feet.

properties.

The teaching corps consists of five
Sisters of Mercy (Sister Josephine,
superior). One hundred and ninety
pupils, divided into nine grades, take

The town of Walpole, situated on
the Connecticut Riverand fifteenmiles
northwest of Keene, was settled in
1749, its pioneers being of English
extraction. The first Mass in town
was said by Father Daly, about the
year 1848, in a railroad shanty below
the bridge which lies a mile south of
North Walpole. Father Daly used
to come about once in every three
months. In 1853, Father Druon of
Vermont celebrated Mass in a schoolhouse at Bellows Falls, Vermont, just
across the river from North Walpole.
After a short time, this schoolhouse
was purchased, and was remodelled
into a church, Mass being said therein
from 1855 t01869, by Father O'Reilly,
pastor of Brattleboro, from 1869 to
\u25a0 872 by his successor, Rev. Thomas
Halpin, and from 1872 by the first
resident pastor of Bellows Falls, Rev.
M. Gendreau. This gave ample opportunity to the Catholics of North
Walpole to attend Mass, and was not
inconvenient for those of Walpole
Centre, as thedistance from the latter
point was only five miles.
The Catholics living in North Walpole in 1850 were John Ryan, Michael
Stack, .James McDonald, Thomas
McDonald, JohnKiniry, David Titer,
Michael Titer, Mai tin Barrett, Daniel
Flannery, and a few others, while
those in Walpole Centre at the same
time were Patrick Murray, Bartholomew Kiniry, Patrick Drislane, John
Drislane, Maurice Driscoll. John
Connors, Cornelius Harty, and John
Ilarty. The first Catholic in town,
however, was a Peter Reynolds.
There is a record in the baptismal register of Keene which says
that Father John Brady of Claremont
baptized a North Walpole baby in

1857. He was not accustomed to
say Mass here, however, owing to
tue proximity of the Bellows Falls
church.
Father Herbert of Keene came up
to North Walpole occasionally during
the years 1866-1869, officiating in
John Kiniry's house, which stood near
the toll-bridge.
Rev. Daniel W. Murphy, his successor, used to celebrate Mass in
Mr. Drislane's house, in Walpole,
occasionally, from 1869 to 187.'5; in
the latter year, however, he bought an
old Episcopalian church, paying therefor $1,200, and remodelling it for
Catholic purposes. Half the cost
was immediately defrayed by a collection. The work of renovating
was done by Mr. Butler of Keene,
who also built an altar and some
church furniture. Father Murphy
did not, however, attend North Walpole. During his pastorate, the old
parish of Claremont was reorganized,
and the Walpoles were attached to it
as outmissions, Mass being said at
North Walpole in a stone schoolhouse on High Road.
It was during the pastorate of
Father O'Sullivan that the parish of
North Walpole was instituted, with
outmissions at Charlestown, Walpole,
Ashuelot, Hinsdale, Swanzey, and
Gilsum.
Rev. Maurice F. Galvin came as
first resident pastor of North Walpole
in the early autumn of 1877. Father
Galvin used the stone schoolhouse
for services during the first few
months of his pastorate, and lived in
the house of Mrs. Towle. Immediately after coming, he secured a
piece of land not far from the railroad bridge, and began to build
r /t?
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thereon St. Peter's Church. The men
of the parish dug the cellar during the
evening hours ; and the construction
of the edifice was pushed so rapidly
that the first Mass in the new church
was celebrated on Christmas day,
1877. After the completion of the
structure (which cost $8,000), Father
Galvin began to build the rectory,
which was ready for occupancy in
August, 1878. Father Galvin was
promoted to the pastorate of Keene
in February, 1882 ; and he was succeeded here by Rev. Narcisse Cournoyer. Father Cournoyer was transferred to the pastorate of Berlin in
August, 1885, and was succeeded,
during the same month, by Rev.
George H. Feeney. During his pastorate, Father Feeney bought property for a cemetery, and acquired a
stretch of land immediately adjoining the church lot. He died here in
February, 1891, and was succeeded
by the present pastor, Rev. John J.
Holahan.
Father Holahan was born in Limerick, Ireland, in 1855, and was
ordained at the Seminary of Three
Rivers, in 1881, by the late Bishop
Lafleche. For some months after
his ordination, he was assistant at
Rockland, Maine, going thence to
Winn, Maine, as pastor, in October,
1882. In February, 1884, he was
appointed pastor of Hinsdale and
Ashuelot; in August, 1888, he was
made parish priest of Stratford ; and
in February, 1891, he came to North
Walpole. In July, 1891, he raised
the church four feet, thus practically
building a new basement, extended
it thirty feet to the rear, thereby affording a new chancel and new vestries, painted the exterior, put in new
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Come and let us show you the

LATEST NOVELTIES,
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Just Around Post Office Corner, Y. M. C. A. Building,

29 WEST STREET,

ST. JOSEPH'S CHUBCH,
Rev. L. M. Wilde, I'itstor.?-Hinsdale, V 11.

altars, confessionals, vestment cases,
and a steam- heating apparatus, and
placed a fine windowin thechancel. In
the summer of 1893, he extended the
property, givingit seventy feet of an
added frontage ; and in the following

September he began

to reconstruct

the rectory, moving it back twenty
feet, raising it three feet, and putting
on an addition which transformed it
into a double house. The church and
house are furnished with electric
lighting. Father Holahan is assisted
in the parochial work by Rev. Joseph

Corcoran.
St. Peter's Church is a frame edi-

REV. L. K. WIT.DE,
Pastor St. Joseph's Church, Hinsdale. N. 11.

fice with abrick basementand atower,
the latter projecting from the facade
centre. This tower is nicely pedimented, supports a spire which is
characterized by open lattice work,
and discloses two entrances, one in
front and the other in one of its sides.
The side walls are broken by a series
of buttresses, the lower portions of

which are brick, and by a gabled entrance to the basement. The interior
exhibits a curved gableceiling, which
is paneled in fresco, the groundwork
being in varying shades of buff, and
the borders in broad blue bands.
Every panel, moreover, holds an
emblem. The walls, in sombre buff,
are enlivened by a fancy frieze, a
narrow dado, and a fresco band
which runs between every two coadjacent windows.
The chancel is alcoved, and is embellished by a deeply flushed dado,
by a warm tinting on walls and ceiling, by a fresco moulding in decorated olive, and by a great circular
window which displays an heroic figure of St. Peter in a setting of elaborately wrought foliation. The chancel ceilingrejoices in two largepanels,
each showing a symbolic centrepiece
in a blue circle. The altar, in cream
and gold, has a lofty crocketted reredos and three open canopies, the
latter, pinnacled at their corners, terminating in spires. The pillar work,
in gold, gives life to the altar structure. The side altars are hooded in
Gothic alcoves.
IV.

The Church in Hinsdale and Ashuelot.
The first white inhabitant of what
is now Hinsdale was Daniel Shattuck,
who came in 1736 ; and the town was
chartered seventeen years afterwards.
The first Catholic Irishman in town
was Patrick Duffy,who came in 1847 ;
and the first Catholic family here was
that of Daniel McCaughern, who arrived during the same year, and
whose son is now a selectman of

lalXOlgy

13 f
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KEENE, N. H.

Hinsdale.

The next to come were

Daniel Fitzgerald and a Patrick Cunningham. Immediately following
these were .James Curran, John Corkery, Edmund Carroll,Thomas Mullin,
James Hannon, John O'Brien, William Ivennedy, Maurice Purcell, and

another Patrick Cunningham.
The first Mass in this vicinity was
probably said in the woodsat the Broad
brook, about two miles from Brattleboro, Vermont, by Father Daly, the
women furnishing sheets as a canopy
for the altar. Father Daly also officiated from time to time in railroad
shanties between Hinsdale and South
Vernon, Vermont. Mass was also
said two or three times in the open
under a tree on the "Wood"
farm, in Brattleboro (only five miles
away), by Rev. Joseph Coolidge
Shaw, of Boston, in September, 1848.
The first Mass in the village was
said by Father Daly in the long hall
in John Hanrahan's house, about
1848. This missionary also officiated,
during the next few years, in Patrick
Duffy's house on Main street, at
Daniel Fitzgerald's, and in the woods
at Pisga, four miles from town.
Rev. John Brady, of Claremont,
celebrated his first Mass here in
1856, in the town hall, staying over
night with Thomas Mullin. He also
offered up the Holy Sacrifice in John
O'Brien's house. He used to come
occasionally, holding services generally in the town hall. Fathers Perrache and O'Hara, his successors in
the pastorate of Keene, said Mass in
private houses here, though very
rarely, as they generally officiated in
a schoolhouse at Ashuelot, four miles
away. Rev. William Herbert of
Keene came to Hinsdale once a

Wo just opened our new store

13 CHURCH STREET,
Where we are prepared to show a full line of

Staple and Fancy Goods!
Any part of the patronage »>f our many friendi and tin\u25a0will ba imicii appreciated.

general public

_ _.
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Has the best assortment of Framed Pictures, Photos, Copley Prints,
Platino Prints, Etchings, Engravings, Frames, Statuary, Medallions, Easels, Artists* Materials, Bags, Purses, Games, Toys, |Ladies'
Fancy Combs, Hair Pins, Tic Pins, etc.; Cellaloid and Porcelain Toilet
Sets, in fact anything you want, either useful or ornamental, for that

CHRISTMAS PRESENT.
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AND FURNISHER.
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the People Appreciate.

CLOTHING FURNISHINGS.

TRUNKS AND BAGS.

Colony's Block, Keene, N. H.
SA(

Rev.

BED HEART CHtTRCH AM) RECTOBT,
1). C. I.injr, fa-lei-.
Harlborongb, N. 11.

month, saying Mass in the town hall
(now Grand Army Hall).
Rev. Daniel W. Murphy began
coming from Keene in 1869, officiating once a month, at first in the lame
hall, and subsequently in American
Hall. Father Murphy, as well as
the priests who afterwards attended
Hinsdale from a distance, used to
stay with John Donovan, who came
to town in 1868, but in whose house
in Keene Father Daly had said Mass
in 1854.
Shortly after taking charge,
Father Murphy offered the Hinsdale
Catholics three hundred dollars towards the purchase of a lot close to
John Donovan's house; but the of-

rev. r>. c. mm;.
Pastor Muri'.i Heart Charon,
Marlboronjib, N.

n

fer was not accepted, on account of
the inconvenience of the location. At
this time there were twenty Catholic
families in town.
Rev. M. P. Danner, coming to
Ashuelot as resident pastor in the
spring of 1875, took charge also of

the Hinsdale mission.
On the organization of the parish
of North Walpole in 1877, Hinsdale

was attached to it as an outmission,

Father Galvin saying Mass here,
every second Sunday,Tn Fisk's Hall.
Father Cournoyer, his successor, also
officiated in the same place. It was
he who purchased the land for the
church, paying therefor three hundred
and fifty dollars.
Rev. John J. Holahan came as resident pastor in February, 1884. After
four or five Sundays in Fisk's Hall he
began to officiate in the town hall. In
May of the same year, he began building St. Joseph's Church, the corner-

stone of which was laid in the follow-

ing August by Bishop Bradley From
that time Mass was said within the

church walls, until the following
Christmas, when a midnight Mass
was celebrated in the upper church.
The rectory was built in 1887, Father
Holahan having previously lived at
the hotel and in rented houses. Father
Holahan was succeeded, in August,
1888, by the present pastor, Rev.

Lewis M. Wilde.
Father Wilde was born in Gheel,
Belgium, in 1842, and began his
studies there. He came to this
country in 1853 ; and he finished his
ecclesiastical course at St. Joseph's
Seminary, Troy, N. V., where he
was ordained in June, 18G8. He was
stationed six months at St.Dominic's,
Portland, and four and a half months
at Lewiston, going to Bath as pastor
in 1869. While in Bath he repaired
the church, remodelled the rectory,
and paid the parochial debt. After
a pastorate there of seven years, he
went to Lewiston to take the place of
his brother, who was afflicted with
hemorrhages. He remained in Lewiston one year, going thence to the
charge of the parish in Rochester,
N. H., so as to be near his brother,
who had taken the parish of Great
Falls. He repaired the old church
in Rochester, put in a new organ and
new furnishings, and bought a lot
for a new church. When he departed
from Rochester, aftersix years,he had
paid all the parochial debt, leaving
$1,500 in the treasury.
From
Rochester he went to Penacook,
where he remained four years, meanwhile purchasing a brick residence
and paying parochial debts; and he
came thence to Hinsdale. Within
three years of his advent, Father
Wilde furnished the church and rectory with steam-heating apparatus
and gas fixtures, painted the church,
commissioned Goyette Brothers of
Boston to fresco the church interior,
andrenewed the vestments and sacred
vessels. Six years ago he bought a
tract of land, consisting of eighteen
acres, for cemetery uses; and three
years later he secured a small piece
of land situated in front of the rectory. These purchases have since
been paid for. He has also beautified the parochial grounds, putting
down concrete walks and perfecting
the lawns.
St. Joseph's Church is a frame
building, with a brick substructure
founded on a stone base. Its facade
is made striking by a large projecting
corner tower, which is wellbuttressed,
and which is superposed by a smaller
tower structure (also buttressed),
the latter rising to a graceful spire.
The large tower has a praiseworthy

arrangement of windows, and isbound Perrache, O'Hara, and Herbert celeto the gable facade by a generous brated Mass here occasionally in a

porch, the whole facade being further
embellished by a small window near
the side of the porch and by a semicircular window in the gable end.
The gable point is filled with open
woodwork. The side walls are buttressed, and the basement is considerably over the level of the ground.
The ceiling of the main auditory is
gabled, has open woodwork trusses,
and is panelled in three tiers on each
slope. The topmost and the lowest
tiers are in plain lining, the middle
tier showing a symbolic study in
every panel. The prevailing tint on
walls and ceiling is buff olive, that
on the former being embellished by an
arabesqued dado and a frieze. The
windows (all gifts) are of conven-

schoolhouse. When Father Murphy
took charge of Keene and its outmissions in 1869, he began to hold services at regular intervals in the
schoolhouse. Four years afterwards,
however, he ascertained that a nonCatholic lady, actuated by the best of
intentions, was in the habit of conducting a Sunday-school in this
schoolhouse, teaching the Protestant children the Protestant catechism, hearing the Catholic children
recite the Catholic catechism, and
ending the session by hymn-singing

and religious instruction. Though
Father Murphy did not doubt this
lady's motives, he considered it advisable to remove the Catholic children from Protestant influence in re-

tionally foliated stained-glass, every ligious matters; and with that end
one displaying a small emblem in its in view, he built St. Michael's Church
point; the two windows nearest the in 1873. Herehe saidMass for almost
sanctuary, however, are in figure, two years, Father Danner coming in

and the semi-circular light in the
facade is a combination of conventional and figure ornamentation. On
the wall which marks the chancel
opening are two paintings, one representing the Agony in the Garden and
the other depicting the Death of St.
Joseph.
The chancel, which is apsidal, has
a Roman opening; and its dome, in
pale blue, is given character by a
crown-emblemand by a p ccc of ray
work. The general olive treatment
of the walls, a disposition of modest
line ornamentation thereon, and a
neat frieze, give a pleasing effect,
which is enhanced by a leaf-embellished emblem on each slanting wall,
by a large circular window, depicting
St. Joseph, which is in the rear wall,
and by the altar, which is in white
and gold, and which is elaborated
with a pinnacled open canopy, a panelled and crocketted reredos, and a
pinnacled pediment at each end.
Father Wilde attends St. Michael's
Church, Ashuelot, the chief centre
of the town of Winchester. Mass
was said here by Father Daly, in a
house near the railway station, in
1850. WhereFather Brady officiated,
we have been unable to ascertain;
certain it is, however, that Fathers

the spring of 1875 as resident pastor.

By this time, the church was free
from debt; and Father Murphy
started Father Danner on his parochial enterprise with sixty dollars.
Father Danner built living rooms at
the rear end of the church. After
his departure, Ashuelot became a
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encroached upon the church lot, filled
in the rectory grounds, laid out a fine Elegance in Finish,
lawn, put down a system of concrete
Beauty in Design,
walks, built a stone wall in front of
the property, painted the church,
Economy in Fuel,
erected a barn and a vestry, put a
bell and a set of windows into the
church, frescoed the interior of the
latter, and purchased land near the
church for cemetery uses. He also
built a gallery,with supporting posts,
in the church, and put in pews and
HAVE NO EQUAL.
statuary.
The Sacred Heart Church is a
frame structure with granite foundations, stands on an eminence, seats
four hundred people, and is built on
Gothic lines. From the facade centre
rises a towerwhich supports a smaller
tower structure, the latter ending in a
spire. A projecting vestry chapel
varies the side lines. A good vestibule
leads to the auditory, which is characterizedby a truncated-gableceiling,by
a gallery which extends a short distance along each side of the church,
by conventional stained-glass windows, and by a neat array of fresco
work (by Dolan) which is arranged
in panels with buff bordering and
FULL LINE OF
pearl spacing. A fresco moulding, at A
MAGEE GRAND,
the height of thecornice, runs around
the whole interior, including the sancMAGEE SHAWMUT,
tuary ; and this ornamentationis counMAGEE COTTAGE RANGES,
terpoised by a modest dado. The altar
has one canopy, the top of which is ROYAL STANDARD
on a level with a mouldiDg-capped
AND
reredos, this being Gothically pan- MISTLETOE PARLORS
elled. A fine bell, weighing 1,500
Constantly on hand, and every one
Of them sold with a full warrant.
pounds, hangs in the tower.
Father Ling says Mass twice a PLUMBING, HOT AIR. HOT WATER
AND
month in Harrisville. The pioneer
FOR HOUSES
Catholics of this town were James STEAM HEATING j&sAre specialties with us.
Byrne, and Edward, William, John,
Thomas, and James Winn (the first
three of whom are still living), who
came about forty-five years ago. The
first Mass in Harrisville (which was
28 & 32 ROXBURY ST.,
a part of Dublin township until 1870)
Keene, x. 11.
was celebrated in 1867, by Rev.
William Herbert, of Keene, in
Michael Pender's dwelling-house.
J.
(Successors to Woodbury A Howard.)
The next Mass was offered up in the
village schoolhouse, which, however,
Dealers in
was used for this purpose only once,
some of the people protesting against
a recurrence of the
evil." Key.

MAGEE
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SACRED HEART CHURCH,
Greenville, X. 11.
Rev. T. J. E. Devoy, I'astor.

mission of North Walpole under
Father Galvin; and it was attached
as a mission to Hinsdale, on the organization of the latter as a parish,
under Father Holahan, in 1884.
Father Holahan incorporated the living rooms into thebody of the church.
V.

The Church in Marlborough, Harrisville,
Troy,

and Fitzwilliam.

The town of Marlborough, five miles
Keene, was settled in 1762.
No Irish .name appears among the
east of

names of the early settlers, though a
Daniel Collins was one of the town's

contingent in the revolutionary army.
Father Brady of Claremont baptized
a child of Marlborough parentage in
1857 ; but no Mass was ever said
within the town limits until 1870,
when Father Murphy came out from
Keene and officiated in John Fitzgerald's dwelling-house. This was the
only time he said Mass at the centre ;
but in 1872, he offered up the Holy
Sacrifice in a stone-cutters' boarding
house at the quarries, the workmen
building and furnishing the altar.
Marlborough was attended from
Keene,under Fathers Holahan,Galvin,
Plante, and Power, until its organization as a parish, Mass being said in
the houses of John Munn and Hercule Cloutier, as well as in the town
hall.
Rev. Joseph Monge came as first
resident pastor in the spring of 1886.
In May of that year, he laid the
foundations of the Sacred Heart
Church, bringing the edifice to completion speedily thereafter. He was
succeeded by the present pastor, Rev.

"

Daniel W. Murphy, of Keene, began
attendingin Harrisville in 1869, there
was
Ling
31,
Aug.
Father
born
1859, in Canada, and studied at Nic- being then about a dozen Catholic
olet College and Seminary, where he families in the community. After
was ordained April 12, 1887. Imme- the "schoolhouse Mass," services
diately .after his ordination, he was were held regularly, until the opening
stationed at St. Aloysius' Church, of Eagle Hall, in theresidence of EdNashua; and he came thence to wardWinn. Father Murphyattended
Marlborough July 26, 1891, taking Harrisville until 1874, when it was
up his residence in a house on Water attached to the jurisdictionof Peterstreet. He built the parochial resi- borough, this relation being sustained
dence in 1892 ; and, about the same for eleven years, under Fathers Holatime, he levelled the sand-bank that han and Buckle; in 1885 it came
under the jurisdiction of Father McEvoyof East Jaffrey ; and it became an
outmission of Marlborough on the organization of the Sacred Heart parish.

Denis C. Ling.

KEY. T. .1. E. DEVOY,
Pastor Sucre:! Heart Church, Greenville, X. 11.

...

Father Herbert stayed with Michael
Pender on the occasion of his first
visit; ever since, however, the visiting priest has been entertained by
Edward Winn. Eagle Hall, in which
Mass was said regularly from the
time of its opening until three years
ago, was reluctantly let for Catholic
uses in the beginning ; but it is now
owned by the Winn brothers, who are
the leading Catholics as well as the
most prominent business men of

SACRED HEART RECTORY,
Greenville, X. H.
Rev. T. J. E. Devoy, I'astor.
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once a month from Marlborough.
Father Daly said Mass here in an
old building fifty-three years ago. In
1857, Father Brady of Claremont
baptized a child whose parents lived
in Troy. Mass was said by Key.
Isidore Noiseux, about lhe year 1864,
in the house of John Donovan, whose
name has been mentioned in the
sketches of Keene and Hinsdale.
From 18G9 to 1876, Father Murphy
officiated about twice a year in the
house of Mr. Grimes, there being
then only a few Catholics in town.
Troy was thereafter attended from
Keene, with the exception of a few
years (during which it was under the
care of Father Cournoyer of the
North Walpole parish), until the
advent of Father Monge to Marlborough. Troy is situated on the
Cheshire branch of the Fitchburg
railroad, between Marlborough and

Winchendon, Mass.
Harrisville.
Filzwilliam, still nearer to WinSt. Denis' Church was built three
years ago by Father Ling at a cost chendon, was attended from 1869 to
of about $3,800, Hon. Horatio 1876 by Father Murphy, who used to
Colony of Keene having donated the come from Keene about twice a year,
land. It is a Gothic frame building, saying Mass on those occasions in
with granite foundation and brick Mr. Marren's house. (Father Daly,
substructure, and seats 220 persons. however, said Mass here once during
Its altar, made by Ttiomas, of Wor- the era of railroad building.) It has
cester, is in white and gold. The eversince been attended by the priests
edifice is beautified by a set of stained- who have, from time to time, had
glass windows, two of which are in charge of Troy. Mass is said in the
Fitzwilliam town hall once s month
figure.
The Catholics of Troy are attended by Father Ling.
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ST. PATRICK'S CHURCH,
E:isi Jaffrey,

E. J. rnrlong, Pastor.

N.

n.

VI.
Evoy came to Peterborough as resiThe Church in East Jaffrey, Peterborough dent pastor. The present rectory
property in East Jaffrey was purand Dublin.
chased of Reuben Pierce Aug. 5,
East Jaffrey, the busy centre of 1885, Michael Fitzgerald securing it
Jaffrey township, is situated nine in his own name for Father McEvoy,
miles north of Winchendon, Mass. at an outlay of 11,600. On this
The first Mass in town was property stood a very good house,
said in 1869 by Rev. Daniel W which Father McEvoy immediately
Murphy in the engine-house, the utilized as a rectory, transferring the
Catholics of the village having previ- parochial headquarters from Peterously been compelled, if they wished borough to East Jaffrey. Feb. 9,
to hear Mass, to go to Peterborough, 1886, Father McEvoy bought of
eight miles northeast. For two years Reuben Pierce the church lot, which
after his first visit, Father Murphy is situated across the street from the
officiated once a month in the engine- rectory ; during the following Decemhouse ; after that period, however, he ber he received a donationof 100,000
used the town hall. One or two feet of lumber from the farmers of
French-Canadian families and twenty the town; and he began to build St.
Irish families constituted the Cath- Patrick's Church in the ensuing
olic population of the town, the most spring, Bishop Bradley dedicating it
prominent amongst them being the March 22, 1888.
In 1890, a
Hogans, the Crowes, the Dillons and cemetery property was secured from
the Fiizgeralds, with the last named A. Blake for three hundred dollars.
of whom Father Murphy was accus- Father McEvoy was transferred to
tomed to stay. On one occasion the pastorate of Wilton in April,
(about 1871) services were held in 1891, and was immediately succeeded
John Dillon's house, situated between here by the present pastor, Rev. EdT

.

East Jaffrey village and Peterborough.
On the erection of St. Peter's,
Peterborough, as a parish, under
Rev. Patrick Holahan, in 1874, East
Jaffrey was attached to it as an outmission ; an J this status persevered
until 1882, when Rev. E. E. Buckle,
Father Holahan's successor, changed
his residence to Wilton. East Jaffrey thereupon became an outmission
of Wilton, remaining as such until
.June, 1885, when Rev. P. L. Mc-

ward J. Furlong.
Father Furlong was born in Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 19, 1862, attended
the public schools of that city, graduated from Nicolet College in 1882,
and took his theologicalstudies in the
Grand Seminary of Montreal, where
he was ordained June 26, 1886. He
was assistant at Dover nearly five
years, coming thence to East .Jaffrey,
April 3, 1891. Father Furlong is
assisted in the parochial work by Rev.
Francis X. O'Neil.

ST. PATRICK'S RECTORY,
East .laffrev.
Rev. E. J. Furlonjr, Pastor.

Father O'Neil was born in Manchester June 4, 1872, studied in the
parochial schools, and at the
Brother's high school, in that city;
and he finished the classics at Manhattan College, where he was graduated in 1894. After a theological
course in the Grand Seminary of
Montreal, he was ordained Dec. 19,
1897; and he came to East Jaffrey
immediatelythereafter.
St. Patrick's Church is a frame
building with a gable front, from
the centre of which a large gable
porch protrudes. The ceiling is a
truiicatt d gable, sustained by openwork trusses, the intradotes of which
are diapered ; and it is decorated, on
its horizontal surface, by pearl-blue
panel work, and, on its slanting
stretches, by quatrefoiled emblems,
modest lining, and broad diapered
borders, arranged also in panels.
The side walls, in olive, show a
running design frieze, a set of Stations in color and in Gothic fresco
frames, and a series of Gothic conventional stained-glass windows, the
tympana of these, however, displaying medallioned emblems. A triple
Gothic window in the facade gives
light to an alcove which holds the
choir-gallery. Two small statues
(the Sacred Heart and St. Anne)
stand in Gothic recesses near the
front door. The chancel is alcoved,
its front arch displaying a passionflower intrados. Its ceiling is flat
through the greater portion, curving,
however, as it meets the side walls.
The two curvatures are filled in foliation on a spacing of red and gold ;
and the flat part, the field of which
is pearl blue, is enlivened by a symbolic centrepiece and by four concentring fresco ribs. The rear wall of
the chancel is in neutral tinting,which
brings into relief a figured Gothic
triple window; while the side walls
are characterized on their upper
levels by a central symbol on a bluefilled circle (which is surrounded by
olive spacing), and, on the lower
stretches, by varied diaper work.
The altar, in white and gold, has a
well wrought table, a Go Ideally panelled and pedimented reredos, and an
open central canopy. It is flanked
at either end by a pedestalled statue,
which stands in front of a rayed
fresco arch.
St. Peter's Church,Peterborough,is
beautifully situated, and commands a
splendid view of the Contoocook
valley. It is seventy-three feet long
and thirty-one feet wide. Its interior
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service with Colonel French of
the hotel, was told regretfully
by the Colonel of a notification
served upon him by the citizens that
the keeping of a Catholic servant
wou'd mean the ruin of his business.

Paator

>t.

REV. E. 1. H lil.nNl,.
Patrick* Chnrcta,
Kii>t Jaffrey, X. 11.

is very tasteful, and is considerably
brightened by the fresco work and by
the stained-glass windows. It is

Gothic in style, and cost about five
thousand dollars.
Peterborough was settled in 1739,
most ofits pioneersbeing Irish Protestants. From an address delivered by
Lawyer JamesF. Brennan on theoccasion of the sesquicenlennial of the
town, we find that the old families of
Gordon, Alld, McKean, Ferguson,
Duncan, Swan, Turner, Moore,
Todd, Smiley, Sawyer, Templeton, Robbe, Steele, Wilson, Davidson,
Cunningham,Wallace,Gregg, MoNee,
Holmes, Miller, White, Morrison,
Smith, and Scott, came from the
north of Ireland, where they and
their progenitors had been settled for
more than a hundred and twenty
yt ars. We are told, too, by Mr.
Brennan, that these families in
termarned with the other prominent
families of this part of New Hampshire. There was no English blood
in these pioneers ; but their descendants of fifty years ago were as inimical to things Catholic as were the
sons of the Puritans. An incident illustrative of this spirit is related by
Mrs. Ellen Harrison, who came to
Peterborough from Wilton in
1849, and who, after eight days'

BET. F. X. iI'NKIL,
St. Patrick**

(

liurch. E.i-t Jaffrey, N. H.

She thereupon walked to Greenville
(then Mason Village), whereshe still
resides.
The first Catholic families in town
were those of Luke Murphy and
Hubert Brennan. Mr. Brennan and
wife still live here. The first Mass
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in Peterborough was said in 1847 in
Luke Murphy's house, on Main street,
opposite the present engine-house.
The officiating clergyman was Rev.
John B. Daly, nominally pastor of
Claremont. Father Daly came two
or three times, at intervals of six
months or a year.
Rev. John Brady began coming
from Claremont in 1856, celebrating
Mass, once in every two or three
months, in the dwelling-house of
Hubert Brennan, on Summer street.
His visits were the occasion of considerable sectarian rancor. Rev.
James Perrache, his successor in
Keene, also officiated, at like intervals, in Mr. Brennan's house,
during the years 1862 and 1863.
Rev. Bernard O'Hara, of Keene, began holding services in the town
hall, in 1864. After Father O'Hara's
death, in 1865, his successor, Rev.
William Herbert, began to say Mass
in a temporary chapel fitted up by
More frequent
Hubert Brennan.
services were instituted by Rev.

SACRED HEART REVIEW.

residenceto Wilton six years later, retainingPeterborough asan outmission.
Father Buckle cleared away the debt
which had been lying on St. Peter's,
and sold the old burying-ground (in
1879), a new cemetery, near the
church, being laid out instead.
In 1885, Peterborough and several
of its missions were detached
from Father Buckle's jurisdiction,
Rev. P. L. McEvoy coming as resident pastor, in June of that year,
and taking up his habitation in the
building formerly known as St.
James' Hotel. He transferred his
residence to East Jaffrey, however,
a few weeks afterwards. In November of the same year the church
underwent some repairs, and the
cemetery was newly laid out. In
June, 1886, Father McEvoy added
to the seating capacity of the church ;
and in 1890, he purchased a piece of
property, east of St. Peter's Church,
for cemetery uses, the consideration
being four hundred and twenty-five
dollars.

Rev. Matthew W. Gibson, then pastor of Worcester and Fitchburg, who
performed a marriage ceremony immediately after the Holy Sacrifice.
At that time the Catholics of the village numbered about forty. The
names of the first Catholics in town
were Hagarty, Warren, Griffin, Harrison, Flaherty, Gainey, Brown,
Murphy, Mullen, Sheridan, Grady,
Halloran, Hyde, Drinane, McLaughlin, McCuddy, Conley, Downes,
O'BrieD, Tobin, Maloney, and O'Connell.
Father Gibson came occasionally
until 1855, when Rev. Edward Turpin, to whom he had given up the
spiritual charge of Fitchburg, began
to visit the village, saying Mass
in Anthony Halloran's house.
Father John Brady began coming
down from Claremont in 1856, New
Hampshire having been cut off from
the diocese of Boston. For six years
FatherBrady officiated, ODce in every
three months, in the home of Michael
Griffin, though he said Mass once at

w " youm
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Daniel W. Murphy, Father Herbert's
successor, who began, in 1869, to officiate aiout once a month in Mr.
Brennan's house. Soon after taking
charge, Father Murphy began to
erect St. Peter's Church, the first
Mass therein being celebrated, while
the interior was as yet unfinished, by
his brother, the late Very Rev. John
Murphy, vicar-general of the Portland diocese. James Murphy, of
Providence, designed the edifice, and
Mr. Butler, of Keene, was the

On Father McEvoy's transfer to
Wilton, in April, 1891, Rev. E. J.
Furlong, his successor in East Jaffrey, assumed charge of the Peterborough mission. Father Furlong
has added to the cemetery property
and has equipped the church with
steam-heating apparatus.
The town of Dublin, one of the
most charming summer resorts in
America, and the highest town in the
East, has only one Catholic family
the yearround. During the summer,
however, Father Furlong says Mass

builder. A donation of $800, towards the construction of the church, in the town hall. This custom was
was made by a summer resident, begun by Father McEvoy July 5,
Mrs. Gray, of Utica, N. Y. The 1885.
m
first Catholic cemetery was laid out
on
"Sand
Hill"
VII.
the
1870,
about
\u25a0

road.
The Church in Greenville.
Rev. Patrick Holahan came to
Greenville lies within three miles
Peterborough, as first resident pastor,
in 1874, Father Murphy leaving a of the Massachusetts border, at the
debt of only seven hundred dollars. terminus of a railroad branch that
Father Holahan lived on Concord runs up from Ayer Junction. It was
street. Towards the latter end of formerly called Mason Village, its inhis pastorate here, Father Holahan corporation under its present name
fitted the church with pews ; and the taking place in 1872. The first Mass
edifice was dedicated, by Bishop in this part of the state was celeHealy of Portland, May 14, 1876. brated by Father Daly, the missionWhen Father Holahan was promoted ary, in 1849, at the house of Henry
to the pastorate of Keene, in July, O'Brien, at Highbridge. The next
1876, he was succeeded hereby Rev. Mass was said under a tree, near the
Edmund E. Buckle, whotransferred his Chamberlin saw-mill, in 1850,; by
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The influx of French Canadians, who now constitute nearly
three-fourths of the total population
of Greenville, began about 1860, the
first to come being M. Charbonneau,
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Peterborough, N. 11.
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Henry O'Brien's.

Rev. James Perrache of Keene
came during 1862 and 1863, offering
up the Holy Sacrifice at John Harrison's ; though Rev. Isidor Noiseux,
it must be mentioned, said Mass here
once about thattime. Father O'Hara
came twice during his Keene pastorale (1864-1865), holding services
at Mr. Sheridan's. His successor,
Father Herbert, came occasionally,
until the parish of Milford was instituted, underRev. Patrick Holahan,
in 1868. During his six years' residence in Milford, his short stay in
Wilton, and his two years' pastorate
at Peterborough, Father Holahan
said Mass here once a month in the
hotel hall. Father Buckle, his successor, attended Greenville once a
month from 1876 to 1885, coming
from Wilton during the last three
years of that period. Giving up
Peterborough and a few surrounding
missions to Father McEvoy in July
of the latter year, he beganto officiate
here twice a month. In April, 1888,
he bought, for 83,200, the present
parochial lot, on which stood the
residence which now serves as a rectory. He then began to build the
Sacred Heart Church, and had almost
completed it when Greenville was advanced to the dignity of an independent parish under Rev. Onesime
J. Derosiers.
Father Derosiers came July 2,
1888, and said his first Mass in the
town hall on the following Sunday.
He was enabled, however, to officiate
in the new church a week later ; and
he sang High Mass, as well as Vespers, for the first time in town, Sunday, July 22. He raised the church,
added a chapel and a vestry, aDd
completed the building, as it stands,
within a very short time of his
advent. In May, 1890, he secured
land for a cemetery ; and two years
later he organized a parochial school
in the basement. Father Derosiers
was transferred to Suncook after a
pastorate here of six and a half
years; and he was succeeded in
Greenville by the present pastor,
Rev. T. J. E. Devoy.
Father Devoy was born Dec. 8,
1863,* at St. Gregory, Canada, and
made his classical, philosophical and
theological studies at Nicolet, professing the physical sciences there
during the last four years of his
course. After graduating, however,
from the classical course, he had
taken his degrees, with the highest
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honors, from Laval University, Quebec. He was ordained at St. Leonard, Canada, July 25, 1888, and
continued his professorial duties at
Nicolet for one year thereafter. He
came to the Manchester diocese in
1889, serving as assistant at St.
Mary's, Manchester, for a year, and
going thence to St. Augustine's, in
the same city, where lie remained
four years. He came to Greenville
as pastor Jan. 3, 1895. Shortly
after assuming charge he purchased

THE
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by a neat Gothic dado, and by a series of stained-glass windows, each
of these being done conventionally,

REV. n. W. FITZGERALD,
Pastor St.Mary'sCliuivb, HUlsboroogt).N. 11.

an acre and a half of laud situated
immediately behind the church lot,
and vastly improved the property,
laying out lawnsand walks, terracing
the church lot handsomely, and enlarging the school accommodations.
He has also reduced the debt mate-

rially.

The Sacred Heart Church is charmingly situated on an elevation that

overlooks the Souhegan river at its
widest stretch. It is a frame building, with brick underpinning. Its
front is dominated by a central projecting tower, through which entrance
is obtained to the auditory. This
tower is as yet unfinished; but it is
Father Devoy's purpose to build a
spire thereon in the coming spring.
The tower front is broken by a
triple Gothic window, and by a
tympanum light that is set just above
the door. The basement, which is
wholly above ground, is devoted to
school purposes. Three lay teachers
instruct 160 children, who are taught
the various branches in French or
English. The school gives good satisfaction, as is evident from the fact
that very few Catholic children are
attending the Greenville public
schools.
The main auditory, seating 450
persons, is characterized by a low
gable ceiling, which is well cut by a
series of window embrasures on each
slope, thus acquiring the effect of
height and lightsomeness. The ceiling is panelled off by buff line work,
the spacings being in pearl, and the
line of panels on each side of the
ridge-pole holding fresco emblems.
The embrasures, tinted in harmony,
display modest border work, their
meeting-points, low down on the
walls, resting on wond corbels. The
walls are in buff, which is brightened

but with an emblem near its point.
The chancel is apsed and is divided
off by a series of Gothic fresco pendants ; and it has two embrasures,
each showing a stained-glass window. The side stretches of the
chancel are enlivened by emblematic
pieces and conventional foliation,
while a rayed symbol holds the point
immediately above and behind the
altar. The altar itself, in cream,
buff, and gold, has an open canopy,
on which is set a statue of the Sacred
Heart. Its reredos consists of three
pediments, bound together by crosstipped pinnacle structures. Side altars stand in Gothic alcoves; and a
little chapel runs from the gospel side
of the chancel.
The Greenville parish is in splendid condition, financially and spiritually. The sodality of the Blessed
Virgin, organized in 1890, has 65
members; the Guard of Honor of
the Immaculate Conception consists
of seventy-five little girls; the Soldiers of the Sacred Heart, formed in
1896, is composed of sixty-five boys ;
St. Anne's Maternity, instituted last
spring, numbers 110 married women ;
and the League for men has 142
members.

ST. MARYS CHURCH AXfl PAROCHIAL RESIDENCE,
iiiiisborougb, H. h.
Rev. i>. W. Fitcfcerald, Paator.

church. On the first day of the parochial residence immediately thereensuing May, he began to erect St. after, living meanwhile in the Valley
Mary's Church, which was dedi- Hotel.
Theparochialproperty is splendidly
cated Aug. 29, 1893, Bishop Bradley preaching on that occasion. The situated, the grounds being very
church was named by its greatest ample, and the church and rectory
benefactor, Mrs. ,Mary H. Pierce, neatly setting each other off. The
wife of Hon. Kirk D. Pierce (a church is a pretty frame building,
nephew of President Franklin Pierce). with a granite foundation and a proFather Fitzgerald began to build the jecting tower. This tower is placed
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The Church in Hillsborough, Bennington,
Greenfield, Goffstown, Francestown,
and New Boston.
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Hillsborolies twenty miles north of
Peterborough, on the road to Concord. Though a very old town, it
has never been a Mecca of immiR|CEB
OWEgT
grants ; and today it has only twenty
Catholic families. Very Rev. John
E. Barry, Y. G., was called occasionally to Hillsboro to baptize or to
attend the sick, during his first years
in Concord, but he never said Mass
here. The first Mass in town was
KODAK &
celebrated by Rev. Edmund E. Buckle
(nowof Nashua) in Patrick Sullivan's
STATIONERY, &c.
house, in 1881, while he was pastor
of Peterborough. It was his custom
thereafter to come on a week day,
about once in every three months,
service being held in Odd Fellows'
Hall. He retained charge of Hillsboro, even after his transfer of headquarters to Wilton, until the re-erection of the Peterborough parish,
Hiusclnle. 3>J". XX..
under Rev. P. L. McEvoy, in June,
We handle the
1885.
Father McEvoy used to say Mass CRAWFORD, QLENWOOD, MAGEE RANGES AND HEATERS,
once a month in Odd Fellows' Hall.
Al-O U tllll lilH' Ol
In April, 1891, Rev. E. J. Furlong,
TINWARE, PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
HARDWARE,
HORSE BLANKETS,
his successor at East Jaffrey, took
charge of Hillsboro, also; and this
We give Merchants' Coupons.
Call and examine our stock.
charge he retained until Rev. David
W. Fitzgerald came as first resident
pastor, there being then fifteen Catholic families in the town.
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Father Fitzgerald was born in
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Kerry, Ireland, Nov. 9,1862,
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where he was ordained May 26,1888,
for the diocese of Manchester, by
HINSDALE, N. H.
FIRST-CLASS AND UP TO DATE.
Archbishop Gouthe-Soulard, of Aix. EVERYTHING
After coming to this country, he was
a grand chance to earn
In button aad hue and equal to any W Bhoe. assistant at Portsmouth nine months ;
and he was transferred to the Immaculate CocceptionChurch, Nashua,
SKATES, RINGS, WATCHES, etc., etc.,
as assistant, in the spring of 1889.
TAKIM. ORDERS EUR ill i:
He came to Hillsboro Oct. 7, 1892.
Keene, \. 11.
Immediately after assumingcharge,
For Eirsii lnss Bervlee aad G I Work \u25a0) Father Fitzgerald purchased a piece
Short Kotloe go b>
of land (100 feet square), situated
PERFUMES, etc.
on Church street, paying therefor
your
addreaa a( onoe i"i- oar catalofrae«f pmkM a»d ptloe n-t. Utm
«? snici
only a nominal sum to Governor John
B. Smith. This lot was formerly
H,NSDALF N H
the site of the old Congregationalist
BELLOWS KAI.I.s, \T.

\u25a0

HATS, CAPS, AND FURNISHINGS.
PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES.

Stebbins Block,
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-

-

Hinsdale, N. H.

TAYLOR & STEBBINS,

J. H. Wetherbee,

EM

FURNITURE, CARPETS AND WINDOW SHADES.

UDJESjSHOESi <D I Kf]
DUFFY'S SVSSe.

Girls and Boys,

Teas,

Coffees,

Spices,

P. H. CONLEY,

Upholstering and Undertaking,

F. H. FULLER & CO.,

Extracts,
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in the facade centre, and is crowned
by a spire which rises to a height of
sixty-fivefeet. A gabled hood, fancifully wrought, and holding a Gothic
recess, serves as a setting for the
front entrance, which leads through
the tower, the latter being further
embellished by a double Gothic window, the spandrels of which are

SACKED HEABT EEVIEW.

ornamentally treated, and by a triple crosswise. The windows are mainly
lattice opening. The lines of the conventional Gothic, every one showbuilding are broken by a vtstry struc- ing an ornate quatrefoil in its tymture, which juts out from the epistle panum. These windows were forside. A barocco cornice adds to the merly in the Manchester cathedral.
pleasing appearance of the exterior. The chancel is apsed, its dome being
The interior exhibits a truncated supported by concentric woodribbing
gable ceiling, supported by open which starts from the walls. It is
woodwork trusses, which are braced graced by two Gothic windows, one
being a memorialto James Kelly, and

the other having been donated by
Rev. William J. O'Connor, now of
Wilton. The altar, in white, with
touches of red, blue, and gold, has a
pedimented and pinnacled reredos
and an open pedimentedcanopy. The
entire cost of the church, including
furniture, organ, pews, etc., was
four thousand dollars.
Father Fitzgerald's principal outBennington, which lies about
mission,
NOVELTIES.
We open this week our full line of HOLIDAY
half way between Hillsboro and
The largest stock we have ever shown, consisting of
Peterborough, is much older, in a
Catholic sense, than Hillsboro. Key.
William Herbert, of Keene, officiated
in 1868, in Mr. Harrington's house,
which lies just outside the village.
Father Daniel Murphy began coming from Keene occasionally to this
district in 1870, saying Mass on
week-days in the house of Daniel
Flynnin Greenfield, there being about
twenty Catholic families at that time
in Bennington, Greenfield, and Hancock. Upon the completion of St.
Peter's Church, Peterborough, in
1871, the Catholics of these towns began to attend it, and were under
the jurisdiction of Father Holahan, of Peterborough, and his successor, Father Buckle, from 1874 to
1882. Indeed, for three years after
Father Buckle's change of residence
and
Ladies,
Gents
Two Hundred and Fifty Dozen Handkerchiefs, for
to Wilton (18821885), they reChildren. Anything you want, from a Child's Handkerchief
maiued under his charge, going back
at
at 1 cent to a dainty imported linen
$1.00.
to the Peterborough jurisdiction on
the re-organization of that parish, in
Gents' Pure Silk Initial Handkerchiefs,
June, 1885, under Rev. P. L. Mc-

HOLIDAY GOODS

ARE HERE.

Fancy Atomizers,
Calendars,
Opal Ware,
Stationery,
Books,
Toys, &c.
Handkerchief Boxes,

Celluloid Boxes,

XMAS HANDKERCHIEFS.

45 CentSCciCh
g CGIItS GclCh

Ladies'lnitial Handkerchiefs,

J®*" Make This Store Your Shopping Headquarters for Holiday Goods.

Morrison Brothers & Prescott,
Hillsboro Bridge, N. H.

Clothier, Tailor, Hatter, Furnisher and Shoer,

Evoy.
Father McEvoy said his first Mass
in Benningtonin Mr. Bishop's house,
July 4, 1885; and his visits there-

after occurred at monthly intervals.

Father Furlong. Fat her McEvoy's successor at East Jaffrey, took spiritual
charge of this district, in April, 1891,
retaining it until the formationof the
Hillsboro parish under Father Fitzgerald.
In December, 1894, Father Fi'zgerald secured,from Seth Hansli, land
for church purposes in Bennington ;
and he began to build St. Patrick's

Church,Junes,lß9s.

ThefirstMass
OF HILLSBORO BRIDGE, N. H., WILL CLOTHE YOU FROM HEAD TO FOOT.
in this edifice was celebrated Nov. 10,
L. McEvoy delivering
The introduction of the Sacrkd Heakt Revikw to the Catholic people of our 1895, Rev. P.
town and vicinity Is an event worthy of our patronage, and const qnently we avail the sermon. The dedication tookplace
ourselves of the opportunity to use Its columns as an advertising medium.
June 28,1896, Bishop Biadley preachwith the values rendered, are
ing. This church is a reproduction
Our Prices, consistent
not to be found anywhere else, and
of the Hillsboro church, and cost
DURING THE CHRISTMAS SEASON OF 1898 $3,500 to build. Its altaris inscribed
to Rev. Daniel W. Murphy, of Dover,
You will tind at our place of business an assortment of
who formerly did such extensive
missionary work in southwestern

..

Hen's and Boys' Clothing,

New Hampshire, and who gave two
hundred dollars towards the erection
of each of the two churches.
ALSO A MOST ATTRACTIVELINE OF
Father Fitzgerald says Mass in
Goffstown, which lies off towards
Manchester, four times a year, in the
NOT EQUALED IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
hall of the Knights of Pythias. He
and
shall
your
every
part
trade
use
effort on our
We want
to merit your confidence.
otliciates at like intervals in Francestown. His first Mass in the latter
place was said on the second Sunday
of November, 1892, in a district
BRIDGE, N.
Building,
schoolhouse, situated about two miles
from the village, on the New Boston
road. There were twenty-five persons present on that occasion. Services were held at New Boston for
the first time Sunday, May 2, 1897,
in the upper town hall, by Father
HILLSBORO, N. H.
Fitzgerald, in the presence of thirtyDRUGS and CHEHICALS, nine people. The number of Catholic
FINE PERFUHES,
families, in Hillsboro and the various
TOILET ARTICLES,
STATIONERY.
missions, is about one hundred.
ALSO A FINE ASSORTMENT OF
Father Filzgerald says Mass at the
oounty farm (Grasmere) once a
TAPERS
CANDLES.

FURNISHINGS, BOOTS,

Ladies' and

SHOES AND

Misses'

RUBBERS.

FOOTWEAR

J. B. TASKER,
Baker's
HILLSBORO
DEPOT ST.
H? LUTHER Y. RANDALL,

-

Druggist and Chemist,

WAX

AND

month.

CALLUS,
IAt Bascom's
For Dry Goods,

At Bascom's
For Groceries,
At Bascom's

For Hardware,
At Bascom's
For Crockery,

At Bascom's
For Boots and Shoes,
At Bascom's
For Trunks and
Satchels,
At Bascom's
For Gent's
Furnishings,
At Bascom's
For Sporting Goods.
East Jaffrey, N. H.

A. A. LINNELL,
?

PKAI.KR

IN

?-

Heating & Cooking Stoves,
Ranges, Tin,
Copper and Hollow Ware.
Plumbing, Tin Hoofing, Eave Troughs

and Conductors.

East Jaff ey) NH-

IX.

Contrasts and Conclusions.
Three things are to be noted in
this brief outline of Church development: 1., The Catholic growth in a
soil at first so uninviting. 11., The
healthy change of sentiment on the
part of the non-Catholics. 111., A
practical illustration of the truth that
Anglo-Saxon enterprise is not wholly
responsible for the founding of our
American institutions.
I. Catholic beginnings here were
most humble. The untutored exile,
toiling on the railway, struck many a
spark from the flinty rocks of New
Hampshire; but the purest and
brightest sparks were those which he
struck with the steel of a loyal, unAnd "God
compromising faith.
hath given the increase." With
flourishing Catholic communities in

Plumbing, Heating
?

AND

GENERAL

?

JOBBING.

ALSO A FULL LINE OF

Cooking

id Heating Stoves,

Tin, Glass, Wooden and Hollow Ware,
Pumps, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead,
Elc,

Etc.

FRANK F.~GOODWIN,
HILLSBORO BRIDGE, N. 11.
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GOODNOW BROS. & CO.,
EAST JAFFREY, N. H.

DEALERS JNI EVERYTHING.

Our Specialty in MEN'S CLOTHING
Is for the advantage of our neighbors.
Our prices range in this line from 54.88 Upwards.

Boys' Suits from $1.19 Upwards.
GENTS', LADIES' and CHILDREN'S BOOTS and SHOES,
all sizes, at prices unheard of.
We want your patronage at all times.
We shall endeavor to please you.

- -

GOODNOW BROS. & CO.,

Keene, Hinsdale, East Jaffrey and
Peterborough, with a Catholic population of fourteen hundre.l in Greenville (a town that boasts of only sixteen hundred and fifty inhabitants),
and with a thoroughly Catholic atmosphere in North Walpole, the
parable of the mustard seed is afforded an apt illustration.
11. New Hampshire has been criticised notably for its antagonism to
Catholics, both in legislation and in
popular sentiment; but an era of
good feeling has come. In Keene,
there is a proper understanding between Catholics and Protestants ; in
Greenville, the Catholic pastor was
invited by his Protestant fellow
townsmen to deliverthe last Memorial
day oration ; in Hillsboro, where the
Catholic population is extremely
small, nearly every business man
subscribed towards the building of
the Catholic church, such action being unprecedented, as Bishop Bradley said in the dedication sermon.
In Hinsdale there is a solidarity
of interests which is well shown in
the fact that a Catholic is on the
board of selectmen; in East Jaffrey,
an attempt to organize an antiCatholic society a few years since was
frustrated by the respectable Prot-

HONEST GOODS
-AT-,

HONEST PRICES.

GRAIN, GROCERIES
AND
DRY GOODS.
DON'T FORGET TO TRY
OUR HOFFER'S BEST FLOUR.

WALBRIDGT& TAYLOR,

Town Hall Block.

Peterboro, N. H.

Wilkins'
Laundries:
Keene and Peterboro, N. H.

J. R. MILLER & SON,

Druggists,
TOWN HALL BLOCK,

Peterboro,

N. H.

J. A. HANNAFORD CO.,
?

DEALERS IN

?

Meats and Produce
OP ALL KINDS,
STREET,
MAIN
PETERBORO, N. H.

?

East Jaffrey, N. H

element; and Peterborough,
which, not more than a half-century
ago, manifested an unconscionable
hostility to the presence of a Catholic, is one of the few towns in the
country which has a reliable Catholic
department in its public library, a
Catholic member of the library board
(Lawyer Brennan) having been given
estant
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having so many parochial schools,
especially for the girls who will be
the mothers of the next generation,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Millinery, Fancy Goods,

under whose direction will be raised
the men and women of succeeding
KID CLOVES,
ages. It is a great pity, he said, that
Lutherans generally and the other
Protestant bodies entirely, with the
Our Styles Are Correct
exception of a few Episcopalian
And Our Prices are Low.
churches, neglect the holy duty of
providing parochial schools where MRS. F. K. LONG LEY,
Tarbell't Plock,
daily religious instruction can be
MAIN STREET, Peterboro, N. H.
given. In the far West, especially
in what is known as the Missouri
synod of his denomination, there
are schools by the hundreds. The
Main Street, Peterboro.
Swedish and Norwegian Lutherans
in this country also maintain parochial schools, but the English LuthJ men's
erans neglect to do so.
Asked if the desire to perpetuate
their native language was not the Children's
principal motive in conducting the
Living
German, Swedish and Norwegian
(OPPOSITE HOTEL.)
Lutheran schools, he replied in the
negative. Some parents may send
Potorborougli
their children to the schools with
this idea in view, but the pastors keep the schools and insist
K>l:lbli>hrd in IMS.
on attendance for the sake of religion, and he would be willing
Proprietor.
to conducthis school entirely in EngThe largest stock of
lish if he could readily do so, proFIKISHED CEMETERY WORK
vided the religious instruction was On hand to be found in New Hampshire.

Small Wares, Wrappers, &c.

FRANK E. RUSSELL
r-

UUlWuul

Honest Goods,

Prices.

Marble and Granite Works.

full liberty to use the library appropriation of a certain year, in selecting Catholic books.
111. The presence of so many
Irishmen in Peterborough, as well as
in Derry and other settlements of maintained. That, he contends, is Orders of every tleseript ion of
New Hampshire, during colonial
NATIVE AND FOREIGN GRANITE
Filled at short notice.
times, their intermarriages with the the essential feature of education.
other pioneer families of the province,
BRENNAN'S BLOCK, MAIN STREET
and the consequent diffusion of their
Near Granite llridtfe.
blood, prove adequately that the people of this state are not, root and
branch, of the much-vaunted AngloSaxon race, which derives much of
its celebrity, here and elsewhere,from
the fact that it is so vague an entity, When you buy of our
aptly illustrating the classic aph-

J. F. BRENNAN,

Are You Short of Money?

orism :?

"Omne ignotum pro magnifico,"
?which may be freely translated :
'? Vagueness of knowledge makes
mountains of mole-hills."

Of Peterboro,

Will Give You Great Value
For a Little Money.

PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS ENDORSED.

The Key. P. Wischan, of St.
Paul's Lutheran Church of Philadelphia, was recently interviewed by a
representative of the Standaid and
Times of the city mentioned. The
interview was held in the parlor of
the minister's residence, and it was
pleasing to note the prevailing Catholic tone of the pictures which
decked the walls, including Raphael's
Madonnas, that of the chair and that
of the Dresden gallery, also pictures
of the Ecce Homo," Our Mother
"
of Sorrows, and of Rome from the
Tiber, with St. Peter's in the background. A beautiful crucifix on a
flush background rounded out the
collection.
Rev. Mr. Wischan expressed his
admiration for the work the Catholic Church isdoing in the matter of
parochial schools. " Catholics are
quite ahead of us, especially in
Pennsylvania," he said. His school
at American and Brown streets has
240 pupils, and he says he is working as hard and earnestly as our
priests for the Christian education
of children, which he considers
absolutely essential for the preservation of religion and morality. He
admires the Catholic Church for

GOODNOW,

Advertising Patrons
Don't forget to mention
The Sacred Heart Review.

Well Made and Long Wearing,
IS THE KIND WE WISH TO SELL YOU
AND AT REASONABLE PRICES.
A large line of BLACK WORSTED SUITS on hand at all

F. C. ROBBE.

o,V,kmtiik,

times.

Peterboro, N. H.

Store

The Boston

Desires to remind you of the fact that we are the leaders in

DRY GOODS, GARMENTS,-WRAPPERS
AND SMALL WARES
of any store in this vicinity.

OUR STOCK IS THE LARGEST OF ANY STRICTLY DRY GOODS STORE.
OUR PRICES are founded upon the solid rock foundation of strictly
"CASH BUYING and CASH SELLING."
OUR CUSTOMERS are satistied with our style of doing business, and a
satisfied customer is the best advertisement.

S. B. CENTER,
Boston Store,

- -

Peterboro, N. H.
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Sister's attention to the men while
at the hospital, and how deeply this
service had touched them. Sister
Mary Basil expressed her thanks
for the gift. Major Clinton Biggs,
of the first battalion, and Doctor
We still continue to give sensational prices on Carpets. Bevan were also present.
The watch is suitably inscribed
ia
TAPESTRY CARPETS
A,,
50c
to the effect that it was presented
'?
77
AXMINSTER CARPETS,
82 l~2c to Sister Mary Basil by members of
the Fifth Regiment, United States
ROYAL WILTON CARPETS, 92 |-2c
Volunteers.

FERDINAND FURNITURE GO.

.

Carpets.

Carpets.

....

B^T^^^^"^

k GOOD INGRAIN CARPET,

M|iaaeaiMylKagßlawtfgjaB»

35c

We h ay(; Parlor Carpets, Dinini; I{nom
Carpets, Stair and Hall Carpets, and Carpets and Kirns for every conceivable purfor

. .

FERDINAND FURNITURE CO.,

-

KAFFIRLAND.
IN
The mission on the banks of great
Kei liiver, among the Amaxosa in
Kaffirland, in spite of all its temporal
drawbacks and hardships, continues

bear consoling fruits. Conversions from heathenism, the improvement of the new Christians, and the
advancement of the schools under
the care of the ever hard-working
Sisters of St. Dominic, are among
some of these. The schools were
canonically visited recently by the
Right Rev. Doctor McSherry. His
Lordship was expected to arrive on
horseback from Stuterheim, about
forty miles distant. The good Sisters had for this occasion dressed
about forty native girls in white,
while a number of native boys wore
cassocks and surplices. At length
the noise of horses' hoofs coming
down the stony hill announced his
Lordship's coming through the darkness of the quiet night. After the
first greetings and blessing a hymn
was sung ("Izulu Lingumvuso"
" Heaven is the Prize " ) as the cortege was advancing towards the
church of the Holy Family, where
the Bishop would make his first
visit at the steps of the altar.
Whilst he knelt there another hymn
was sung ("YizaMoyaOyingewele"
" Veni Creator Spiritus " ).
The next day the Bishop, assisted
by Father Apel, offered the Holy
Sacrifice before a large congregation
of heathens and Christians. Most
of the latter were eager to receive
Holy Communion from his hands.
His Lordship seemed astonished at
the large number of the communicants, and estimated it at about 150.
After the sermon in Kaffir, by
Father Hornig, most of the congregation remained to witness what
they had never seen before: a
bishop baptizing some of their own.
Indeed the Bishop, assisted by
Father Hornig, baptized fourteen
heathens, all Xosa Kaffirs, four of
whom had been prepared by Father
Apel across the Kei. They belong
to a clan still as wild as the Pondos.
To keep better the memory of this
solemn and consoling day in Keito

?

?

The Sacked Heart Review is being introduced under the most favorable auspices to the Catholic people of
Fitchburg. New Hampshire. The reverend
219 and
clergy, ever alive to the religious
interests of thepeople, always on the
lands' history, Father Apel after- alert to use every means calculated
wards appeared with his camera and to protect and strengthen the faith
took " his Lordship surrounded by of their people, recommend the Re"those
newly-born children of God. view to their flocks. In doing this
Soon after the Bishop made his ca- they join with the bishops and clergy
nonical visitation to the convent. of New England, who are a unit in
One would have thought his Lord- commending the Review.
ship would want some rest in the
The Review is published every
afternoon, especially as he had fixed week by about one hundred of the
the next morning early for his de- clergy of New England.
parture. But no such thing. His
The Review is the outgrowth of the
ardor drove him, in company with
combined resources and labor of the
Father Apel, our Transkeian misof the New England province,
sionary, to ride across the Kei in clergy
and in this respect it differs from all
order to see also that dependency of
other Catholic papers.
Keilands' mission. Late in the
As the Review is owned by the
evening he closed the festivities by
clergy every dollar received from subsolemn Benediction of the Blessed scriptions and advertising, after paySacrament.
ing expenses, is laid out on the paper
to enlarge and perfect it. For the
REMEMBERED.
A SISTER
clergy who are publishing it, it is a
A sick soldier makes a grateful labor of love.
patient.
The Sisters who have
The Review will be found a clean,
labored in our camps and hospitals bright, interesting, modern Catholic
are a unit on this point, and though
family paper. It does not deal with
not surprising, it is, nevertheless, partisan politics.
pleasing to hear of the graceful act
It is something new in religious
performed not long since by mem- journalism. ThoroughlyAmerican, as
bers of the Fifth Maryland Regiment
well as Catholic, it aims to reflect and
who had gone through a siege of
shape the larger views and intelligent
illness in the City Hospital, Balti- ambition of the
younger generation
more, after theirreturn from southern
of Catholic Americans.
camps. All through the weary hours
A paper of this high character will
spent on their cots they were tenand a beneficent
derly nursed by Sister Mary Basil, be found a blessing
of the Sisters of Mercy. After their influence in every family.
Its editorial notes deal with the
discharge they determined to give
religious topics of the day, as
current
of
expression
their
some tangible
discussed
by the Protestant religious
took
form
the
of
gratitude, and this
and
secular
press. They are short,
watch
was
gold
a silver watch. A
to
and
the point.
crisp,
but
the
men
were
suggested,
first

will satisfy you we can save you

221 Main St

given to understand that a silver one
was preferable, as being more in
harmony with the simplicity of the
lives of the members of the order.
The presentation was made on behalf of the men by Brigadier-General
Lawrason Riggs, First Brigade, M.
N. G., in which he referred to the
insignificance of the gift, so far as
its intrinsic value was concerned, in
comparison with the invaluable services of Sister Mary to the former
patients, butas atoken it represented
the heartfelt thanks of sincere and
grateful men, many of whom were
present. He spoke feelingly of the

"

twenty-four engagements."

In answering advertisements, please mention SACRED HEART REVIEW.

FACTS ABOUT THE REVIEW.

CLENWOOD RANCES AND PARLOR STOVES.
See what we can furnish a Home for and it
one-fourth on yourpurchase.

A French lady is showing a
visitor the family portraits in the
picture-gallery. "That officer there
in the uniform," she says, was my
great-great-grandfather. lie was as
brave as a lion, but one of the most
unfortunate of men ; he never fought
in a battle in which he did not have
an arm or a leg carried away." Then
she adds proudly, "He took part in

Longer editorial articles give an

intelligent and masterly exposition of
religious doctrines, of the controverted points of history, or of the
practices and teachings of the Church.
A review of the articles in the

secular magazines and quarterlies is
given, and articles of interest to Cath-

olics come in for special notice.

partments devoted to

" Church Calendar," " Religious Maxims," and
" Friendly Hints."
There is a special department devoted to

" Our

Future Men and'

Women," and "Uncle Jack" has,
every week, interestingand instructive
talks with the boys and girls.
" Foreign Letters,"from the principal Catholic countries of the world,
will be found interesting and instructive.
" Our Irish Letter" deals with the
happenings in the " old country."
The " Housewife," in charge of
will be found replete witli
Marion,"
"
useful hiuts on the management of the

kitchen, parlor, and bedroom.
"Aunt Bride," under the heading
Just Among Ourselves," has some"
thing to say of interest to the women,
young and old.

" Catholic News

and Notes " give

the important affairs of our own

country.
A story is given every week.
Poems and entertaining miscellany
will be found of interest.
" Familiar Science" is in charge of
a distinguished scientist.
" Medical Hints," if followed
faithfully, will reduce the visits of the
doctor.
The labors of Catholic missionaries
in every land are recorded.
The feasts and festivals of the year
are explained.
Marion A. Mcßride talks of the
styles and fashions in dress.
The above departments are in
charge of some of the ablest men
and ripest scholars of the country.
The expense of publication is provided largely by advertising, and we
therefore ask our readers to patronize the business men who advertise
in these columns.
The character of thereading matter
is such that many subscribers preserve
their papers, and have each volume
bound This fact makes the Review
more valuable as a medium of advertising, as it keeps the advertising constantly before the eyes of the reader.

The Review is especially devoted
In view of all these facts we appeal
to the advocacy of the cause of total with confidence to every intelligent
abstinence, and a department is de- Catholic for encouragement and
voted every week to this important support.
subject.
Rev. JOHN O'BRIEN,
Manager.
dcweek,
special
There are, every
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aivpn nwav
$100 00 ,u
Jfi rach
CaSH & IVCII aWdV
Ccn 00 in
J>3U._ HI

to tne person who sends
Nov ember and December

jiu/jiv to tne
r?l<ih (rivPfl
given dWay
during

us the most cash subscriptions

during

person who sends us the second largest number of subscriptions

November and December.

Boys and Girls especially will find it easy to make up lists of subscribers among themselves, or to get
subscriptions from their own parents or the parents of their friends. This premium list gives them an excellent opportunity to start a nice little library of their own, and to select other handsome articles for themselves, their parents or friends.

N.B.?The prices annexed
articles at the advertised price.
Address all Correspondence

to

the articles

are the regular selling

prices, and non-subscribers

can buy these

to

Benzicer Brothers,
) these pages. You can get beautiful articles
cheaper than

I

>

36&38 BARCLAY STREET,
N E\AI YORK

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW
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THE

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN.
At all the great World's Exhibitions from 1867 to 1897 these
Organs have been found worthy of the highest distinction for

DEMONSTRATED SUPERIORITY.

ii

ICAL ARRANGEMENTS.

43*} m.
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EVERY INSTRUMENT AND

»J

THEODORE THOMAS.
ANTON SEIDL,

Case 189 (Walnut or Oak.)
ft. Height, 6 ft. 2 ins. Weight, 195 lbs. (Boxed, 335 lbs.)
STYLE 2348.
FIVE OCTAVES. F: Scale. ACTION pi. CASE 189. Eleven Stops (including Full Organ Knee Stop), having Four
Sets of Reeds of Two and a Half Octaves Each.
BASE.? Viola, 4 ft. Pitch. Viola Dolce. Diapason, 8 ft. Pitch. Sub-Base Coupler (coupling down).
TREBLE.? Melodia, 8 ft. Pitch, Seraphone, 8 ft. Pitch. Clarionet, Dolce on Seraphone. Voix Celeste, Treble Coupler (coupling up.)
Length, 3 ft. 8 ins.

THROUGHOUT.? Vox Humana

Depth,

2

Full Organ (Knee Stop). Knee Swell.

WW SPECIAL OFFER. II

j

Send Benziger Brothers, 36 Barclay St., New York, 200 cash subscriptions
to "Our Boys' and Girls' Own" and they will deliver this fine Organ to you free.
Or will be given for 75 cash subscriptions and $45.00 extra.
Or will be given for 25 cash subscriptions and $65.00 extra.
WE PAY THE FREIGHT.
The money for subscriptions and the "extra" money must in all cases
be sent in advance.

BENZIGER BROTHERS, 36 & 38 Barclay Street, New York.

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.

perfection in

TYPEWRITING MACHINES.

lhe Latest, Improved Style of
~

-

?

\

beautiful Christmas
PRESENT

Bar-Lock Typewriter.
POSSESSES ALL THE MODERN IMPROVEMENTS.

Visible Writing,

\

j

Perfect Alignment,

Ease of Operation,

\

/Send Bensiger Brothers, 36 Barclay St., New York, 175 cash subscriptions to "Our Boys'
and Girls' Own," and they will deliver this Typewriter to you free.
Or will be given for 50 cash subscri2>tions and $50.00 extra.
Or will be given for 25 cash subscriptions and $60.00 extra.

i
1

)

We Pay the Freight.

i

;

The American $10.- Typewriter.

a

THE STANDARD LOW-PRICED TYPEWRITER OF THE WORLD.

Not a Toy, but an Instrument for Practical Work.
EACH MACHINE GUARANTEED.

mnM9BMHM|

Am
jjffl

ii~6?l

Perfect Alignment, Writes in Sight, Easily

\
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SPECIAL
s

OFFER.

~]

'.\

Benziger Brothers, 36 Barclay St.. New York, 15 rush
to ?' Our Hoys' autl Girls' Own," and they will deliver
subscriptions
)
Typewriter to you free.
<)
Or will be given for 5 cash subscriptions and $4.50 extra.
()
)

'"

(l

"*'*

>

The money for subscriptions and the "extra" money must in all cases be sent in advance.

BENZIGER BROTHERS. 36-38 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK.

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.
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A HIGH GRADE MACHINE.

LATEST SYLE.

A useful Christmas Present at

a small outlay.

5

j

"Our Own" Sewing Machine
WARRANTED 5 YEARS.
This Sewing Machine is made for us by one of the largest manufacturers in the
East. It combines

Simplicity, Durability, Reliability, Speed, Strength, and Beauty.
Unequalled for Ease of Management and Capacity for
o

The Perfection

,

of Mechanism for

,- [)ivmvr
???.???
nrillv
HEMMING,
FELLING,
BINDING,

HEMSTITCHING, SEAMING, ETC

V

jfLJwt'
:

rr

CORDING, BRAIDING, QUILTING,
TUCKING, RUFFLING, GATHERING,

'

.

Leading Features.

,M

AUTOMATIC BOBBIN WINDER,
DOUBLE 4 MOTION DROP EEED,
A spR NQ TENS ON SELF THREAD|NQ
CYLINDER SHI I,U

,

,

\u25a0

LIGHT RUNNING.

21

Adapted to Every Variety of Sewing, from the lightest muslin

Perfectly free from all complications, and is easily cared for.
Attractive in Style.

Highly Nickel-Plated.

THE SAME MACHINE IS SOLD IN STORES FOR $40.00
uW" SPECIAL OFFER. "?\u25a0

\
|

|

Send Benziger Brothers, 36 Barclay St., 50 cash subscriptions to "Our
Boys' and Girls' Own" and they will deliver this machine to you free.
Or will be given for 25 cash subscriptions and $15-00 extra.
Or will be given for 15 cash subscriptions and $12.00 extra.

WE PAY THE FREIGHT.

I

The money for subscriptions and the extra money must in all cases
be sent in advance.

1

BENZIGER BROTHERS, 36&38 Barclay Street, New York.

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW. <
These are Premiums given away for subscriptions to "Our Boys' and Girls' Own." (See first page.)
SENT F~RKE

BOOKS

tTi

BY MAIL OR EXPRESS.
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JACK HILDRETH AMONG THE INDIANS.
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title of two separate vol*,
connected, yet not

,

limes,

l
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/

A,

the individual titles of
winch are,

V
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Winnetou, the Apache Knight.
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Honesty, Fidelity

Stories
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sentenced to die by torture. How
he escapes through his own daring

( I

*'i
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J "/' \u25a0

Apache chief going to a certain
mountain to get the gold hidden
in a p,ace known on,y to himself
He and his daughter are shot for
their treasure by a white adven-

r/ / /A

y\i
t'///
, /'

'

-

turer
Jack Hildreth and Winnetou meet with hairbreadth escapes

and thrilling adventures in pursuit
of the murderer.

W

Best Writers

in

'
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Special cover design

In his volume Jack Hildreth
goes West, meets the young Imhan
Winnetou under tragic circum-

fi\

?*.»'. I/s7^^\\h^^4i*sJk&Ar*S^A.
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CathollO in Tone,
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2mo, cloth.
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Boys and Girls*

?

of

Two Continents.

-

A Round Table of the Representative A Round Table of the Representative Irish
American Catholic Novelists,
and English Catholic Novelists,
At which is served a Feast
At which is served a Feast
~ ~
,
'Excellent Stories by
Excellent Stories by
J .
of

:: F«L

.

MAURICE FRANCIS EGAN,
FRANCIS J. FINN, S.J.,

v-£g

\\
/?j
j.

*T

2-

/'J
Portraits,
~ , Biographical Sketches friit
\u25a0,

?\u25a0

Al

~-,,/

\u25a0

and Bibliography.
Cloth, Handsome Cover
Design, retail, $1.50.

li2mo,

AMEWON aTOOUC

~

r;;i»

WALTER LECKY,
CHRISTIAN REID,
MARY A. SADLIER,
ANNA T. SADLIER.
CHARLES WARREN STODDARD,
JOHN TALBOT SMITH.
~.,,////
/(

~ :

Iffjr A POI INT> TAFH F '\mS~ t,
B| ;or
} /^'
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ELEANOR C. DONNELLY,
ANNA HANSON DORSEY,
ELLA LORAINE DORSEY,
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Cts. each.
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With Portraits, Biographical Sketches

Clotl^Handi!mtc

Cuvcr
Design, retail, $1.50.

,~

What is said of the Irish and English "Round Table."
"In excellence of mechanical execution it could hardly be surpassed while
,to i[s contents I am sure it wi n be for many others as for' IR
vith
"»e ''ist place, such admirable pictures of author* with
Breat8reat P leasure to see
whose names we have long been familiar, and in the second place, to have
gathered Into one volume such interesting examples of their work."

"'

The Three Little Kings, liy Emmy tlkhrl.
Master Fridolin. l!y Emmy Giehrl.
The Lamp of the Sanctuary. By Cardinal
Wiseman.
7 v0t,??,.» by .a,,.,,, fUh*mUL
_.
The Dumb Child.
The Black Lady.
The Rose Bush.
The ov rse r
Mahlbourgp
T
Gn
7
u
C
The Cake and the Easter
Eggs.
?

CLARA MULHOLLAND,
MRS. BARTLE TEELING

.

,

LADY AMABEL KERR,

MULHOLLAND GILBERT.

R. B. SHERIDAN KNOWLES,
FRANCES M. MAITL AN D,
BARONESS PAULINE yon HUGEL

r

IJEfIMIIA

Popular Authors.

J. Hrunowc. i6mo, tloth.
I!y Mary 1. Waggaman
Tom's Luck-Pot.
i6mo, cloth.
Three Girls and Especially One. By Marion
cloth
Ames Taggart.
.6mo.
Kk
*
_,
»,^ r
~?
-Marion
The Bhssylvania Post Office. Bj
cloth.
i6mo,
Ames Taggart.
An Heir of Dreams.
By Sallie Margaret
O'Malley. i6mo, cloth.
A Summer at Woodville. By Anna T. Sadlier.
i6mo, cloth.

ROSA

V *Wi\ W&&!& a? \\fv,
\

?

50 C/s. e,nh.

(4

'

THEO. GIFT,
KATHARINE TYNAN HINKSON,
SOPHIE MAUDE,

' \%JuVf
\
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. . . . . . .. 'WA
\TX*iSi»
Ku\
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American Authors.
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What is said of the American "Round Table."
One
of
the
most thoroughly unique and charming books that has found
'
its way to the reviewing desk in many a day. Its purposes are threefold for it
gives readers an opportunity to become acquainted with the appearance of their
sio.y-teileis by the publication of excellent half-tone likenesses. It tells briefly
in biographic form something of interest about each one and last, but not
least, there is an interesting story.
The book is all in all so very meritorious
that justice can scarce be done it in a brief notice." Springfield Tribune.

By

'

LOUISA EMILY DOBREE
M E FRANCIS,
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Interesting Stories. 45 Cts. each.
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Gertrude's Expene
cc
and the Little

t,«K\

p

P

r nh v,,t,- n
Stuarts
to the \.
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'°

Great-Grandmother's
Secret.
Adventures of a French

Captain.
Bertha; or, Comaqaeaces of a lault.
Fisherman's Daughter.

-

t^*"
The Bne-a-Brnc Dealer
r,,

.

HerFather. Bight Hand.
7
oftn
C ,arc s
Adventures of a Casket.
The Better Part.
Blanche dc Mamlly
Captain Bougemont.
Cassilda or. The Moorish Princess
The Priest of Auvrigny.
The Village Steeple.

.''T

'

"°" Jl

;

Persons who do not send in subscriptions can buy the books at the advertised price.

BENZIGER BROTHERS, 36 & 38 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK.
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These are Premiums given away for subscriptions to " Our Boys' and Girls' Own." (See first page.)
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LET NO MAN PUT ASUNDER.
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A Novel. By Josephine Marie. I2mo, cloth,
THE PRODIGAL'S DAUGHTER.

\
" <c£
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THE WORLD WELL LOST.

By Esther Robertson.
il

|i

?«-

?**J, r,,r,NAi.c*cstß-rff"

pERE MONNIER'S
By Walter Lecky. i2mo, cloth

.oamt

"

its strength,vitality, massivity, stamps it
Midland Revieiv*

%0&

Tpgfr7

f0.75

S

at

WARD.

$1.25

once a masculine Catholic Novel.' 1

?

i2mo,

PASSING SHADOWS.

121110,

tA
,

t
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and other Stories. By E. C. Donnelly.
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\
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\
\

n»n
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"A worthysequel

to

.. .

cloth,

FABIOLA (Illustrated Edition).

?'

i2mo,

MARCELLA GRACE.

i2mo, cloth
The best Irish story of thecentury."? Catholic Revirw,

THE ROMANCE OF A PLAYWRIGHT.
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Pictorial Game of
Catholic American Authors.
ntt 35 cents.
net 35 cents.

POSTAGE, 4 C'f'S. EXTRA PER SERIES.
The two series can be used as one when a large party wish to play, as the
illustrations and names in the two series are different.
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Game of Quotations from
Catholic American Authors.
Series I.

Series II
Series 111

POSTAGE, 4 CTS. EXTRA PER SERIES.
Two or three series can be used
diltcruit
none of the quotations are repeated in the

Persons who do not send in subscriptions can buy the books at the advertised price.

BENZIGER
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GAJVIES OF

Series A
Series B
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11 25
rj
By F. v. Brackel. i2mo, cloth
121110,
$1.25
Lamothe.
Camargue.
The Outlaw of
By A.de
Connor D'Arcy's Struggles. By W.M.Bertholds. 121110, 1.25
I-« 5 Vv
,
Idols, llv Raul deNavery.
121110,
1.25
The Monk's Pardon. By Raoul dc Navery. 12.110,
1.50
Linked Lives. By Lady Gertrude Douglas. Svo,
V' \
Yv

. .

"^~ ::::

**

LdWQrdLonway A/<*) M
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THE CIRCUS RIDER'S DAUGHTER.

/

.

$1.25

$i-oo
121110, cloth
" A v"y ingeniouslyconstructedstory, which introduces us intoa brilliant company
Sacred
Heart
Review.
people."?
cultivated
DION AND THE SIBYLS.
$1.25
A classic Novel. By Miles Gerald Keon. i2mo, cloth,

By 11. dc Bon

c--_

-iMV'^'V

/

w*

cloth, $0.90

A finely illustrated Novel.

of

fl

*] ,W)°

FABIOLA'S SISTERS.

A Tale of the Catacombs. By Cardinal Wiseman.

J
)1

r

S.J.,

3d edition -ivithin a year.

L

$1.00

that master-piece [Fabiola]."?7V<<? Monitor, Liverpool.
Companion Volume.

By Rosa Mulholland.

1

L.

$1.25

\

£Jjmv, Oration of Vft
A^s

$1.25

ACompanion VolumetoCardinalWiseman's"Fabiola."i2mo, cloth, $0.9.0

I
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bj
Ik
fa~
f
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2? S^¥a\lwlOtsSSlSTOlS

nm%,

121110,

'/Ign.

"A beautiful tale, full of generous feeling. Thewriter's fine descriptive faculty is
kept well in check. She has a wonderful knack of making her men and women talk
pleasantly and naturally."?Key. Matihew Russell,
in The Irish Monthly.

\

«r*

PETRONILLA

fc

$1.25

cloth
THE VOCATION OF EDWARD CONWAY.
By Maurice Y. Egan. 121110, cloth
WOMAN OF FORTUNE.
By Christian Keid. i2mo, cloth,

By Anthony Yorke.

a./**l*^
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|

$1.25

cloth

VS-

0]V.,

(si h

mw

MR. BILLY BUTTONS.

By Walter Lecky.

*p

,
S)

i6mo, cloth,

"Fresh and bright. The story is told in fluent style, anil indicates cleverness
jn character drawing."? Catholic Record, Indianapolis.

k^j=>

£

T,;

i2mo, cloth
$1.00
c are inclined to rank Miss Hardin Bugß as the liveliest and best writter of
America."?
Thi
Irish
literary
Monthly.
circles of
fiction in the Catholic

"^

b,
?1

Vh'Il
'SS*P^H1

$1.00

.

By Lelia Hardin Bugg.

i-f

k

.

*B Bmctfcan autbow.

net 25 cents
net 2 5 cents.
nA 2 5 'cuts.
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121M, cloth,

Companion Volume to
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Extraordinary Success. 3 Editions Printed in 3 Weeks.

90 CClltS.
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A Great Success.
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NOVe i

story, and worthy, from the subject matplaced beside Cardinal Wiseman's famous
novel." The Rosary Magazine.
"A worthy sequel to that masterpiece (Fabiola.)" The
Monitor, Liverpool.
?

?

Walter Lecky's
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I.clitioii in
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Mouths; ,{tl
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ter especially, to be

Edition in

Year.
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Press Verdict:
"A remarkably well-written and well-told tale, (
"A high-class novel ?a love story that every
reader will feel better for having read." Aye an(j points a moral in a practical way."? Liver- >
Maria.
pool Catholic Times.
"The pretty book is opened and before the
beauti{u i novel
The romance is unique,
first chapter is finished the hand of a story writer
(
and will be a surprise to the reader ?( iur, h
noticed, and then page after page flits by."?

?

\

The most successful

What the Press Says:
"A very readable
"Full of life and interest, pathetic and fascinating. ..

Undeniably a success, and will undoubtedly gain applause."
Catholic Reading Circle Review.
s
The more of thatkind of books
" Will be eagerly read.
> we have, the better." Emmanuel.

lt
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RICHLY ILLUSTRATED NOVELS.
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EDITION.

)
)

By Rosa Mulholland. With beautiful illustrations.
T2ino, cloth, $1.25
"The best Irish story of lhe century."? Carmelite Review
" The numerous illustrations in the book are in full sympathy with and delicately expressive
of Miss Mulholland's creation."? Michigan Catholic.

By Cardinal Wiseman. Illustrated Edition.
i2mo, cloth, 90 cents.
"Much more modern, and decidedly more attractive, illustrations aside, than the old editions. The illustrations, however,
r ,nder it one of the most valuable books we have met in a long time."? The Church Progress.
"Regarding the present edition, it is a vast improvement on previous editions, the illustrations being very successful."?
American Catholic Quarterly R.vicw.

50 Complete Sets of Father Finn's Books.
\I

H|
.*

J«

J
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Benziger llrothers, the publisheisof the Uniform Edition of Father Finn's books, have issued the following volumes
this author's popular stories, which are sold ;it s, tents each.
Ethelred Preston ; or. lhe Adventuresof a Newcomer.
Percy Wynn ; or. Making a Boy of Him.
That Football (iame, and what Lame of It.
Tom Playfair ; or, Making a Start.
Mostly Boys. Short Stories.
Harry Dee ; or. Working it Out.
Claude Lightfoot ; or, How the Problem was Solved.

They propose

to

Give Away FIFTY (50) SETS

ol the above 1

F
Father F.sn.

ks to the subscribers of

"Our Boys' and Girls' Own."
If you want to know just how you can get one of these sets without laying out a cent, send your name and address,
asking conditions, to

BENZIGEK BROTHERS,

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.

These are Premiums given away for subscriptions to "Our Boys' and Girls' Own.") See first page.)
BY tVIA.II!, OR EXPRKS&

BOOKS SENT F~REE

Oneof the 140innutritions in Goffinr\

D.mnt

Buhrwttmi
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(postage 6 cents.)
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Illustrated Cifc of Christ.

Wr ith fine full-page half-tone illustrations

i*~

h

,
'

"A work that speaks from heart to heart
through its genuine piety, simplicity, and
love for our divine Saviour. Bombay Cat/ton,
Examiner.

Commandments.
With numerous examples from Holy
Scripture, the Holy Fathers, and other
Sources. Adapted from theoriginal of Rev H. Rolfus. D.D.

_

r- iWl\
7

fr'

\^

16mo,cloth, 75 cents.
Highly recommended by Archbishops and
Bishops in the United States, Canada, England,

and Ireland.
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"We kn<-w nothing that can compare with it."

'*

tS tnrce
teem with
information and loving appreciation. Beautiful
illustrations abound."? Donahoe's Magaxius.
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Sacraments.

With numerous examples from Holy Scripture, the Holy Fathers, and other
Sources. Adapted from the original of Rev. 11. Rolfus, D.D.
w!tn a Practice, Reflection, and Prayer
on each Sacrament, by Very
R V F ~irarde
C.SS.R.
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With fine full-Pa c illustrations
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,16mo, cloth, ,5- cents.
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'he IoM P°P U,ar explanation of- the
Sacraments and the Sacramentals.
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St. Anthony, the Saint of the illustrated Explanation of the
Prayers and Ceremonies
Whole Ulorld.
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With fine full-page illustrations.
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With a Practice, Reflection, and Prayer
on each Commandment, by Very
Rev. F. Girardey, C.SS.R.
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Illustrated explanation of the
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ings, twenty-two in number, which exhibit

"A succinct and carefully-prepared life of
'h= great wonder-worker of Padua is offered

in the different stages of a Low Mass. The
book, however, has other advantages, for the
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BOOKS OF DEVOTION AND INSTRUCTION.
25 CENTS EACH.
Catholic Worship.

35 CENTS EACH.
Popular Instructions to Parents on the Bringing up of Children.

The Sacraments, Ceremonies, and Festivals

32tno.

Little Month Of May. By the Author of Golden Sands. 321110.
Liittle Month of the Souls in Purgatory.
*32m0

By the Author of Golden Sands.

,~ , -

writings of

One and Thirty Days with Blessed Margaret Mary.

St. Francis dc Sales.

321110.

35 CENTS EACH.
Popular Instructions on Prayer.

By Very Rev. F. Girardey, C.SS.R.

32m0

Besides giving much original inatter,the author has collected, condensed and adapted
he wants of the present time all that St. Alphonsus has written on Prayer.

.

32m0.

Popular Instructions on Marriage. By Very Rev. F. Girardey, CSS. R

New Month of St. Joseph, St. Francis dc Sales. 32m0.
New Month of Mary, St. Francis dc Sales. 32m0.
New Month of the Sacred Heart, St. Francis dc Sales. 32m0.
New Month of the Holy Angels, St. Francis
,
, dc Sales. 32m0.
These "New Months are composed of extracts from the
and breathe the sweet spirit of thi» gentle saint.

By Very Rev. F. Girardey, C.SS.R.

Clearly points out, almost step by step, the manner in which Christian parents should brin X
op their children, from their birth to the time when they embrace that state of life which God
has destined for them.

to

32m0.

Tha instructions tnat of the great dignity of matrimony, it* Indtooutbflity, the obstacles to
\u25a0'? thc f vils of mUrc } 'narria K e. the manner <»f getting married, the duties 11 imposes on the
married between each other and inreference to their offspring.
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~ Commandmentsand «Sacraments.
I.y St. Alphonsus
Instructions on the
I.iguori. 321110.
An almost indispensable acquisition to every Ca.holic that desires to worthily receive the
Sacraments and to observe faithfully the Ten Commandments of Cod.
The Christian Father. What he should be and what he should do. 321110
The Christian Mother. The Fducation of her Children and her Prayer.
32?.
Sure Way to a Happy Marriage. lor those Betrothed, and for Married
People. 32m0.
?

Persons who do not send in subscriptions can buy the books at the advertised price.

BENZIGER BROTHERS, 36 & 38 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK.
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THE SACKED HEABT

TheHousewife.

Medical.
GERMAN MEASLES.

This is a disease that frightens
much more than it hurts. There is
scarcely any danger attending it, yet
the eruption is often mistaken for
that of some more serious disorder,
and much needless alarm is caused.
It is well, therefore, to know something about the early symptoms of
the disease, for, while the physician
should always be called to examine
any child with a rash, yet if a

DELICIOUS DISHES.
OYSTER OMELET.

This makes a delicious dish for
breakfast, and is quite inexpensive,
as only a dozen oysters are required.
Place these in a hot saucepan and
cook carefully a few minutes until
they grow plump and ruffled," as
the cooks call it. Add "two heaping
tablespoonfuls of butter, pepper and
salt, boil an instant, remove the oysters, chop and return them to the
sauce.
Heat thoroughly five eggs,
mother is able to make her diagnosis
add
one
tablespoonful of cream to
of German measles before bis adeach
egg,
fry daintily, serve on a hot
vent, much peace of mind will
platter,
then
pour over it the oyster
result.
sauce.
of
usually
The affection is one
Another attractive way is to chop
childhood, and occurs frequently in half
of the oysters, when they are
extent,
epidemics of greater or less
large
ones, and place the whole oysmost
comin the winter and spring
ters hot on the top of the omelet.
monly.
The first symptoms are usually Serve a spoonful of the omelet with
one whole oyster to each person.
very slight, and consist of a little
headache, cough, redness and smart- Where it is not convenient to get the
ing of the eyes, sometimes sore oysters, an orange omelet could be
throat, and perhaps a very little substituted with pleasing results.
fever. These are simply the symp- Then beat the whites and the yolks
of the eggs separately, mix together,
toms of a very bad cold, and we can
add the milk, the grated rind and
not say what the affection really is
until the rash appears, usually the juice of one sweet orange, and
within a day or two. Sometimes fry.
CREAM SALMON.
this is the first sign of anything
Mince a can of salmon, first drainwrong, the child in every other
the liquid. Boil two cups of
ing
respect looking and feeling permilk, two tablespoonfuls of butter,
fectly well.
add pepper, salt, celery salt, and
The rash appears in the form of
even a little tomato catsup if liked.
minute red dots behind the ears and
In a bake dish arrange a layer of
about the mouth and nostrils. From
breadcrumbs, one of fish, then a litthere it spreads, sometimes slowly,
tle of the dressing, repeat, have
sometimes rapidly, over the body
crumbs on top, and dot with bits of
and limbs. We do not often see it
butter. Bake and brown.
over the entire body at once, for it
SCALLOPED POTATOES.
has usually faded from the parts
Slice
the potatoes very thin, butter
legs
affected
before
arms
or
first
the
a deep dish, put in a layer of potaare invaded.
Sometimes it comes out in succes- toes, season with butter, pepper,
sive crops, disappearing entirely in salt, add three-fourths of a cupful of
one place before appearing in an- chicken soup, oyster liquor, or milk,
other. It may begin first on the dot the top with butter and cover.
chest or back.
STUFFED APPLES.
Select good leaking sour apples as
The eruption differs- from that of
measles in that it is of a brighter nearly of a size as possible in order
pink color and is not arranged in to bake evenly. Kemove the cores
crescentic patches. The rash of carefully and enough of the apple to
true measles is bright red instead of make a little cup " ; in this place a
"
bright pink. German measles more filling of seasoned breadcrumbs and
nearly resembles scarlet fever in the chopped meat. A walnut meat or
color of its rash, but scarlet fever two may be added.
rash is apt to be a deeper and more
SCALLOPED CHEESE.
dusky red, or even a dark scarlet.
In
a buttered baking-dish alterIt appears first on the chest and
nate breadcrumbs with layers of
neck, while that of German measles
tliin slices of cheese. To the crumbs
does so only exceptionally. In both
add celery salt or chopped celery,
scarlet fever and measles the chilpepper,
and small pieces of butter,
dren are much sicker than they are
crumbs last. Add, too, a well beaten
with German measles.
egg, and one-half pint of rich cream,
An English physician recently
and bake in a hot oven. Whoever
said that he "had often been much likes cheese will surely enjoy it in
assisted to a diagnosis by observing this
way.
that if children were suffering from
\ scarlet fever he found them in bed ; uas. bobbb's graham bolls.
flour, measure
t if from the early stage of measles Sift the graham
were sitting listlessly in a chair three cupfuls. Iteat the yolks of
or lying on a sofa, but if they had three eggs, to these add two cups of
German measles they met him in milk, two ounces of butter and onethe hall and showedhim theirspots!" half teaspoonftil of salt. Then add
This is probably the experience of the flour, beat faithfully, add two
most physicians, but like all rules it teaspoonfuls of baking powder, and
the beaten whites of three eggs.
has its exceptions.
?

/they
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Bake always in a quick oven. Three
tablespoonfuls of sugar may be

This Is The Genuine.

added.
HOLIDAY COOKIES.

One cup of butter, one and onehalf cups of sugar, three eggs, one
cup walnut meats slightly broken,
one-half teaspoonful baking powder
and one teaspoonful of lemon ex-
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Use the least flour possible,
roll thin, sift sugar on top, cut out
and bake a very light brown.
tract.

QOLD LAYER CAKE.

One and one-third cups of flour,
three-quarters of a cup of granulated
sugar, half a cup of milk, two tablespoonfuls of melted butter, two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder and the
yolks of three eggs. Cream thoroughly the butter and sugar, add guarded her tongue. Now she does
the well beaten yolks and beat all not depreciate in speech, and, if she
together at least five minutes. Add can not appreciate, is silent.
It is well to remember the wise
vanilla or lemon flavoring, milk,
words
of Emerson
Omit thenegaflour, baking powder always last,
tive
Don't waste
propositions.
bake.
Walnuts,
raisins,
dates,
and
nor hark
yourselves
rejection
in
all
icing,
figs, cocoanuts, with boiled
against
the
the
bad,
beauty
but
chant
make excellent fillings.
of the good." What a changed and
SALTED PEANUTS.
better world we should all live in if
These are delicious, cheap, and it we only followed that advice !
is a pleasant task to make them.
Shell, pour boiling water over them,
allow them to stand five or ten minutes. Then rub off the skins carefully, pour a little melted butter
All Sizes. Latest Improvements.
over them, brown lightly and watchFAIK FKICKS.
Marion.
fully in the oven.
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CHURCH ORGANS

HOOK & HASTINGS CO.,
Boston, New York. Philadelphia, Chicago.

CARELESS SPEECH.

The habit?for it is often nothing
more?of deteriorating speech is so
common that it would be well for all
of us to stop and think about it.
This sort of thing is so often
heard : "I don't think she is so very
pretty as people say," or I don't
think he [or she] is so very clever"
?or economical, or stylish,or bright,
or cheerful, or a thousand other
things. We do not stop to think
that while perhaps we do not think
her so very pretty as we have heard,
that we do think her pretty; and
again, if not very clever, surely interesting, and all the others in like
measure. It is merely a habit with
many people, not skin-deep, but just
the cruel and unfortunate habit of

"

Main Office and Works at Kendal Green, Mass.
12

ORGANS taken in exchange for sale at
Bargains, $400 to $2,000.

Write for particulars.

A. C. PATCH & CO.,
Wholesale
Retail Dealers
in

and

Fruits, Vegetables & Produce.
An Extensive Variety of

Trees, Evergreens, Wreaths, &c.
FOR CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS.

CELLAR

No. I,

New Fanueil Hall Market,
BOSTON, MASS.

Christmas__D rafts.

depreciating speech.
A woman with a sharp tongue, but
Get yonr Christmas Drafts for £1
with the tenderest of hearts, the (one pound sterling) and upward at the
most generous of natures, but with steamship office of
a keenly critical mind and arare intuition as to character, was brought
up " all standing," as she expressed
it, after she had been talking one day
13 Bow Street
with a friend about several people,
(a few doors from City Square),
and before a young girl who was
CHARLESTOWN.
visiting the friend. In a sudden lull
Office openall day and evenings till nine
in the talk, the girl said, as if by un- o'clock.
Passage Tickets by all lines at the
controllable impulse, " Don't you
lowest rates.
like anybody '. " " What do you
N. B.? On or about December 20th I
mean?" said the startled woman. will remove my SUamship Exchange and
The girl blushed and hesitated, and Ueligious Goods business to the large and
commodious store numbered
then said, " Please pardon me, but
it seemed so." Little more was 23 City Square
and
said; it was passed off and passed
2 Chelsea Street,
by, as in the polite world things
CHAKLKSTOWN.
which are unpleasant are passed
The new store Is in the Bunker Hill
over; but into the heart of that National Bank Building, on the corner of
woman the criticism sank deep, and City Square and Chelsea Street. All cars
passing through Charlestown stop at the
from that hour she watched and doors.

MARTIN J. ROCHE,

?THE

SACKED HEAET KEVIEW.«

FactsnF
d igures.

aSensdNonsense.

never loses its novelty. One can
say every morning, as one looks at
it: Here's a letter of Morse's I
haven't read yet. I think 1 shall
take another shy at it today ; and
maybe T shall be able in the course
of a few years to make out what he
means by those t's that look like
"w's," and those i's" that'haven't
any eyebrows.' Other letters are
read, and thrown away and forgotten ; but yours are kept forever,
unread. One of them will last a
reasonable man a lifetime."

Among the hills of Johnson County,
'
Belle.? How did you find out
111., there live four sisters who claim the name of Maud's new beau ?
the palm for longevity. The aggreLena.? Gave her my new pen to
gate ages of this remarkable quartet tryfoot up 343 years, or an average of
Jawkins.? Why do they always
" "
more than eighty-five years each.
call sailors tars " f
"
"
Paw-kink.? Because they're so
The term Black Friday" was first
"
used in England and was applied to accustomed to the pitching of the
the Friday on which the newsreached ship.
London that Charles Edward, the " I»i;i)VAi:n Kipling has a new
"Young Pretender," had arrived at poem about a bear that walks like a
Derby. This news created a panic. man."
is an abstract noun,
In September, 1869, occurred the
I wonder if he ever met my
" What
"
Nellie
asked
?"
the teacher, of a
celebrated "Black Friday" in the husband ? "
little
bright
girl.
United States.
The Old Fkiend.? I don't beknow," was the answer.
" Don't
What is said to be the largest lieve you realize the dignity of your
You don't know ! " exclaimed
"
single wheat field in California cov- position.
the teacher. " Well, it's the name
The New Millionaire.? Uon't of something you can think of but
ers more than 25,000 acres, or forty
square miles. This enormous field have to : I've a butler.
can't touch. Now, can you give an
of grain is located on the banks of
Baggs.? It is said that Dame example? "
the San Joaquin River, near the
"A red-hot poker," was the surFortune knocks once at every man's
town of Clovis, in Madera County.
prising
and prompt reply.
door.
The field is part in Fresno County
Ja<;<;s.? Well, it was her daughVisitor.? Well, Tommie, how
and part in Madera County.
ter. Misfortune, who called on me.
are you getting on at school ?
Jai-an, with a population of 45,ToMMiE(age eight).? First rate.
Editob (looking it over). It's a
-000,000, has 220 towns that have
little too late to publish a menu for I ain't doing as well as some of the
more than 100,000 inhabitants. In
a
dinner, ma'am, and other boys, though. I can stand on
1886 the number of such towns was Thanksgiving
a
little
too
early
for a Christmas my head, but I have to put my feet
117. Osaka has increased from I
dinner ; otherwise I should be glad against the fence. I want to do it
360,000 to 510,000 inhabitants in !
without being near the fence at all,
to use this, and?"
ten years; Yokohama from 89,000
Indignant Callek.? Sir ! That like some of the boys do, and I can
to 180,000 ; I\obe from 80,000 to
after I've been at school long
is poetry.
185,000. Tokio has now a populaenough.
An Arkansas editor, who read
tion of 1,300,000.
that a young lady in New York
"I notice there's a good deal of
As an instance of what has to be
kneads bread with her gloves on, ague in this part of the country,"
endured by public men, it is stated
j
: We need bread with our said the tourist, who had stopped at
that the daily mail of President says "
coats on ; we need bread with our the farm-house for a drink of water.
Faure of the French republic con- I
boots
on, and if our subscribers in That's a great drawback. It unfits
tains on the average 700 letters, of
arrears don't pay up soon, we shall aman for work entirely, does it not?"
which 250 are begging letters, 150
it does," said the sallow
" Gener'ly
petitions on political matters, 100 I need bread without anything on."
woman
who
had handed him atm
petitions from criminals, 100 comHisi!AND(suddenly waking up at
Still
when
John has a right
cup.
"
plaints against officials, 80 anony- dead of night).?What in the world
hard fit of the shakes, we fasten the
mous insults, and 20 threats of death. was that noise ?
churn-dasher to him ; and he brings
Wife (calmly ). It's all right,
The most ornamental trophy of
the
butter inside of fifteen minutes."
The guests of the State ball
the war which has reached the gov- dear.
are just coming home, and I slipped
Mrs. Artlover ( after her inernment at Washington is a bronze
down and gave our front door a spection of Dauberwell's last paintbust of Christopher Columbus recovso that the neighbors would ing).? I am very much obliged to
ered by the wreckers from the Span- slam,
were there.
you, Mr. Dauberwell. You are very
ish armored cruiser "Cristobal think we
kind.
Colon." It is an exceedingly artis" What if I were one of those Mr. Dauiierwei.i..? Oh, don't
tic representation of the discoverer husbands, my dear, who get up
of America for whom the warshhip cross in the morning and bang things mention it, Mrs. Artlover; it is a
was named, and, singularly enough, around, and kick like everything pleasure for me to exhibit my works.
Mrs. Artlover.?Yes, I know,
it was made at the birthplace of just because the coffee is cold? "
so good of you to explain what
but
Columbus, Genoa.
"John," responded his wife, "I
it
represents,
you know.
It may not be generally known would make it hot for you."
As her words admitted of more
In a case of slander that was
that Spain has a distinct claim on
one interpretation, John said heard not long ago, a lady
than
tune
the
of " Yankee Doodle." Mr.
had gone
into the witness-box on behalf of
Buckingham Smith, the American ;nothing more about coffee.
Thomas Bailey Aldrkh once the plaintiff, whose counsel was exsecretary of legation, wrote from
Madrid under the date of June 3, received a letter from his friend, amining her.
"Now, madam," the lawyer be1858, as follows "The tune of 'Yan- Professor Edward S. Morse, and
gan,
from
the
first
of
Doodle,'
kee
my found the handwriting illegible. In
" please repeat the slanderous
showing it here, has been acknowl- due time there came to Mr. Morse statements made by the defendant
edged, by persons acquainted with the following reply:
"My dear on this occasion, just as you heard
to
music, bear a strong resemblance Morse, It was very pleasant to re- them."
to the popular airs of Biscay ; and ceive a letter from you the other
" Oh, they are unfit for any reyesterday a professor from the North day. Perhaps I should have found spectable person to hear! " was the
recognized it as being much like the it pleasanter if I had been able to emphatic answer.
Then," said the examiner, coaxancient sword-dance played on sol- decipher it. I don't think I mas"
emn occasions by the people of San tered anything beyond the date,
Sebastian. He says the tune varies which I knew, and the signature, at
IL|
WHfcHt ALL UStfAILS.
in those provinces. The first strains which I guessed. There is a singu\ti Best UURIS
Cough Syrup. Tastes Good. Use g
kg
by
druggists.
___Cl
fn
time.
Sold
m
are identically those of the heroic lar and perpetual charm in a letter
Danza Esparte of brave old Biscay." of yours ; it never grows old, and it
?

?

???

?

?

:

ingly, " suppose you just whisper
them to the Judge.''
Mi:. Hayseed (arriving at city
hotel). I s'pose I kin hear the
gong here when it rings for dinner,
can't I ?
Clerk.? We have no gong. We
have breakfast from 6 to 11, dinner
from 12 to 6, supper from 6 to 11
o'clock.
Mi;. Hayseed.? .lehosaphat !
How am T to git time to see the
?

city?

j

j
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DOMINION LINE

H and S. S." Canada
"
" New England
and S. S. " Dominion."
(U. S. and Royal Mall
Service

S. S.

Steamers) In
between

Boston,

Queenstown and Liverpool,

Sailings Dec. Bth (Christmas sailing) and

Dec. 22nd and Dec. 29th.
Cabin Passage at Low Rates Second Cabin.
#40 (very superior accommodations). Return, #76.
Steerage Passage, $25.50. Passengers booked to and
from all points in Great Britain and Ireland. For
Sailings, Ratea, etc apply to or address RICHARDS, MILLS& CO., General Agenta, 103
State Street, llottton. or Local Agents in all
cities and towns in New England.

,

CHRISTMAS::-OLD COUNTRY

WHITE STAR LINE.
WEDNESDAY
CAL
ING
Liverpool AT Qaeenstown
Regular Sailings every

for

Steamer "MAJESTIC," 10,000 tons, sails Tuesdty, December 13th, is due in Queeustown, Monday, December 19th.

Third-Class Fare from Boston, $27.00

Immense New Steamer " CYMRIC," one of
the largest steamers afloat, 12,552 tons, 600 feet in
length, will sail December 14th, at 3 P. M.,
enabling passengers to reach Ireland in time for
Christmas.

Third-Class Fare from Boston, $25.50
Drafts payable on demand everywhere in the Old Country.

F. 0. HOUGHTON ii CO., General Agents,
115 State St., cor. Broad St., Boston, Mass.

THE WHITE STAR LINE, NEW YORK
S. TENNEY FRENCH,
244 South (lark street, Chicago,
Or any of the Regular Agents.

Take
Fitchburg R. R.
To
All Points

Lowest Rates.
CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
Dealers in

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS
77 Leverett St., Boston.

Lowest Prices for solid goods.

